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UNITED STATES GO»NMENT

Memorandum
Mr. DeLoach

M. A. \/

DATE: 5-20-65

'THE/jDOpRBELLJlANGll-.
NEW MYSXERY NOVEL
BY RE3^t6UT""

'

SYNOPSIS

The New York Office has furnished the Bureau an advanced proof copy
of a new Nero Wolfe mystery novel by Stout which is critical of the FBI. The proof
was obtained from a confidentialcisource at "The New York Times.

"

t

1
Review of Book: This vicious book depicts the FBI in the worst possible light. Fred

( Cook's "The FBI Nobody Knows, " plays a significant role in the plot. Nero Wolfe,
Stout's hero in the book, is contacted in New York City by a wealthy matron, Rachel

!
Bruner, who desires to hire Wolfe to stop FBI harassment of her. Mrs. Bruner
claims the harassment began after she purchased 10, 000 copies of "The FBI Nobody
Knows" and sent them to prominent people. She states the FBI had been tapping her

j
telephones and had placed her under constant surveillance. Wolfe indicates that she

i could have expected such treatment from the FBI. He accepts the assignment from
Bruner and is paid a $100, 000 retainer fee. In this manner, Rex Stout establishes the
FBIjasJthor?Hl3*joi of his book.

^ ^ 4£^^£^'
NOT R'""'^OTtl>BU

As the plot unfolds, Nero Wolfe receives inforjmaftm''^q955a New York
1 police inspector that three FBI Agents were suspected of ha\fffiig murdered a writer in
his apartment after illegally entering his apartment to steal nxaj^ll hrjhnj.gathrrrfl
for a series on the FBI. It was suspected the Agents shot the writer when he unexpectedly
caught them going through his apartment. This suspicion was increased because the
bullet which kilUd the writer had been removed frorai' the apartment;* as had all the
writer's notes. Despite harassment by the FBI, Wolfe conducts his investigation in
such a manner that he is able to convey the impressibn to the New York Office of the
FBI that he has evidence bearing on the murder. Wolfe arranges a trap for the FBI in

I

his home and this pays off when he and his associates capture two FBI Agents at gunpoint

I

inside the Wolfe residence after they had entereddllegally to steal the evidence. Wolfe
takes the Agent's credentials and uses his possession of these items as a lever to force
the FBI to discontinue its harassment of Rachel Bruner. He deals with one "Richard Wiagg
who is depicted as^the Special A^^nt-Vn Charge of the New York Offi<?e/gpd^ragg admits
Enclosure^.<J^,,.^^^l:5^ S'-'^/^^S— •

1 - Mr. DeLoJieJn -^Enclosure ' 1 - Mr. Sullivan - Enclosjirejdf^'?^ ]9g5
losure

_
1 - Central Research Unit - Encfoi^ure
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M. A. Jones to DeLoach memo
RE: THE DOORBELL RANG

harassment of Mrs. Bruner and agrees to discontinue this to preclude Wolfe's using

the credentials in prosecutive action against the FBL Wolfe, during the investigation,
' had determined that the writer had actually been killed by his girl friend but he forces

Wra^ to give the police the bullet which had been removed by his agents from the

writer's apartment. Rex Stout concludes this book with a contemptuous reference to

the Director. Although not mentioning him, he writes that the "big fish" from
Washington (an obvious reference to the Director) attempted to call on Wolfe at his

home in New York but that Wolfe refused to see him and left him standing outside his

door ringing the bell.

Rex Stout, who is 79 years old, has been a member of or affiliated with

numerous organizations which have been connected wiUi communist groups or identified

as communist fronts. In 1941, an informant reported that Rex Stout was allegedly a

member of the Communist Party. The files do not reflect previous criticism by Stout

of the Director or the FBI and on 12-7-62 Stout wrote the Director inviting him to become
a member of the Authors Guild of the Authors League of America. This invitation was
declined. The Viking Press is a reputable publisher with which we have had little

contact, although in 1958 it sought our assistance in connection with a book by a former
Bureau informant, but we declined to become involved.

f
-^^

'

1. That Stout be designated as a person not to beo/Stilacted without prior

RECOMMENDATIONS:

^ jis a person not to beoiStilacted without pr"

Bureau approval. / r-y^.^^ A/^^

V'
'^'T-^^/*^V

2. That the attached let!^ to all SAC's be approved and returned to the

Crime Records Division for appropriate processing. This letter advises of the forth-

coming release of "The Doorbell Rang" and instructs that any inquiries received

concei-ning the book should be.answered with a statement that the FBI has no comment
other than that the book is a fictional work which presents a false and distorted picture

of the FBI and that any Agents conducting themselves in the manner depicted in this

book would be subject to immediate dismissal. y » / /

f
> < • J

la -
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M. A. Jones to DeLoach Memo
RE: THE DOORBELL RANG

DETAILS

The New York Office has furnished the Bureau a Photostat of the

advanced proofs of a new mystery novel by Rex Stout; "The Doorbell Rang, " which
is critical of tlie FBI. This is another in a series relating to Stout's chief mystery
character, Nero Wolfe. The book, which is being published by Viking Press, was
obtained by the New York Office confidentially from Nat Goldstein, "The New York
Times, " a contact of that office. It is noted this is an uncorrected proof of the novel
for advanced review and the book is not scheduled for release until October, 1965.

REVIEW OF BOOK;

This is a vicious book which puts the FBI in the worst possible light.

Within its scope as fiction, it is almost as scurrilous an attack on the Bureau as Fred
Cook's "The FBI Nobody Knows. " Cook's book, in fact, plays a significant role in the

plot of this novel, and it appears that Stout may have taken some of his material from
that book for developing his plot as it relates to the FBI.

The hero of the book is, of course, Nero Wolfe, and the story is told

by Wolfe's close assistant, Archie Goodwin, a literary device which Stout has used
throughout his Nero Wolfe series. In substance, the book involves the following action:

A wealthy New York matron, Rachel Bruner, contacts Wolfe at his
residence in New York City claiming she is being harassed by the FBI, that h^r phones
are being tapped and that she and her associates are under constant surveillance. She
engages Wolfe for §100, 000 to have the harassment stopped. Wolfe is at first

reluctant to take the job because the FBI is a2)owerful antagonist but the large retainer
persuades him. Mrs. Bruner claims the harassment began after she purchased
10, 000 copies of "The FBI Nobody Knows" and sent them to prominent people all over
the country. In this regard, she asks of Wolfe (concerning the Director), "Does that

megalomaniac think he can hurt me?" Wolfe indicates that she could have expected no
other treatment from the FBI. Wolfe also states that he was impressed by Cook's
book and, with minor qualifications, agreed with Cook's opinion of the FBI and Mr.
.Hoover.

With this interview, Rex Stout establishes the FBI as the arch villain,

arrayed in all its power against Wolfe who single-handedly sets out to beat it. Through
a New York City police inspector, who is antagonistic toward the Bureau^ Archie
Goodwin learns that threeFBI Agents were strongly, suspected of having murdered

- 2 -



M. A. Jones to DeLoach .Memo
RE: THE DOORBELL RANG

a writer who was gathering material £or a series of articles on the Bureau. This

man*s body was found in his apartment, and through investigation, the inspector

determined thatftireeFBI Agents had illegally entered the writer's residence on the

night he was killed for the purpose of stealing the material he had gathered on the

FBI. It was suspected that the writer caught the Agents going through his apartment,

drew a gun and was shot to death by one of the Agents. This suspicion was increased

by the fact that the bullet which killed the writer had been removed from the apartment,

apparently by the murderer, and that all the writer's notes were missing.

Based on this information Wolfe begins his investigation, although

harassed by the FBI which attempts to have his private detective license revoked,

puts him and his associates under surveillance and apparently places a tap on his

telephone.

Wolfe is not concerned with whether or not the FBI did commit the

murder, but he perceives that he can use this incident to convince the New York Office

of the FBI that he has evidence bearing on the crime. Through a series of moves, he
is able to convey this impression. Having done this, Wolfe arranges a trap for the

^

FBI in his home, fully expecting that an attempt will be made to illegally enter his

residence to steal the evidence. His trap pays off when he and his associates capture

two FBI Agents at gunpoint inside the Wolfe hopae after they had entered by picking a

door lock. Wolfe takes the Agents' credentials, explaining that these gave him
incontestable evidence that FBI Agents had committed a felony in entering his home.

Wolfe uses his possession of the credentials as a lever to force the

FBI to discontinue its harassment of Mrs. Bruner. He deals with one "Richard Wragg,"
;

who is depicted as the Special Agent in CLorge of the New York Office. Wragg admits
to Wolfe that the FBI had been harassing Mrs. Bruner and agrees to discontinue this

activity to preclude Wolfe using the credentials in prosecutive action against the FBI.

During their investigation, Wolfe and Goodwin had determined that the

Agents who broke into the writer's apartment had not killed the writer but that he had
been shot by his girl friend. Wolfe furnishes this information to the New York Police

Department and forces Wragg to give the police the bullet which his Agents had
removed from the dead writer's apartment.

The book concludes with the FBI slandered as an organization which

is not above committing almost any illegal act to destroy its enemies or protect its
^

reputation. On the last page, in a few paragraphs of contemptuous writing that do

nothing to develop the plot, Rex Stout expresses his personal hostility toward 'the

- 3 -



M. A. Jones to DeLoach Memo
RE: THE DOORBELL RANG

Director without actually mentioning him by name. He writes that the doorbell rang
at Wolfe's home and Goodwin looked out to identify the caller. He tells Wolfe that

the "big fish" from Washington was at the door (an obvious reference to the Director).
Goodwin states that the visitor is honoring Wolfe with a visit but Wolfe states, 'I have
nothing for him. Let him get a sore finger. " The book then ends with this sentence:
"The doorbell rang.

"

INFORMATION IN BUFILES:

Our files reflect that Stout, who is 79 years old, has been a member
of, affiliated with or has lent his name and prestige to numerous organizations which
have been affiliated with communist groups or identified as communist fronts. In 1941,
a confidential informant of the New Haven Office reported that Rex Stout and his
sisters, Ruth and Betty Stout, were allegedly members of the Communist Party. The
files do not reflect previous criticism by Stout of the Director or the FBI, and, in
fact, on 12-7-62 Stout wrote the Director inviting him to become a member of the

Authors Guild of the Authors League of America. Stout was membership committee
chairman at that time. Stout was advised by letter of 12-13-62, over Miss Gandy's
signature, that Mr. Hoover was unable to accept his invitation.

i

The Viking Press is a reputable publisher with which we have had little

contact in the past. In 1958, personnel of that company sought our assistance in

connection with a book by Boris Morros, former Bureau informant,who was writing on
his exploits, but we declined to become involved in the matter.

OBSERVATIONS:

The plot of this book is weak and it will probably have only limited public

acceptance despite Stout's use of the FBI in an apparent bid for sensationalism to

improve sales. The false and distorted picture of the FBI which Stout sets forth is an
obvious reflection of his leftist leanings as indicated in our files. It is believed that

Stout should be.placed on the list of persons not to be contacted and that a letter should
be sent to all SACs advising of the forthcoming release of this book in order that any
inquiries concerning the book can be answered.

f

!

t
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

# 4
1 - K. P. Callahan/2.1. F. How
1 - W. C. Sullivan

1 - W. A. Branigan/L. M. Linton

-i - 3. Suttler

l-.-Jw -;c«>. l - E. S. Gamer .DG5

1-
1 I

La^, -.,1 {a£-:cr.,:3)l - smith ^
b6 ^
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- (V)

-fOuT ;.ldICv.Uoa t:ii> t:^u L'u*..^., .^o;? L'^^^c., ^.^a ^c;^-. 'J-'xii ^*vt liable

KOI'E: This 1, OOO-pago edition cf the above book will contain 5, 300 bioffraohies of 1
joyiet personalities. Ecol£ rc.i^e^t&d by the govlet Section and the Reoearch- §
i^atelhte ^^ction, Domestic Xntelliseace Division. Cne copy will be retained in the M
i-ieGcarch-eatellite Library; the ot^er copy will be placed in the Bureau Library.
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SAC, New York

Director, FBI (62-46855)

1 - NlP. Callahafl^.F. Row
1 - W. C. Sullivan

1 - W. A. Branlgan
1 - B. M. Suttler

1 - R. S. Garner
1-

1 I

1 - Mr. Smith

May 21, 1965

":by victor LASKY^BOOK REVIEWS

The captioned book is scheduled for publication June 28, 1965, by
Trident Press, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10022, and the listed

price is $4.95 a copy.

When the book is available, you should discreetly obtain one copy and
iorward it to the Bureau marked.to the attention of the Research-Satellite Section.

i/ 100-370032 (Victor Lasky)

NOTE: Book, requested by SA. W. A. Branigan of the Soviet Section, will be

filed in the Bureau Library after perusal. Bureau Library and General Indices

check regarding book negative.

AMB:cr
(11)

be
:b7c

?

8 ;

i

Belmont ^

Tea

-no

Sull:

^Tav^,
•Tfottef
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JfJf^iflS UNCLASSIFIED



1 - N. p. Callal^/M. F. Row
1 - W. C. SuUii

1 - F. J. Baumgardner/A. W. Gray
1 - B. M. Suttler

1 - R. S. Garner
1- Mr. smith

May 21, 1965SAC, IxmisvlUe

Director, FBI (62-46855)

THEto KLtlX KLAN IN THB SOUTHWEST '^'^^

BY CHARLES C^l^^aexAHSM :;7r?
5^ BOOK REVIEWS

The captioned book waa published May 3» 1965, by the Ifoiversity ol
Kentucky Press, Lexington, Kentucky 40506, and it Is priced at f6 a copy.

!

Yott fihould discreetly obtain one copy of the book and forward it to
the Bureau marked to the attention of the Research-Satellite Section.

Internal Security Section,NOTE: Book, requested by Sii|

will be placed in the Bureau Library where it is not now available.

AMB:cr^
(10)

:b7c
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^comm-fb;
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A
L<^:al Attache, London

Director, FBI (62-46855)

1 - N. P. Callahan^. F. Row
I- W.C. Sullivan

1 - W. R. Wannall/D. A. Grove
1 - B. M. Suttler

1 - R. S. Garner
1> I I

U&flA, 1965

be
.b7C

1- Mr. Smith

'^^^^^AOAND

BOOK

CHINESE REVOLUTION

The captioned book is available at the Qsford University Press, Am^ Bbuse,
Warwid: S(|aaro, London B.C. 4, England, and it Is priced at 42 shilUngs net. You
should discreetly obtain one copy of this book and forward it to the Bureau marked to
the attention of the Research-Satellite Section.

I - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for reyfew.

)

NOTE: This book is an account of Mao's part in the Chinese Revolution and the

establishment of the People's Republic.

In addition to an analysis of Mao!s life and times and studies, Dr. Ch-en provides new

information and rftrrpr.tg some of the factual mistakes about Mao's life.

Book requested
, correj

by SA|

placed in the Bureau Library where it is not now available.

Nationalities Intelligence Section; book will be

AMB:crC/l-
(U)

Casper m

G<3n4y

19 WK^
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MAY 1062 EDITION'
6SA «CN. RCtf: NO. 27"

sobject:

UNITED STATES RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)

'

i
•

LEGAT, TOKYO (64-26?) ' (P)

Jfm^ WHO IN COMMUNIST CHINA
•^.ai'ojC PUBtlSlEFB^
iroflON aESjBABCH INSTITUTE, LIMITED
^KowLboN/ HONCf k(ftrr"^

'"^ '

4

Remylefe 4/26/65.

We have been Intformed that publication of this
boplt has been delayed xmtil mid or late July*

The matter will be followed at Hoxiig Kongr, B»C.C
and the Bxireau advised • •

4-Bureau ' '

1 -Tokyo
HLC;lcvv.:,

Bij^ U:S. Savings Boncis^,Regularly onithe PayrQll Savings Plan
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NMENTUNITED STATES GO'

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT

Mr. DeLoach DATE: 6.28-65

es

"STEP BY STEP"
BOOK ON THE 1964 OPERATIONS OF THE
CORNELL STUDENTS CIVIL RIGHTS
PROJECT IN TENNESSEE;

EDITED BY DOUGLAS DOWD AND MARY NICHOLS

The Albany Office, by letter of 6-21-65, forwarded a copy of captioned

book which was recently published by the Tompkins County Committee for Free and Fair

Elections in Fayette County, Tennessee, for the purpose of raising funds to continue its

work in that statie. Albany advised the book contains several critical references 'to the FBi;

the most sej^ere of which appears on page 66 as follows: "One hopes that the FBFs true

position is no longer'expressed by the decor of their Memphis Office, where a sign

reading 'Impeach Earl Warren' was once posted conspicuously beside the ten most-wanted
men. IT'

REVIEW OF BOOK: book
This book concerns the activities of 50 Cornell University volunteers who,^

spent several weeks in the Summer of 1964 in Payette County, Tennessee, in a drive to

register Negro voters. It is described as a handbook for future civil rights workers and
j

represents a compilation of the experiences of the volunteers. The material for the bool^
was edited by Douglas Dowd, Associate Professor in Cornell's Department of Economic^
and Mary Nichols, a Cornell student, both of whom were volunteers in the Tennessee g
project. The photographer for the book is identified as Nick Lawrence.

Criticism of the FBI is directed at our alleged lack of action on complaints

reported to us by the volunteers. It is in this context that the above quoted critical
|

statement on the "decor" of the Memphis Office is used. This allegation, of course, is

completely false and, while it is the most blatantly critical comment on the FBI, it

typifies the distortions and misstatements about the FBI on other pages.

For example, on page 76, the book reports the rape of a Negro woman,
identified, by a white man, presumably in part as retaliation for her -vbter activities.

. few days after the incident, the woman reported the matter to the FBI and Agents A^-

.Interviewed her. The book infers we took no further actjaju-

1 - Mr. DeLoach - Enclosure
1 - Mr. Rosen - Enclosure

....

NOT RECORDEI)
i^Ml 6 1965

6 JUL 6 13S5

—Continued

not

A
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M, A, Jones to DeLoach
RE: "STEP BY STEP" be

hlC

Bufiles reflect this case involved one
| I

a Negro

resident of Fayette County, as the victim and a white man named
| |

as the

subject. I 1gave the Memphis Office information regarding the rape on 8-3-64,

and the facts were subsequently furnished to the Civil Rights Division of the Department.

No investigation was requested by the Department and it is noted that local charges had

been placed against the subject of this case.

On page 95, it is alleged that election laws violations reported to the mrn^
Office on 8-6-64 in connection with a primary election in Fayette County brought little

action, that the FBI "came out to the county, late, spoke to nobody, and left. That was as

much as they did that day.

"

This is an outright distortion of the facts. Files reflect that the Memphis
Office received complaints on 8-6-64 that Negro poll watchers were being forced to leave

. the polling places in Fayette County. At the request of the Department, we attempted that

same day to interview two Negro voter registration leaders concerning these complaints.

They were not available on 8-6-64 but were promptly contacted the following day and the

I
results reported, as were the results of numerous other interviews in Fayette County. No

• further investigation was requested by the Department and there is absolutely no basis for

the allegation that the civil rights workers complained to us to no avail.

BACKGROUND ON EDITORS OF BOOK:

Douglas Dowd, Associate Professor in Cornell's Department of Economics,

I

was obviously the leading figure in the production of this book. Bufiles reflect that Dowd, .

who is 45, has been associated with cited and leftist groups dating back to 1949. He has

supported activity seeking the elimination of the House Committee on Un-American Acfcsties.

Mary D. Nichols is identified in files as a Cornell student (1966 graduating

class) who has participated in civil rights meetings at that school. Files contain no other

pertinent information regarding her. Regarding Nick Lawrence, photographer for the bod^

Bufiles reflect only that one Nicholas Lawrence, New York City, was a member of the

Fayette County project in 1964 and had taken photographs of Negroes who had gathered to

register in that county.

OBSERVATION:

"Step By Step" is a compilation of the experiences and observations of the

members of the Cornell group in Tennessee. No single author is responsible for the

material but it is apparent that the scope and emphasis of the book was dictated by Douglas

Dowd. It is believed Dowd should be contacted by SAC, Albany, to straighten him out with

regard to the misstatements and distortions about the FBI which appear in this book. In

view of Dowd's ultraliberalism and his position on the Cornell faculty, this contact should

be handled with tact and diplomacy in order to preclude Dowd from charging us with

-2- ^



M. A. Jones to DeLoach
RE: "STEP BY STEP"

harassment or interference with academic freedom. This should be a straightforward

presentation of the facts, accompanied by a request that Dowd retract the critical

statements in the book.

RECOMMENDATION:

That attached airtel be sent to Albany instructing the SAC to contact Dowd
along the lines indicated above.

r
4, i
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UNITED STATES GC^<NfMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. DeLoach o DATE; 6-17-65

FROM :

SUBJECT

/

BRIEF REVIEW OP BOOK TITLED: "SPECIAL AGENT.
A Quarter Century With The Treasury Department And.The
Secret Service" BY CHIEF FRANK J. WILSON AND BETH
DAY. PUBLISHED BY HOLT, RINEHART, AND WINSTON, INC.

On June 8, 1965, Miss Louise Waller, Editor, General Book Division, Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, Inc., sent a letter to Mr. Tolson and copies of the above -titled book
to the Director and to Mr. Tolson who requested that a brief review be made of this book.^

The book opens with this statement: The terrible tragedy, at Dallas, on
November 22, 1963, when our President, John F. Kennedy, was- assassinated by the

Marxist Lee Harvey Oswald and the subsequent report and recommendations made by the ^
Warren Commission have turned the country's attention in- an unprecedented way on the ^ .

duties and methods of the United States Secret Service. For it is the first and foremost joB

of the Secret Service to protect the life of the President.
^

Wilson then delves into the founding of the Secret Service in 1865 for the ^
purpose of dealing with counterfeiting;, the informal protection which Secret Service Agents^
afforded President Grover Cleveland from 1894-1896; then McKinley's assassination in

1901, which awakened Congress to the fact that this country had lost three Presidents in 3^
years. In 1902, therefore, an appropriation was made by Congress and a formal White §
House detail established. The Secret Service was given the responsibility at that time for U
the protection of the life of the President. <

V/ilson then relates the history of the Se,cret Service from 1902 to the preseig

date, its accomplishments and his own accomplishments during the time he was its Chief, o

Wilson castigates the Dallas Police, on page 9, for allowing Oswald to escape
He states: "When they rushed into the building where the assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald, was
hiding, he was allowed to escape. Oswald was captured within two hours but not before he

had shot and fatally wounded a Dallas^police officer/' Wilson then comments unfavorably on

,the Dallas Police publicly announcing the hour at which time Oswald was to be removed from
Police Headquarters to the county jail. He states: "The removal became a melodramatic
spectacle, which ended in a disgraceful and tragic event, when, in the basement of police

headquarters. Jack Ruby, a man with a Dallas police record, approachec| Oswald, placed a
revolver in his middle, and killed him, as the negligent Dallas polite sfob'd1)V>and3iilions

of the nation's astonished television viewers looked on." (page 10)

DeLoach^O ^'>'" KSCORliEPI1 - Mr.
B



JQiiS^to DeLoach memo
Re: -Brief Review Of Book

Wilson relatel^3 had boyhood leanings towarAw enforcement because his

father was with the Buffalo, New York, Police Department ana protected President

McKinley during his first visit to Buffalo. Wilson tells of his inability to stay xn the Army

because of poor eyesight and his first -investigative job with Herbert Hoover's Food

Administration. He says after the Armistice in 1918, he joined the Intelligence Unit,

Internal Revenue -Bureau. He says his trial by fire came during the -corrupt Harding

Administration and he tells of the part he played in investigating the "Ohio Gang" and

particularly the Daugherty-Penrose organization. He relates a variety of cases in which

,he gives the Secret Service full credit for solving such as the Al Capone case and the

^Lindbergh kidnapping. FBI receives no credit in either case. He relates his investigation
'

of the late Senator Huey Long of Louisiana, and his eventual murder. He deals with

counterfeiting and states he was made Chief of Secret Service in 1936 because of increase

in counterfeiting.

He deals with Presidential mail received from cranks, nuts, and anonymous

letter writers who send threatening letters and mysterious packages. He expresses his

great admiration for Franklin D. Roosevelt. He mentions White House problems resulting

from the Pearl Harbor attack.and World War H. He discusses travels of the President

inside and outside the United States and the part he played in traveling with President •

Franklin Roosevelt -in the United States. He discusses narrow escapes of Presidents from

hands of assassins and gives details of a narrow escape Andrew Jackson had. Wilson states

his biggest headache was providing Presidential protection at those times when public

parades or Jlarge gatherings at the Capitol were going to take place. This was particularly

true in the Inaugural gatherings at the Capitol. He mentions the shock he received on

April 12, 1945, when a message came through from Warm Springs: "The President had a

sudden attack. Condition serious. " In a few minutes further news arrived advising

President Roosevelt had suffered a fatal cerebral hemorrhage.

Wilson discusses President Truman taking over the White House and problems

incurred by Secret Service during Truman Administration. He relates details of Potsdam

Peace Conference. Wilson mentions the two atomic bombs dropped in Japan in August,

1945, which resulted in victory in Japan on 9-2-45. He then relates the Puerto Rican

fanatics trying to shoot President Truman at the Blair House on November 1, 1950, praised

the Secret Service's protection of Truman and lastly the need for all Presidents to take no

chances in the future by using bullet proof cars, and Congress improving our defective

Federal laws.

Wilson' s book is strictly a book letting the world know the part Frank J.

Wilson played in the affair of protecting the Presidents of the United States and handling

other matters under the jurisdiction of the Secret Service during an important era in our

J ]/
RECOMMENDATION: ^

I

For information.
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OPriONA;, FOKM NO. 10 ^ $010-107
MAY 1««2 CCMTION
«SA CiN. RC«. Na «7

UNITED STATES GOvi||^MENT ^ ,

Memorandum
TO

: Director, FBI (62-^6855) date: 6/30/65
(Attention: RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTIOM)

SAC, New York (10(5-8723$)

suBjEd?': V/JHg^GLY -RUSSIAIL^ BY VICTO^ASKY /t.,,z.tfftf ^
O-^BOQK RBVXEWS <

~-

Re Bulet , 5/21/65.

Enclosed, in accordance with the Bureau's
request, is one* copy of "The Ugly Russian",, by VICTOR
LASKY.

- Bureau (End. 1)
1 - New York
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TO

FROM

subject:

Director, FBI (62-U6855) date: 6/30/6$
(Attention: RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION)

C, New York (100-8723$)

^rWHO'S WHO IN THE USSR
Cfe06K jREVBEWS

Re Bulet, $/2l/6$.

In accordance with the Bureau's request, two
copies of the captioned publication have been ordered
thrbughf I at the pre-publication discount
price of ?22*50 each. It is anticipated that the books
will be published in late August or early September*
Upon delivery the books will be submitted to the Bureau*
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UNITED STATES G RNMENT

n

Memorandum

M pes

DATE; 7-6-65

FROM

SUBJECT! Y'HOW MANY MORE VICTmS?'.'
1(1 BY GLiSiWDEI^NY SHULTZ

OLD MANITOU ROAD
GARRISON, NEW YORK

Mrs. Shultz has forwarded to the Director a copy of her new book

which she says was prompted by an attempted sexual assault made on her. The

incident caused her to make a survey of the handling of sex criminals by authorities .

throughout the United States. The Director's articles on this subject are favorably^

^-

o

mentioned.
Bufiles reflect- that in May, 1959, she wrote to the Director saying

she had applied for a pistol permit through the Putnam County Sheriff's Office,

Carmel, New York, and was told that her fingerprints would have to be processed

by the FBI. She said she made the application in January and her pistol permit had

not yet been .received. She was advised by letter , after inquiry was made of our

New York Office concerning the matter, that we had no record of having received

her fingerprints but that an Agent had contacted the Sheriff's Office in Carmel, New
York, which resulted in a copy of her fingerprints being mailed to the Bureau for

checking. She was advised she^might wish to contact the Sheriff regarding.the matterol

Mrs. Shultz again wrote saying she had received her permit on the same day she
|j

received the Director's letter and expressed her appreciation for the Director's .j

personal interest. At'the time of this correspondence, Mrs. Shultz was a contributingg'

editor to the "Ladies' Home Journal. " 3

i
A review of Mrs. Shultz's book reveals it is a detailed study of the.sex i

offender and how society may best cope with this menace. She related the incident '
I

of the attempted sexual assault made on her and states that subsequently her attacker
;

was given inadequate treatment by correction authorities. She traveled throughout
j

the United States and studied case histories of every type of sexual offender. She
i

said all her subjects revealed warped minds which were most often malformed in
j

childhood experiences or with misguided parental attitudes. She claims that these
i

men were all quite ill, yet in most states^ex offenders are merely sentenced to i

prison where they remain unaided, ^mtreated and become even more ill. She said
j

they are all most often released to prey^pon society asjgre^ter menaces than when

they were first sentence<^§i^ &Qi::^ (/GfS^
Enclosure /i^-^^ 7- 5^- ^^"""TJ^

/^/t^ 191 JUL 231965
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M# A. Jones to DeLoach .memo
RE: "HOW MANY MORE VICTIMS?"

She said these crimes will lessen only when law and medicine
work hand in hand and when other states treat these Individuals,as they are treated
in Wisconsin and California. In these, states, after careful study some offenders
are determined to be curable and are then treated* with a view to rehabilitation.

She said that only those violators who are determined to be curable should be released*
after treatment. She implied that those who cannot be cured should never be released.

RECOMMENDATION:

and forwarded.
That the attached letter thanking Mrs. Shultz for her book be approved

-2 -



1 - ia*^-p. Cjaiahaa/ ,M. F. Row
1 / Sullivan

1 Smith
1— iKr :S. Garner
1 - B. M. Suttler

1 - L. Whitson
1 -I

be
hlC

August 3, 1965SAC, New York •

Director, FBI (62-46855)^

INTERNATIONAL IMMUNITIES
Y C. WILFRED JENKS
OOK.iIeVIEWS

'Caption,ed book was published in 1961 by Oceana Publications, Inc.

Dobbs Ferry, Nciw York, 10522, for the price of $6.00.

You should discreetly obtain one copy of the book and forward it

to the Bureau marked to the attention of the Research-Satellite Section.;

\

NOTE: Book requested by SA Llsh Whitson, Soviet Sectlor^ Domestic InteUigence

Division, for reference purposes, will be placed in the Bureau Library.

'v^l.LWtd!
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1 r N. P. Callahan/M. F. Row
W.

I -
JI^W. Smith

1 - 'WV C. Sullivan^ ^g-,<^^(Vvt*S

1 - KJi^S. Garner
1 - B. M. Suttler

1 - F. J. Baumgardner
1 -T

SAC, l^w York August 3, 1965

Director, FBI (62-46835)

/^AET OF THE TRXTTH '

^BOOK Bsvisv;s
!

^

Captioned book is published by Harcourt,, Brace and World, New Yorfe,

.;Sew York, and is priced at §5.95 a copy.

You should discreetly obtain one copy of^tiie book and forward it to the

Bureau marked to the attention o£ the Research-Satellite Section,

be
:b7C

NOTE: Book, requested by SA S* Garner^ Research-Satellite Section, Domestic
Intelligence Division, for reference purposes, will be placed in the Bureau
Library,

(10)
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan

Re: REVIEW OF "ANTI-COMMUNIST MANIFESTO"
62-46855

Information Re Dr. Juhaszi

Dr. Juhaszi uses the names Dr. Imre J. Melius or Dr. Emmeric Melius
as pseudonyms in his writings. The Bureau has had prior communications from him
,|fid Bufiles contain nothing derogatory concerning him. As of September, 1964, he
was iDeihg considered as a possible source of information in Hungarian matters.

Mention of Director and FBI

The Director and the Bureau are mentioned favorably on pages 3 and 4 of
this publication. The author proposes that "our- excellent FBI investigate the
mysterious retorts through which the money and the disguised bolshevik propaganda-

,

material is floating into their local underground organizations. " He adds, "May I

declare that it is a veritable blessing of Providence having such a director of the FBI
as J. Edgar Hoover?"

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

- 2 -
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(jlll^RNMENT ^
'^'Memorandum

UNITED STATES G

TO : DIRECTOR, TBI '(62-46655) date: 7/J87/65

subject: ^*^H0'S who IN COMMUNIST CHINA
^ ly JUl^aS^PUBLlSHSD BY

J KOWLOON, HONG XON&

Renylet 5/24/65,

Enclosed copy of le-tter dated 7/10/65 from, Union
Research institute to the U» S.' consulate General, Hong Kong
B. C* C», shows status of publication of this book. Present
estimate of cost is about $15 (ffs) per oolune.

Case being plated in RVC status with tickler to
' follow at Hong Kong after 20/1/65 and to purchase 8 copies.

/ Copy Ji:q,...5

/ \by iroiJtiBS ?4ip

^_.^,vr
'

REC.62 - *^<*
^'-^^

fl-San Francisco) (105-2563) J >i

^ 1-Tokyo / ^"T^

Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Dear Sir/Sirg:

Earlier wo announced that one of our publications
untitled Who^o ^Who in Corr^iunist China wao scheduled to
come out at Ihe end of this July. Because a couple of
weeks ago we decided to incorporate the latest materials
(up through the 3rd IMPC) on each person In the work, the
publication will not be available until Septerrfcer or
October, 1965. We are sorry lor keeping you waiting
so long and causing you the Inconvenience, We hope,
however, that the book will be inore infomative.

Your name has been placed on our niailing list.
Wo wi;il soo Lhat the volume is sunt to you upon Hs
pub! J cu Lion unloos wo hoar from you to bho counlrary.

Afjain;, please accept our apology.

Sincerely yours.

b6
;b7C

ENCLOSURE



#UNITED STATES GO" MENT

Memoran um
TO DIRECTOil, FBI (a2-.^6355)

'TSOTION: RESHARCH-.SATSLL1TE SECTION
date: 8/10/65

FROM
SAC, NEW YORK

SUBJEi

'-115TSRNATI0NAL II-IMaNlTIES
"BY C. WILFREI><JENKS ^ -

BOOK ."REVIEWS

ReBulet 8/3/65j captioned as above.

Efforts to locate the above captioned book in
NYC were unproductive* Brentano's Book Store has placed
a special order for this book and advised that the i>ook
should be available in about two weeks, The book will
be sent to the Bureau just as soon as received by B.rentan
B«ok Store,

REG" 62 ' -

' 2 - Bureau < 62-46855)
1 - New York (94-0)

' AIJG19t965,
r if



«»A CfM. HE^, NO, »7

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. DeLoach

' FROM ! M. rA, es

SUBJECT! "BEHIND BARS"
BY JULIUS A. LEIBERT
WITH EMILY KINGSBERY

DATE: 8-11-65

Reference is made to captioned book, ]
which was brought to your

(Mr. DeLoach's) office by its co-author, Emily Kingsbery, along with a letter
^

addressed to you enclosing material on her organization, the National Alliance

of Russian Sdlidarists. Miss Kingsbery, a friend of Herbert Philbrick, talked
^

to SA Hobson Adcock of jour office and attempted to get an endorsement from »

Mr. Hoover for this book. The D irector*s policy of not being in a position to-

do this was e;q)lained to her; she indicated she understood the situation but de-

sired the book be brought to Mr. Hooyer»s attention. This bookls^inscribed:

"To J. Edgar Hoover—who has done'more than anyone else in this century to

raise the calibre of law enforcement personnel and processes^^Sincerely,

Julius A. Leibert, Emily Kingsbery'.'
,

RiSVIEW OF "BEHIND BARS";

The book consists of the account of Rabbi Leibert*s ej^jeriences

as a prison chaplain at San Quentin. Leibe.rt*s theme is that our present penal

system degrades prisoners and does not accomplish the purpose of rehabilitating \js

them. He feels that a distinction should be made between lawbreakers, whom he ^
describes as those who commit an offense Jic^ainst an impersonal entity such as O
the government or society, and criminals, whom he describes as those who commit

acts by force or fraud which directly harm another person. The lawbreaker,. .1

Leibert states, righUy belongs under the jurisdiction of present law enforcement^
agencies, but that treatment of him should be geared for rehabilitation rather ^
than punishment. The criminal, Leibert feels, should be isolated from society

in a hospital or therapeutic center until fit to return to society. Leibert is

\ critical of capital;punishment, alleging that this does not deter crime; he notes

(that he resigned from his position at San Quentin in order to initiate legal steps

I
to save a prisoner from the gas chamber.

Enclosure

1 - Mr." DeLoach - Enclosure

NOT RECORDED
133 AU^ 13 1965

JVA:jma
tinued next page. .

.



M. A. Jones to DeLoach memo
RE: "BEHIND BARS"

» On pages 39 ff. he discusses the case of Morton Sobell,

recounting his efforts to give Sobell spiritual counsel and stating he feels

Sobell should be freed, since his crime would have been "long since expiated."
Leibert also mentions Caryl Chessman on pages 147 ff. , stating that Chessman
should have been isolated in a hospital instead of being given the death sentence.

The book concludes with "first-aid measures" to be taken until

our penal system can be reformed. These include halfway houses to help
released prisoners adjust to freedom, full employment while in prison and a
single trial and sentence for the criminal.

DATA IN BUFILES ON KINGSBERY AND LEIBERT ;

Bufiles reflect references to Kingsbery in connection with her
affiliation with the National Alliance of Russian Solidarists, an anti-Soviet
emigre organization which seeks the overthrow of the present Soviet Government.
She has furnished information to the Bureau on various occasions.

Regarding Julius Leibert, Bufiles reflect that in 1954 we conducted
a Security of Government Employees investigation of him based on information
that his name appeared on a 1940 list of persons, many of whom were reportedly
affiliated with communist groups, who opposed a statute requiring registration
and fingerprinting of aliens. Several of Leibert* s associates considered him

\ sympathetic toward communism; however, fee denied any connection with the

I Communist Party. He has been active in efforts to get a new trial for Morton
Sobell.

RECOMMENDATION;

In view of the above information concerning Leibert, that the

attached letter over Miss Gandy's signature be sent to Miss Kingsbery thanking
her for the book. . /

- 2



OmOMM rOtM NO. 10
Ml»-1 04-01

UNITED STATES GOV^^MENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 8/10/65
NTION: RfeSEARCH-SATELLITE SECTIOI* '

. ;

.

SAC, NEW YORK (94-0)

PART OF THE TRUTH
BY GRANVILLE HICKS
BOOK REVIEWS

,
ReBulet 8/3/65, captioned as above.

Enclosed herewith is one copy of "Part of the
Truth", as requested in rebulet^ ;^ V •

,

.

.0*^ J^-^ ^V^^ 'ifJL^A^ ti-y

NOT RECOiRDBD

I^ISO" XUG 18 1985
i

/-ENCLOSmKiEfr OIA'

JMAtMAH

0%G231365'

1 i



crriONM rORM no. l«

CSA OEM. IIE«. NO. 97

UNITED STATES GO^RNMENT

Memorandum
TO DeLoac DATE: 8

SUBJECT: REVIEW OF BOOK TITLED
''RIO GRANDE"

)lf^Luz qJjXS^H^ sent Mr. HooverRodolfo LuzardOj^ author o|jtlie-i)00

^jjopy of his book in July, 196 5, The book was acknowledged in the Director's absence ^
*^^n 7-14-65. Bufiles reflected that Luzardo was formerly the Secretary to the President^
. of Venezuela. A brief review of the book was made at the time the in-absence letter

I

was sent to Luzardo and this indicated the book was a criticism of American foreign
I policy in South America. ^ /

A detailed review reveals that the entire book is based upon the author's
criticism of America's foreign policy in South America. About the only thing sdod^he
has to say about America's foreign policy is contained on page 47 where h^s speaking ^
of the icevolhtion in the Dominican Republic and the grave problem it.preserited^ He

|
states:i"President Johnson, of the United States, informed of the alarmingcdetaili^; took ^
a most?judipipus and courageous decision: he dispatched U. S. marines and paratroopers^
^o protect neutral lives, made an immediate appeal' to the Organization American ^
States to intsVvene, and called upon all the American republics to send troops to the
island to cooperate. Notwithstanding, the governnients of Venezuela, Costa Rica and A
Chile protested against the presence of U. S. troops in the unfortunate island." ^

On page 51 the author refers to Castro.i as the number one enemy of the
United iStates. The author states on pages 57 and 59 "The more responsible press in

Caracas, however, has franklympproved of President Johnson's judicious move in the
Dominican Republic." He cites and editorial on this page written tby Manuel Osorio
Calatrava on May 10, 1965, in the newspaper "El Universal," one of the most responsible
and oldest Caracas journals. "The principle of non-intervention delivered Cuba to Russia.
It is not possible to permit that it should surrender the Dominican Republic to Russia.
While the OAS made speeches, the jRussians were installing missile bases. While the
Americans acted strictly according to the letter of diplomatic treaties, Russia guided her
action by her own strategy. While the American nations resorted to their diplomats, the
U.RS.S. resorted to her.arm^

(,7.^ ^i-tS-^T^3S f
On page 71 the author states: "The days are gone when the State:Depart-

ment could feel it was the masjter of Latin America, and act accordingly backed by the
tremendous military and econo&iip^power/of.the United States." He s^ys, "Gone are the
days when Wall Street dictated policies.'' I

ivan
1 - Miss Gand'

BMS^^(5)

ti l AUG Mp5



Jones to DeLoach memo
Re: Review of Book

The author does not feel it is the duty of the United States for its

governmentto act asa self-appointed.Department of Police in South American countries
and that Indo-Americasi is getting very, very tired of having to tolerate meekly the
i'insistance of the State Department in being our political and social M. D. , our fa:mily

Idoctor, who used to give us. prescriptions in English and now is trying to pass them on'

Ito us translated into Puerto Rican Spanish. " ' '

On page 75 the author says Americans make themselves obnoxious by
overmeddling, by telling Latin America what size of shoes to wear, etc. He says:
"We cannot escape the influence of our powerful northern neighbor, but let this influence
at least be not morally depressing and the cause of frictions and deep-rooted resentment '

rather than mutually beneficial. . . . Latin America does not believe that the United States
is overcrowded with master-minds; but knows that, along with a few very good men, a
great many self-appointed wizards are sent south from above the Rio Grande line. Nor
do we believe that the Holy Bible was written by one of the Secretaries of State."

On page 77, theauthor states he .well remembers the day,after Pearl Harbor
at the offices of Standard'Oil of New Jersey.in Caracas where he then worked thatit was a
festive day for the Venezuelan employees--many of whom were educated' in the United
States and all of them anti-communists. "The two .FBI agents who operated, the re did not
become aware of whatvwas happening." He stated the general policy of the State Depart-
ment and of the majority of American corporations operatirig;south of Rio Grande, of
many an ill-chosen diplomat, of many; a block-head who comes -south with airs of a self-
appointed God, have built-up steadily the (Latin American resentment. He then says;
"Certainly the history of Fidel Castro's success in becoming the red boss of Cuba, and
the subsequent blunder df the Bay.of -Pigs,, have not added prestige to the United States and
particularly to the State Department,/ south of.Rio.Gaande.

"

On page 79 he stated the American mistakies in connection with the takeover
of Cuba by Castro were appalling., "There were clear antecedents, which most likely the
FBI knew, unless the.agents in Bogota were not on their toes (which is most unlikely
with FBI men). While the Ninth international Conference of American States was about to
open in April, 1948, Fidel Castro Ruz, then 22 years of. age and a student, visited Bogota^
and busied' himself making the proper contacts in preparation for the burning and sacking
of the city which took place on ApriL 9th as an act of sabotage against the conference.
Fidel Castro and his companion Rafael Del Pino were called to the headquarters of the
National Security Police, interrelated, and asked to leave the country immediately. That
prevented the two Cuban communists agents from 'actually triggering the tragedy which
practically razed Bogota. " The author states that in 1949 Alberto Nino H. published.a
^book and had references to Fidel Castro and'his colleague oh pages 54 and 76 and he asks
the question '!Didn't the,American Ambassador in Bogota read that book,, per chance?
Didn't he think it was wise:to send a copy to the State Department, by way of information?"
He then states'that many errors have been committed in Washington in cataloguing men
ana government in recent,years. There were no further references to the FBI nor is there
anything contained, in the rest of the book which would be of any particular interest.

RECOMMENDATION:
For information.



1 - N.P. Callahan/M. F. Row
1 - W.C. Sullivan

1 - W. A. Branlgan/J. P.Lee August 13, 1965
1 > B. M. SutUer

Director, FBI (62«46855) 1 - R. S. Garner

SAC, NewYoife

1 - R, W.Smith •bo

:b7C

The above book, to be publishsdJn iVfnbprj 19fi{i j by TTawthnm Boo'ig,

70 Fifth Avfinue^,;Jife8t»Mckr^ priced at $5. 95 a copy. You

^otrKttligicreSly obtain one copy of this book (whe^ available) for the use of the

Bureau and forward it to the Bureau marked to the attention of the Central Research

Unit, Research-Satellite Section.

NOTE: Book requested by SA J. P. Lee, Soviet Section. After perusal, the'book

will be filed in the Bureau Library.

AMB:cr VX,
(10)
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SAC, Kew YoTk
^

Director, FBI (62-46855)

1 - N. P. Callahan/M; F. Row
1 - W. C. Sullivan

1 - Ji M, Sizoo,

629R.B.
1 - R. S. Garner
1-

1 JCOMMUNIST EASTERN EUROPg.
- Section tickler

BOOK BY JOSEPH RdlUCfllLD
BOOK REVIEWS ^

^S^* 18, 1965

w«tf J? ^^'^^^ ^'^^ <^<>Py of the capUoned book (published by
Kew York, Newark 10019, ^.9^196^

Ste'S-tfemtllecS'oS^
'"'"''^ ""'""'^^ ^^"'^

b6
b7C

NOTE: SA Joseph M. Sizoo, Research-Satellite Section, requests the book because

he feels it will be valuable as a reference for research and lecture material and

investigative work for the Research-Satellite Section, Domestic Intelligence Division.

The book will be placed in the Bureau Library.

AMB:cr
(9)

Belmont^
Mo^*

Coilghoa

'tavei^
'Tel

Hoi

J9 AUG 23 1965
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«$A «.eHl. M». NO, I?

UNITEt) STATES GO^RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT.:

Mr, DeLoach DATE: August 13, 1965

"CROISET THE CLAIRVOYANT"
BOOK ABOUT GERARD CROISET
BY JACK HARRISON POLLACK

By memorandum dated August 6, 1965, I advised you that a new paper-

back edition of captioned book was being published and that, according to an item in

the "Overseas Press Bulletin, " the paperback edition would contain a special post-

script telling "of the assistance given the FBI by the Dutch clairvoyant in solving

the murders of the three civil rights workers. " be
hlC

MjLjnemorandum of August 6th pointed out that an importer named
^of New York had, in fact, contacted the Dutch soothsavey Gerard

1^

Croiset last summer concerning the disappearance of civil rights workers

[-but that Crdset had contributed in no manner /

to the solution of this Neshoba County, Mississippi, case. My memorandum also noted \

that a copy of the paperback edition of "Croiset the Clairvoyant" would be obtained as -Vy

soon as it became available iand would be reviewed for references to FBI cases. Q
ACTION:

A copy of "Croiset the Clairvoyant" is attached. Pages 265-270 relate to^
Croiset*s alleged connection with the Mississippi civil rights workers case. The author.

Jack Harrison Pollack, relates how Croiset was contacted in Holland in June and July, J

1964, and furnished information concerning the location of the three victims* bodies, as^
well as data regarding some of those responsible for their deaths. Pollack*s account of^
the information supplied by Croiset (which data was relayed to the FBI through an attorney|

for the Goodman family) reflects that it is carefully edited and interpreted by Pollack toH(

delete totally inaccurate data and to "tailor" it to fit the known facts of this widely publi-^

cized case. However, Pollack is victim to such tmsubstantiated reports as the story thg

James Chaney was beaten with a chain (actually, the bulldozer used in covering the threa

bodies with dirt probably was responsible for any beaten appearance noted on Chaney*s g
body); and Pollack's book recites how Croiset stated that a piece of chain tied to a rope o
was used to beat Chaney and how Croiset stated that the chain could be found "a hundre^

meters from a swampy area.

Pollack observes, "All of Croiset's information w^s proJipUy transmitted

to FBI authorities (who, I was given to underistand, found it usetal iftUljd^jjES^g the

murderers, long

Enclosure ^0
1 - Mr. DeLoach^^ - ^ ^-.c

Mr. Rosen '^^^ 1 - R. W, Smitri28 AUG 25 196^Continued next page. . .

)

1 - Mr. Rosen
J;

'



M. A. Jones to DeLoach Memo, 8-13-65
RE: "Croiset the Clairvoyant"

the bodies were buried. DonH misunderstand. I am not claiming that Croiset single-
handedly 'solved* the Mississippi mystery. . . • But I do insist. . . that Croiset was of some
help to the FBI. Otherwise, why did it keep .requesting additional information?" Pollack
also asserts that "Croiset^s testimony would be extremely relevant" in this case.

(Through an attorney for the Goodman family, "impressions" of Croiset
in this Mississippi case were, in fact, furnished the FBI. We did not solicit this data;
and it contributed in no manner to the locating of the bodies or the solution of the case.
There is absolutely nothing to which he could testify at the trial of this case,

)

On page 269, Pollack also makes brief reference (although not by name) to

the fact that William Coors, brother of kidnap-murder victim Adolph Coors HI, con-
tacted another soothsayer, the late Florence Sternfels, for information concerning the
fate of Adolph. Pollack states that William Coors told Mrs. Sternfels that he had "dis-
cussed your participation in the case with the FBI and although they have no objection and
of course, would appreciate constructive help, they will not as a matter of policy
officially request assistance from any non-police source^ including private detective
agencies. (Florence Sternfels furnished William Coors nothing of value in solving the
Coors kidnap case. Rather, she gave him a hodgepodge of grossly inaccurate "impres-
sions. ")

THE BOOK DISCREDITS ITSELF
* This book is so filled with PoUack^s personal observations and conclusions

on behalf of Croiset- -despite the absolute paucity of facts in many instances to support
his position—that no reasonable person should be "taken in" by the book. Furthermore,
in the biographical portions of the book, Pollack is forced to admit that Croiset was a
ne'er-do-well until he surfaced his clairvoyant talents in the mid-1930*s. Pollack shows
that Croiset came from a rotten family background (his parents were an imwed actor and
wardrobe mistress); that Croiset lived in foster homes or an orphanage during much of

his childhood; that his formal education ended when he was 13 years old; that he was a
vocational failure during his "pre-clairvoyant" days; and that he earns his living from
magnetic "healing" CEn other words, he is the Dutch equivalent to an African "witch
doctor. ")

RECOMMENDATION:

For information. As previously stated, . the material in Pollack's book is

its own discredit. The book is an inferior one which should attract little notice and sell

few copies.



iMemoraivdum

-TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) Oate: r> ,

AtT-SmON: CEOTSAL RSSSARCIl UNIT, RSSSARCH-SATELLlJ^'isignON

FROM '^^j^sAC^ NEW YORK (62-13424) (C)

J'

/

SlTBTECr: • '
,

^COMIUNIST Si^SXSl^^ EUROPE ^ '

BOOK 3Y JOSEPli/aOTHCHILD
/
if ^

'600K .RSVISV/S
^
'^M

'

ReBulet, 3/16/65.

Inhere is anclosad herevdch one 'copy of the
captioned :bDok for use o£ the Central Research Unit,
Research-Satellite Section*

'2 - Bureau
1 - New York (62-13424)

(3) , r
^f

^'

/

(

'J fe^^''"



O^nONM r^RM MO. to o
UNITED STATES GC^SRnMENT

Memorandum

.6

TO Mr.

FROM : p. J, Baumgardj^^ijy^

THE^T^T^SyOBg; OF CIVIL RIGHTS"

1 - Mr* Belmont

, DATE:, 6/24/65 _
1 - W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. R. W., Smith
1 - Mr. Baumgardner
1 - Mr. Phillips

SUBJECT:

iOur Boston Office contfcbitilally obtained proof sheets
for captioned book nrhich is due to be published 7/4/65 by
Western Islands Publishers, Belmont, Massachusetts. Burea
indices negative re author and publisher.

The Author:

t*3

1

r

Bureau Library sources checked revealed that Staing

wrote an article entitled "Communist Terror in the Streets''

which appeared in the September, 1964, issue of "American ' ' ,

Opinion," a magazine edited and published by Robert Welch of^f

the John Birch Society. Stang also wrote an article entitled
"Separatists - Communist Revolution in Canada" in the^April,
1965, issue of "American Opinion." Stang is described in -

this magazine as a former business editor for Prentice - Hall,

Inc. ; a television writer, -producer and consultant; and a

resident of New York City. Check of New York Office indices

and established sources revealed no information re Stang.
Significantly, it is to be noted that the address for Western
Islands, the publisher of Stang»s book, is 395 Concord Avenue,

Belmont, Massachusetts, which is the same address for Robert

Welch, Inc.,. publishers of "American Opinion."

The Book :

"It»s Very Simple" is an attempt to rationalize today's

) civil- rights movement in this country as primarily a communist

operation. The author describes communist take overs in
' various countries and then attempts to draw parallels between
demonstrations and riots in the United States (such as the

New York City difficulties in July, 1964) with riots and

revolutions throughout the world. Stang covers a wide spectrum

of civil rights activities from those of legitimate racial g
organizations to the Black Nationalist Groups. Practically allS
his documentation is to public source material and there is no g
significant. information in the book which appears to be new andQ
previously unknown to the' Bureau. Stang makes frequent use of

literary license and imjportiiiitly^lfails to include documentation

for key pas|[^eisage& (e3ijAude¥^l(pE^ on pages lQL^U£PU^n^^ <

i-i;rie«pcoRoi:i>- -icI. to JUL 211965
'

SFP : deh 'MU, \ ^ *
' CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Hr# Sullivan
"It»s Very Simple"
100-106670

entire chapter (14) is devoted to an attack on civil rights
legislation and the book, in general, is critical of all
^<3l^t(.nlstnation and other efforts aimed at improving the lot
p| the Ifegro* Although there are references to the FBI, they
are not derogatory to the Bureau or the Director • Pages 71
and 209 contain quotations of the Director relative to the
communist influence in the racial movement*

I

Stang's last chapter contains such strong con-«

elusions that their full impact can best be felt by the
I following exact quotations of some excerpts:

"...Americans 'race problem* and the » civil rights
movement* supposed to end it, have both been planned by
the Communists tbuilt up by the Communists, "

*\«,«the * civil rights movement* is for the most part a
Communist operation* •

•"

'\«««there is a real problem between the races in this
country today, and that it has been caused almost in its
entirety by the Communists •««

"

'*
'

"••••gfovlng hopelessness and despair among Negro
Americans today.. ..is largely the vork of the Communists.

"...•growing hostility between black and white Americans,
is for the most part the work of the Communists..."

"I accuse the Rev. Dr. King of being in effect one of the
country's most influential workers for communism and
against the Negroes. I accuse President Kennedy and
President Johnson of knowing this but nevertheless not
only closing their eyes to it, but leading a hand. I

therefore accuse them both of having betrayed their oath
of office/'

^ 2 -

CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr« Sullivan
"It»s Very Simple"
100--106670

OBSERVATIONS:

I

The details of the book do not support the strong
conclusions reached by the author. We have had available
to us all the material which Stang has plus considerable
additional data from our investigations and we could not

' arrive at such conclusions* The impression is received that
Stang may have well started with his conclusions and then
developed the information and manner of presentation which
he hoped would prove his point. This work must be viewed
in the light of the author^s apparent close connections with

. Robert Welch and tte John Birch Society*

RECOMMENDATION:

For information*



OrnONAl POKM HO.
MAY )««3 f&trtON
OIA Of M. RCO^ NO,

DATEi'AugUSt 12, 1965

FROM

'UBJECT:

UNITED STATES GcJ^RNMENT

Memorandum
• Mr. W. C. Sullivi

:SV...£!inith V—

RPVIEW OF PAMPHLETS^ •
'

. ^

'

M'REPpRlLQOTHEjtomUXj^^

CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER
(62-46855)

'

No New Data

The Authors

This newly-published 40-page pamphlet gives a good, brief account oftheKlaiif^
from its origin in 1865 to the present time, except for a few discrepancies noted herein- S
after. It contains no.information not already known to the Bureau. ^ j

1^ ^
Arnoid -^orster is General, Counsel and Dijcgfitprjaf the Civil Rights ioivisiorr^

^

oLthe^tidDeiamatioiiJaeaaLe^Qf B'rith . and Benjamin-R.' EpstiiiTIs ThTLeagiS'e's
National_.pirector, /Bufiles show that we have had cordial ^-elatioiis and correspondence
over a period of years with both these individuals. The Anti-Defamation League has

"

furnished-information of interest to the Bureau in the past. '

Mention of FBI

N The pamphlet contains several references to the iBureau,. none of which is
derogatory. It is stated on page 6 that a Klan plot to assassinate Martin Luther King
early in 1965 Vleaked out, and the FBI and other law enforcement authorities threw a

'

heavy guard around him. ThisOs not true . The Bureau, of course, Jdld not.' afford \^
King any personal protectiori, although we do notify local police authorities of any threats
against him. l^-i^^fT

'

Klan Groups ,^NOt F^roRDBD v

The pamphlet- correctly states ,that thfijaaoioaatisia divide£mov§hie»tcon^
ASisting of a number of Klan^gi'oups; the largest being Robert Shelton^s^^Khtc«-KMr^

o

1 - Mr. Sullivan ^

i|
08 [%\^'^

'

'

1 - Mr. Baumgardher ft^,*':

^G:cr</^

r- Mr. DeLoach!
1 - Mr. Smith-

CONTINUED - Over

1 -

1 -\Mr"4;Garner



Memorandum for Mr. Sullivan

Re: Review of Pamphlet: "Report on The Ku Klux Klan
62-46855,

ft

America. However, the pamphlet erroneously lists James Venable's National Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan as the second most important group, having the support of

'

7, 000 to 9, 000. Actually, this group has a membership of approximately 50.
Originally formed by Venable to bring a number of small Klans into one organization,
the National Knights of the Ku Klux Klan has not realized its goal.

,
' '

'

RECOMMENDATION: . •

' .

For information.,

- 2 -
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n

TO

FROM

I* ©IN. tl©. t^O. tf f

UNITED STATES G^RNMENT

Memorandum/;
\ Mr. W. C. SvLlllvaxi^

R. W. Smith^

1.1 !

DATE: August 27, 1965

SUBJECT: BOOK REVIEWS "GQLnRW GEESE. GOLDEN EGGS'*BY CHAUNCEY E. BROCKWAY
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

$«Ulv«il

Trolt«r

Holm* I

forwardprf?n L^nf^'f^^^""'^^^ ^; ^^rockway, a Sharon, Pennsylvania, lawyer,forwarded to the Director a copy of a book-published In 1958-he had written. His

SonX'r"'"'' ^^^^'"^ *° Rese~;temte

*, .

Bjifiles contain no derogatory data concerning Brockway.
mention in the book of the.Director or the FBI;

Promise of Utopia

There is no

nphiov.^ h^^^f^^^
outlines a novel program for economic and political peace to beachieved by a free enterprise competitive system which, he says has never really been

^rW film dfrtf^^^^^ ^^^^T '^'f
P^^ ^ould liberate this cl^^ntr^ and^^^^^^^

rereU'elX co^^^^^^
^""'^ ""'^^^'^^ war and.would

industrv Pi^sf^lp^o^t^^^^^^^
''^^^

S'L"'^^^ !*!Pf
the Government and by

^nuii /: ' * Tu ^^^^^'J
^® Pe''»»« corporations to include equitycapital (represented by preferred and common stocks), together with labor ^ baurt ofvSi

S^cnnf ?^
™' automatically eiim'inatf the corporate^iric^^T^^^

mZJ^ °^<^?5Porations, over and above all other costsfshould be dis-^

woSw orp^t^^^^^^ P^Tu^^"/ *^ employees and six per cent t^ managemen f ITiiswould create the biggest possible incentive to productivity. And, third,, corporation™S * ^^^^^^ ThlVword end Xunemployment.

.t. 62-46855

1-Mr. Sullivan
,,..,,.Hru

l-.Mr..DeLoach rV.!,i\ ir»V" r'^'
.

' la )

RSGrcr-

(6)

I

1 -

1 - Section tickler

NOT HEOORDEP
J33 SEP 2 1965

1 - Mr; Garner

§1SEP 9 J86S

'

CONTINUED. OVER 'T^^^
i

ti



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan

Re: BOOK REVIEW: "GOLDEN GEESE, GOLDEN EGGS"
62-46855

Key to Peace

Once this program is operating effectively in the United States, Brockway

maintains, it woiild spread abroad. It is his contention that, as this program
rejuvenates the economies of other nations, it would begin to pierce the Iron Curtain

and cause unrest. People would rise up and overthrow their communist regimes.

Eventually, there would be economic prosperity for all mankind and world peace

would ensue. ' \ , ,

*
,

'
,

'

, , . , 'III'

RECOMMENDATION; '

,

For information.
'



1^
SAC, New York

4(7

Director, FBI (62-46855)

PORTRAIT OP THR ASSASSIN

/ '-'BOOK REVIEWS
— ^

September 1, 1965

You should' discreetly and expeditiously obtain
one copy of the captioned book (published in May, 1965,
by^vSinon and Schuster, Incorporated, 630 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York 10020; $6.95) and forward it to the
Bureau narked to the attention of the Central Research
Unit, Research-Satellite Section.

CaUati<ln

Confq<3

'P<i:

NOTE;

SA W. A, Branigan, Soviet Section, Domestic
Intelligence Division, has requested the book. The book
will- be placed in the Bureau Library. Author Gerald R.
Ford, Congressman from Michigan, was a member of the
Warren Commission which investigated the assassination
of President Kennedy.

AMB:mac
(10)

-I

N. P. Callahan/M. F., Jlow
W. C. Sullivan
W. A. Branigan
B. M. Suttler
R. S. Garner
R. W. Smitl^ 6'^- 7 ctss -

19
SEP 2

be
:b7c

1965



DIRECTOR, FBI <62-it68S.SJ 9/3/65
(ATT; CENmi, mS^^^BCH UNIT,

SAC, HEV^ YORK (100-I723SJ
i

PORTRAIT OF THE ASSASSIN
BOOK BY GEI^AlD R. F^kB. WlTH JOlUf R. STILES

"
.

;

-—iw»ttt!B*-9/i/$s.

Submitted Is one copy of captioned book.

^
f V - bureau (Enc* i)'(RM)
^"^I - New Vot»k (Ha^

WHBjmsb
, <3)

6>9 MhW:^^-
KOTBHCOBDSi

i/« SEP 8 1955



MAT If49 twrtON
o«A «tM. leo. wo, 1/
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Memorandum
.yNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Mr. DeLoach DATE: 8-20-65L,

"KENNEDY**
BOOK BY THEODORE SORENSEN
FORMER SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT KENNEDY

/I

J A memorandum from Mr, Mohr to Mr, DeLoach dated 8-18-65, pointed

out|hat Mr. Mohr had received a letter from SA William H, Carpenter, Resident

Agent at Hyannis, Massachusetts, to the effect that he had been told by Theodore
Sorensen'that his book, "Kennedy," is due out in October, 1965, (Excerpts from this

book are being serialized in "Look" Magazine currently) and will explain that the night

interviews by the FBI in the steel controversy in 1962 were strictly decisions made by

the FBI, Carpenter tried to dissuade Sorensen by stating that the President wanted the

complete report on his desk the next morning at seven, Sorensen stated this was not

the truth, that Bobby Kennedy had not asked to have the FBI report completed the next

morning, Sorensen has apparently checked with Robert Kennedy and Kennedy has

agreed that Sorensen*s version is correct. Carpenter also indicated that he did not

think Sorensen would change the story as he plans to tell it*'.

This is entirely erroneous as Bob Kennedy did request the results of the

interviews in question be furnished to him the next morning so he could furnish them
to the President.

j -z^E^^"
NOT RECORDED

The facts in this matter are that at 5:30 p,m, da3th§Gatl^fJ^9n of 4-11-

62, then Attorney General Kennedy contacted former Assistant Director Evans and

requested the Bureau to interview the President of Bethlehem<Sto^-a»4-€ei>4d4n reporters

to whom he had talked the previous day as soon as it was possible to do so. Subsequent

to the initial request at 8 p.m. , then Deputy Attorney General Katzenbach recontacted \
Evans, and stated that he and the Attorney General had been discussing this matter. Vi

He advised Evans that he and the Attorney General had an appointment to meet with the
^

President at 8:50-a.m. the following morning and he would like the results of the inves^
tigation before that meeting. It was agreed between Katzenliach arid Evans that Evans
would call him at his home about 7 o*clock in the morning in order to furnish him the

idesired information. This was done. ^ aiit^L

To show that the Attorney General was fully*<jggoizant o^the request that

.

I the information be made available early in the morning of 4-l2"-()2, It ifsTnKJled that

\ Kennedy called Evans frohx'thej.White House shortly after 9 o'clock orTtJie-mtSming of 3t\

il 4-12-62, stating he would like a memorandum as to the results of the interviews con- g j

Iducted the previous night. This memorandum p^*^paj^'(^l^T»|'rKpfiYP3^_!fifjtf'^ § 1

lAttorney General that morning, [c^PYSENT TO MR. TOLSON
J

\

bsen i - Mr.- m¥ey TMrX^Grath|!- Mr. DeLoach 1 - Mr, Belinontnr="



M. A. Jones to DeLoach memo
RE: "KENNEDY»»

BOOK BY THEODORE SORENSEN

In a discussion with Attorney General Kennedy on 4-13-62, he advised

Evans that any criticism arising out of this matter was his responsibility and he was
^perfectly willing to accept it. In addition, on the same date Kennedy telephonically

R5j)ntacted the Director to express thanks for the manner in which the Bureau attacked'

hUe steel problem and stated that the Bureau had done a good job. He advised that he did
j

not think there was any question but that the efforts made by everyone in the Bureau

had played a major role in the rescinding of contemplated steel price increases.

In view of the foregoing it is difficult to understand how Kennedy can now
deny that he had requested that this matter receive e3q>editious attention and that he be

furnished the results early on the next morning. It is to be noted, of course, that the

serialized portions of Sorensen's book as they are published in Look Magazine have

caused several prominent individuals mentioned therein to challenge the accuracy of

statements made against them.

RECOMMENDATION;

It is recommended that SA William Carpenter, Resident i^ent at

Hyannis,. Massachusetts, recontact Sorensen and give him the full details concerning

the requested investigation and the facts which point out that the Attorney General did

in fact order such an investigation and did request the results early on the following

morning. At this time Sorensen can be advised that he may wish to further check the

accuracy of the statements with Kennedy. It might also be pointed out to Sorensen that

should this incident be published in its inaccurate form the Bureau will have no hesi-

tancy in issuing a public statement pointing out its fallaciousness.

^^^^^^^^^^^

-2-



DIRECTOR, JEBI <62-46855) 8/26/65
(ATTj research ISATELLITE ^SECTION)

SAC, mi YORK (100-87235)
^ 1

"STRANGE COMMUNISTS 1 HAVE KNOITO"
^ by BERTRAM D. WLPEP BOpK REVIEliS

iieBulet 3A5/65.

Submitted Is one copy of captioned booK,

Bureau (RM) (End)
1 ^ Mew York (41)
laCDiIM

. „.

NOT KKnOBDBD

•I'?

Si S!^^ 71985



SAC, Nev York

NiP.Callahan/MiF.Eow
W.C.SulliVan
W;A'.Brsjmsan/h ,Vhltson

R.W; Smith
'

R.S;Garner

9/8/65

be
:b7i

5

Director, FBI (62*46855)

BID^yOR\FREEP0M : U.S^S;R^ VS^^TARASOV

BOOK REVIEWSir

The captioned book is to be published September 28,
1965, by Prentice<»Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, and the
price will be $3«95 a copy* Tou should, discreetly obtain one
copy of this book when it is available and forward it to the
Bureau narked to the attention of the Central Research Unit,
Research-»Satellite Section.

(10) ^ ^

NOTE:

Book tells story of young Russian seaman,
Vlasislav Stepanovich Tarasoy, who defected to the West thereby
causing a threes-nation diplomatic tangle*

Book, requested by SA L« Vhitson, Soviet Section,
will be placed in the Bureau Library*

COMM-FBI

MA5L' ROOM

'° SEP 10



TO

FROM

SOI 9^ If4

OIA Mf« te«. MO.

UNITED STATES GoPIrNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. W. C. SuUiv^ DATE: September 1, 1965

T«y.l

R. W. Smith

SUBJECT I BbOK REVIEWS: "SLIGHTLY TO THE RIGHT!

"

L". "BILL" RICHARDSON; /P,mM)BY
"THE^AW & CLICHES.0EJ50.CIALISM"
CENTRAL RESEARCHRATTER
(62-46855)

On 8/18/65,[

be
:b7C

\9
]forwarded to the Director the above-

titled paperback books published bv Constructive Action, Incorporated, Whittier,

California, of which he id 1 His letter was acknowledged K
8/25/65 and the books were referred to the 'Research -Satellite Section for review. >^

No Derogatory References to FBI i • • T

I

There are several passing references to the Director and the Bureau-

none of them derogatory—in "Slightly to the Right! " No mention of the Director

olc tlie Bureau is made in "The Law & Cliches of Socialism. " '/ ^

Books Espouse Conservative Viewpoint

K Both books denounce socialism and communism and st^

I

the conservative views promulgated by tlie John Birch Society.

"Sliglitly to the Right!

"

i

The premise of tliis book is that conservatives liave been losing elections O
and discussions for years because they have been ineffective in communicating their

ideas a^d.prp^rams to people, whereas the "liberals, " "socialists," and
,

"communists" havTTJeSirmcnTHa^ A number of suggestions.aje made to,

help conservatives become more successful communicators, such as knowing

what you are talking about, analyning your audience, dealhig in specifics

rather than generalities. asWng questions, quotlrtg authorities and^^reing i

HOT RECORDED ~"

?9 SEP 8 1965
7i

1 - Mr. SuUivdn '

'

2*^U ' Mr. DeLoach EC^m

5

1 - Section tickler

1 - Mr. Garner

iPt?4 1965

J^A* b6
:b7C

CONTINUED - OVER



r

t
Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan

RE: BOOK REVIEWS: "SLIGHTLY TO THE RIGHT!"

BY H. L. "BILL" RICHARDSON;
"THE LAW & CLICHES OF SOCIALISM"
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

H. L. "Biir'RichariJson

Bufiles show that Hubert Leon Richardson is active inth e conservative

movement and was a member of the John Birch Society several years ago.

"The Law & Cliches of Socialism"

This book consists of two parts. The first part is a reproduction of a

I pamphlet, "The Law," written by Frederic Bastiat, a Frenchman, and first

/ published in 1850. "Tht> LawlLooints-nut socialist fallacies^ndJjovLSOCiaUsm

r inevitably degenerates into communism.
^^^^ i^M^* ' ..t * . i ' • ^i»iniiiii«wi mtmmt^^ :tm»r^m<m¥m9 m mn w^^

The second part of the book contains answers to 62 "socialist" cliches,

such as "The more complex the society, the more government we need, " "The

United States Constitution was designed for an agrarian society," and Socialism

is the wave of the future. " i

RECOMMENDATION: a



•
1 -;N. P: Callahan/M. F. Row

1 - Mr^aumgardner/R. R. Bates
1 -;B. M. Suttler

1 r .R. S. Garner
1 - R. W. Smitl

.1 -
he
blC

September 13, 1965SAC, New York

Director, FBI (62-46855)

TH^^PTQBIOGRAPHY OZMALCOIMJS^

([^BOOK REVIEWS

1The captioned book is to be published daring October, 1965,.

\Grove Press, Incorporated, SO/Unlversity..Place,„New york,-NewJfor!s40Q05^,
lhe"price te quoted at'$7. 50 a copy,'}* You should discreetly obtain one copy

of the captioned book when available and forward it to the Bureau marked to

the attention of the Central Research Unit, Research-Satellite Action.

NOTE: Book, requested by SA R. F. Bates, Internal Security Section,
Domestic Intelligence Division, willbe placed in the Bureau library.

AMB:^
(10)

t)eLocfcK

.Trott

MAIL nOQU fJU TeLKTYF^E vmtO



Mr* A. EL Belacnt • * Soptamber22, IS05 " \

W. C. SuUlvaa
.

; 6 1 - Mr, Boliaont ;

Y ' 1 t - Mr. DoLoach ^
5 '

,
AMEmCAJ«5MVS, COMMUNISM » » «» c Sullivan rv

f .
BOOK BY HUGH C. BAILEY

. , /fc Mr M^i^ Jonw ^
PROFESSOR OP HISTORY ^ f , Mr Garaer

'

HOWARD COLLSOE * 1 - Section tickler
. . BUIMINGHAM,, ALABAMA

, ^ . 3|;;X m! siLo '
,

^ ^
—

._ ' UN .

' »\>'

By referral from the Crime Kocords Division, mc £;omej»tlc totelUgcnco . - ,

Divlstoa was retiuested to review Iho captioned book. ITie book represents tha oulUn^^NS:

bibUograpby, and notos from a oerlea of television lecturer given by BaUoy in ths ' j^^^

past year at the reqtiost of the Alabama £tate Popartment of Education. >

The book aims to contrast Americanism and Communism* It contains

thirty-eix outllne^.of lessons on communism and sv^plomental notes for instructors

in folloxving the: points, of the outline. Because of the above form of the boo'a it Is ^
, primarily an Instructional aid rather than a textbook or research study. Th^Jbo^rtsr- gt'

^ divided into the following sections: the nature of the communist chaltcnse today; g
ASar&'o life and theories; the communist revolution In Russia; the communist road to ^
{iower in Kassia; communist foreign policy; and the. United States responses to the

overall communist challenge. ' >>i

I' '

'

Th& icnaterial in the book is antlcommunlst in content and presents an effective
'

. rcftitation of communist theories and history. It also sbovs.tho falsity of the,commu-
nist claim that commtmism is the solution to man's economic, social, religious, and
political problems. There are no derogatory references to the Director or the Bureau '

.-rrt.and thd Director's books, A Study of Communism and Masters of Deceit are
mentioned fretiucntly as references on the subject of communism. Pages 107 and 108

^^^iQcntion the Director stating that the communist movement in the United States and

communist bloc diplomats in this country are a threat to United States secority. NO
Identifiable derogatory, information appears in Buftiies on the author.

'

'
"" '

.

'

" \'
'

'
'

The boo^iTr ^bile hayings for the general public a limited use and appeal, could

. be of research A^aiuee for t&o Bureau and wlU be maintained at the Bureau library.

;recommekdation:
yr-^[^^._,^r^^^^^^^

'

.

For InformaUoi.
; . ^,

^

; .
' " ' wT-RiSoSbED^ '

s V4/62-46855 '
'

' . ' 20 SEP.271965



<>f»Tl6NAt, PQkM no. 10
• MAY isez «plT(ON

<>^. «tE«. 440. ^

J
\
TO

UNITED STATES G^JeRNMENT

Memorandum
• DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)

•0/1/^ LEGAT, LONDON (62-430) (P)

date: Sept. 22, 1965

subject: 7\MA0 MDLiEH|^SiNESE..REVOI,UTION '

By JEROM^^ EN Jjoy^"
^OOK RENEWS

ReBulet May"^4, 1965-, stating the above-captloned

book was available at Oxford University Press, 'London.

EjEforts were Immediately made to obtain this
book; however, it had not as of June 23, 1965, been
released by the publishers. We have continued to check
thi:s and as of September 20, 1965, were advised that it

was still not off the press.

London will continue to Jfollow i;his.

3 - Bureau
1 - Liaison (sent direct)
1 - London

CWB:ec
(5)

12 SEP 27 1965

7^

t1 ^ '^^^^ Saving Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Saving Plan
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MAY iU2 EDITION
OSA rPMX <4I CPIt> 10t-1l,i

UNITED STATES Glj^ERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)

: SAC, NEW YORK (62-0-

CHANCED

date: 9/17/65

ji^JNMASKED, The Sfc6ry of Soviet Espionage" Q
\ /f BOOK ;BY RONALD SETH ) QooK f{i

Title is marked "Changed" to reflect the correct

title of the subject book. /j,^. -^i />.

ReBulet^^^o wi^ entitled "^m^jjltory of
Soviet Espionage, Book by Ronald Seth.

"

On 9/15/65, an inquiry at Hawthorne Books, 70
5th Avenue, NYC, disclosed that the subject book would be

available for purchase in approximately two-three weeks and
that orders could be placed either at the Sales Office of

Hawthorne Books or at' any of the more prominent ' book stores
in NYC.

Accordingly, the NYO will place an order for a

copy of the book so that it can be obtained, at the earliest
time available. ia >

- Bureau (RM)
- New York

\
JRN:lbm
(3)

18 SEP 2419b5

^^SEP 301^^^J Savings BomRe^far^^^

he
hic

Payroll Savings ?lan
i



\
SAC, New York

Director, FBI (62-46855)

''jiCHINA>YEARBOOg~1964-1965—.

September 28, 1965

1 - N. P. Callahan/M. F. Row
1 - W. C. Sullivan

1 - R, D. CotterE
1 - R. S. Garner
1 - R. W. Smith
1 - Section tickler

1
be
b7C

The captioned book is available at Chinese News Service, 1270 Sixth
Avenue, New York 20, New York, for $5 a copy. You should discreetly obtain
three copies of the book and forward them to the Bureau marked to the attention
of the Central Research Unit, Research-SatelUte SecUon.

NOTE: Books .requested by SA D. A. Grove, Chinese Unit, Nationalities

Intelligence Section^ One copy of the book will be forwarded to the

San iPrancisco Office, one to the New York-Office, and one will be retained as
a reference in the Chinese Unit.
.AMB:dfo

(10)^

D

_Moh)f

Trc^tter _ r: -".1

Tf I*. iWm M

" SEP 28 ms

•MAO. 3F«X>M
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UNITED STATES GO|^NMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

Mr. DeLoach DATE

M

SUBJECT: "POWER PLAY" ,
NOVEL BY MR. AND MRS.\GORDON GORDON /^ V

•
" We have received a copy of captioned novel by. the Gordons.

. Gordon is a former FBI Agent and has collaborated on several books'with his wife

* Mijidred, capitalizing considerably in these writings on his former affiliation with the

Bu^au. When the film "The FBI Story" came out the Gordons sued Warner Brothers

for using this title, since they claimed they had published a book by the same name
and had received options from* another film producer to make it into a movie. The

O Gordons' suit was successful^; in August, 1965, they won a $54, 800 verdict in the case.

I^^K" '

REVIEW?OF "POWER PLAY":

The novel deals with an attempt to seize control of the FBI after the
j

death of its Director, Byron O'Connell, successor to J. Edgar Hoover. The villain
;

in the story is ruthless, power-mad Dyke Crandall, Administrative Assistant to
'

California Senator Ralph Donahue. Crandall uses the unwitting Donahue as a front

man in his manipulations to place Wade Patterson, a well-known criminologist, as

Director of the FBI. The crafty Crandall is sure that he can control Patterson and

the Bureau behind the scenes'.

His tactics include a successful maneuver to have Congressional ^
\ hearings held on O'Connell's death, trying to make it appear as murder rather than ^
\ from natural causes. The hearings, which are public, are designed to make the FBI
look incompetent (particularly ifeacting Director, Thomas Schuler, a dedicated FBI I

man and logically the successor to O'Connell) for not having anticipated that O'Conrell's

death might have been murder. O' Connell' s death was later proved to be from ahearty
attack. ^ N

Is.

Crandall finances the campaign to put Patterson in as Director with

money obtained from a Chicago criminal syndicate in turn for a promise that the

syndicate would flourish under the new FBI. His tactics include clever manipulation

of the press in promoting favorable publicity on Patterson and in casting aspersions

on the FBI's competence under Schuler. ' ^ H
^ '

|
^^SST^

1 - Mr. DeLoach

NpT REDDED

(Continued on next page^.

)



M. A. Jones to DeLoach memo
RE: "Power Play"

A Congressman from Indiana, Glenn Holden, recognizing that Schuler
is the best suited for the Directorship, publicly defies Crandall and defends the FBl^
hoping to keep it in the "Hoover pattern. " Crandall seeks by threats and bribery to
dissuade Holden from his efforts on behalf of Schuler, but without success.

Senator Donahue, who has been going along with Crandall* s desire to

put in Patterson as Director, is finally tipped off by Coi^resisman Holden as to

Crandall's ruthless manipulations. The Senator then realizes that he has been used
as a dupe by Crandall; accordingly, he meets with the President and recommends
that Schuler rather than Patterson be appointed FBI Director. Crandall, who is

present at this meeting, tries to defend his choice of Patterson, but the President
agrees to appoint Schuler.

Crandall, who is then fired by Donahue, makes arrangements to leave
D. C. by plane for California. As he is waiting at the airport for a plane, he is

murdered, apparently by the syndicate because of his inability to get Patterson
appointed.

MENTION OF MR. HOOVER AND THE FBI IN "POWER PLAY":

All references to Mr. Hoover and the FBI under his direction are most
favorable. Mr. Hoover iis praised for keeping the Bureau out of politics, resisting
a national police force, and initiating scientific methods of law enforcement. The
authors state that the FBI under Mr. Hoover successfully refuted criticism on the
part of various groups, such as the Emergency. Civil Liberties Committee.' Mr. Hoover
Is given credit for bringing the corrupt era of the FBI under Mlllam J. Burns to an
end when he became Director In 1924.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.Ion.



MAV If 41 C»tT»OM

UNITED-STATi^ GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

MR. W. C. SULLIVi^i

FROM : liiR. W. A. BRANIG®

TO

1 - Mr, Belmont
1 - Mr. DeLoach

DATE; 9-27-65

1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Branigan
1 - Mr. Lee

SUBlJECT: GORDON ARNOLD LONSDALE
ESPIONAGE - RUSSIA

TMs -orandu^^^^^^^

JIfereSces ?S^the%irector and to tfie Bureau.

pACgfiROUND:

Lonsdale is the Soviet agent whose true
{Jf« i^^^J^Jted

Molody arrested by the British in January. 1961^ He was convict

e

along with two Americans and two British^
25

rea^rlSriSVrr i ^4!^^^^^^

Lonsdale. In these articles he claimed to have servea^^

' ^^^0 del.gtldJIi"ussla. was assisting ! > VM« yjeparatlon
be
:b7C

:b7D

of this book.

The ealley proof for this book was furnished to the Bureau

,Ii;5ifof -Reader: s^Dlgest" on 9-23-65.
^ "'J^^Sdnhe'' Z-«e :bJii and-the

Bureau could retain the galley proof.

Referral /Consult

\

•si

l>][r^l,T<;wF.T?<; OP BOOK; ^
This book is scheduled for Publication bMg||jBgj|^^s,

.^^^K^lttT rnrrSljl^on^rsTe^i^y

-available/ tir.-^UM " "'
'

' 9
JPL:h]?t\7

„ S
-/[ J} rm\3TTMTn?n - OVER i r -> c//. o'Pm* '

'
^'

- ) // 4

69 OCT 8 ^965

CONTINUED - OVER
I

(^p , YGS'S^j^̂ '
j

NOT RECORDED
133 OCT 7 1955

1



MEMORANDUM FOR MR. SULLIVAN
RE: GORDON ARNOLD LONSDALE
65-66266

T^EVTEW OF GAT.LKY PROOF:

A review shows that the subject still claims that he is

/Gordon Lonsdale, born in Canada, who went to Poland with his parents

fin 1931. He claims that he got into the underground work during
World War II in Poland and became a member of Soviet intelligence.

He claims to have entered the U.S. in 1950 and acted as communications

officer for a man known as "Alec." According to the previous newspaper

stories "Alec" is Rudolf Ivanovich Abel, Soviet agent convicted m
1957 and later exchanged for Gary Powers.

Lonsdale* s story of his exploits in the U.S. is so vague

{that it is impossible to either verify or disprove them. In fact,

on pages 65 and 66 he says that he knows the Director is interested

in him and he has no desire to satisfy the Director's curiosity and

he hopes that many FBI man hours will be wasted trying to learn the

identity he used in the U.S.

PRROrTATQRY RgFEREMS:

Lonsdale makes several extremely derogatory remarks
concerning the Director. On page 66 he states that he has a measure

of admiration for Mr. Hoover and that Mr. Hoover has a genius for

publicity and an unrivaled capacity for extracting money from Congress.

He continues that it is commonly said in Washington, especially by

officers of the Central Intelligence Agency, that this capacity is

based on the fact that the Director holds in the Archives individual

files on Senators and Representatives and as a result, few Congressmen
dare to challenge Mr, Hoover for fear of the skeletons that might

fall out of their own cupboards.

On pages 73 and 74 he refers to a recent book in which the
Director estimated the number of Soviet agents in the U.S. in the

thousands. Lonsdale states that he will not labor the point that

Mr. Hoover's statement implies an astonishing admission of failure
and he refers to Mr. Hoover as the "great Sacred Cow of Washington
politics."

With regard to his exploits in England, Lonsdale boasts of

his many successes and attributes his arrest to an informant. He
still insists that Morris and Lona Cohen convicted along with him were
perfectly innocent friends and that they actually are Peter and Helen
Kroger. He is very critical of British intelligence and Central

- 2 -

CONTINUED - OVER



MEMORANDUM FOR MR. SULLIVAN
RE: GORDON ARNOLD LONSDALE

Intelligence Agency and makes sneering references to the attempts of

the British to solicit his cooperation while he was m prison,

ACTION:
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^SA OCM. REO. WO.

Memorandum
UNITED STATES RNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

Mr. R. W. Smith

DATE! October 6, 1965

ToU<>n .Mi

:J^0gK^EjaE5K-C0NTR0LJDESKJlVALUATI0N
RESEARCH-SATELUTE SECTION

SYNOPSIS:

The Book Review Control Desk, established January, 1959, functions as a

central control and repository for book reviews at the Seat of Government, evaluates

requests for books to be purchased, maintains records of pending book review

assignments, completed reviews, and other pertinent data concerning each review.

Cost of operation of Desk absorbed by existing Publications Desk without any increase

in personnel. Records of all book reviews are maintained in a main control file

62-46855. The purchase of books is cleared with the Administrative Division. During

period September 16, 1964, through September 30, 1965, a total of eighty-six books

was received' at Seat of Government. Forty-two books were reviewed, thirty- eight

were obtained for reference purposes. Of twenty-four book reviews completed by the

Domestic Intelligence Division, fifteen were done by the Research-Satellite Section.

Instructions regarding Book Review Control Desk are included in Section 62, Manual

for Bureau Supervisors. The Book Review Control Desk performs valuable service A
because it eliminates duplication both in purchase and review of books, enables Seat ^

of Government personnel to obtain quickly copies of book reviews for reference, and,

because.of knowledge of current publications, frequently; alerts personnel to

appearance of new books pertinent to the work and operations of the Bureau. A
status report is submitted annually. j

RECOMMENDATION: ^'^'^ ^ .^y v^-

None; for your information.
I.-

1

DETAILS:

10 0CT«TJlS85

The Book'Reyiew Control Desk was established in the Central Research

Section in January,' 1959, as a central control and repository for book reviews at the

Seat of Government*. ' Vf

1-Mr. Sullivan

1-Mr. Garner

l-Administrative Policy Folder

l-Sectiontickler

pAMBidls
(6) CONTINUED-OVER



Memorandum R. W. Smith to W. C. Sullivan

BOOK REVIEW CONTROL DESK EVALUATION
RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION
62-46855
Scope

The Book Review Control Desk: 1) evaluates requests for books to be

purchased and reviewed, 2) handles recommendations as to what Division should

write the review, and 3) maintains a record of pending book review assignments,

completed reviews, and other pertinent data coficerning each review.

Cost of Operation

Creation of this Desk has not resulted in any additl6nal cost to the

Bureau, since the work was absorbed by combining the new function with that of the

perviously existing Publications Desk without any increase in personnel.

Control

Records of all book reviews are maintained in a main control file

( 62-4685^, which is checked monthly to ascertain whether existing instructions are

being complied with by Bureau supervisors preparing reviews. A card index

system is maintained regarding each review showing title, author, official who
ordered the review. Section to which the review was assigned, and completion date-

These index cards are maintained for an indefinite period, for they.are of continuing

practical value and demand only a minimum of upkeep.

The Administrative Division clears any recommendations for the purchase

of suggested books for review or for reference purposes.

Reviews Conducted

During the period September 16, 1964, through September 30, 1965,

a total of eighty-six books was received by Seat of Government personnel for review

or reference. Forty -two books were reviewed and thirty -eight were obtained for

reference purposes. Six books, received at the Bureau from outside sources, were

not reviewed. Research-Satellite Section completed fifteen of the twenty-four

book reviews completed by the Domestic lhtelligence Division during referenced

period. Eight books requested have not been received.

CONTINUED-OVER

-2-
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MemorandumtR; W; Smith to W; C. Sullivan

jBOOK REVIEW CONTROL DESK EVALUATION
RESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION^
62-46855
Instructions

Instructions concerning the Book Review. Control Desk are included

in Section 62, Manual for Bureau Supervisors.

Over-All Value

The Book Review Control^Desk performs a; valuable service because it:

1) eliminates duplication both in the purchase of books for review and in the

writing of - reviews, 2) insures'immediate determination as to whether a book

review has been or is being written, 3): enables Seat of Government personnel to

obtain quickly » copies of book reviews for reference, 4) and, because of knowledge

of current publications, frequently alerts personnel to the appearance of new books

pertinent to the work and operations of the Bureau.

Future Action

; the work of the Book Review Control Desk will continue t<5,be .closely

examined and evaluated by the Research-Satellite Section for any streamlining

measures.to improive'its Operation; A status report will be submitted annually..



OrflONAl FOUM NO. yt

UNITED STATES OOV^TMENT

MemoranaMm
^0 -: DIRECTOR, FBI pate: ^./17/65

ASfTENTlON; HESEARCH-SATELLITE SECTION

vAtment <^

FROM p ' ySAC, NEW YORK <94-0)
' ''''^

)

^^^J^^' INTHRNATIONAL IMMUNITIES
,

,

BY C. WILFREDJcJENKS

ly /JBOOK REVIEWS

/ ReBulet dated 8/ 3/ 6^5, .captlo||p^ above.

Enclosed herewith Is one copy o£ above captioned
book as requested In rebulet.



CHANGED TO
6a- gvy-^a-V-^ /"//a/

DEC 14 1965
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UNITED STATES Gi^RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

: DIRECTOR, ,.FBI (62-^6855) date: 10/8/65

: SAC, NEW YORK (62-0-50867) ^ '
^

Ject: "unmasked, ThefeS^_olLSQ^et Espionage "

BOOK BY R0NALD:«EfrH . / ,

ReNYlet, 9/17/65.

On 10/8/65, an inquiry. at Hawthorne Books, 70 Fifth
Avenue, NYC, disclosed that captioned book will be available

purchase on 10/27/65.

The NYO will continue to follow this matter and
obtain a copy for the Bureau as soon as it is available.



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 19

MAY WZ CDlTtON
6SA «£N. MCG. NO. V

UNITED STATES G<MRRNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)

LEaAT, TOKYO (64-26?) (RUC)

date: io/r/65

suBjEcnr: <WHQ>«S WHO IN COMMUNIST CHINj
~^^TJBi;i5H!Bl) 5Y . .

'
-.

issarcOnstisscte,.

Ĵ m}z WH(

>ron[girfiEiX KOWLOON.^JCQWLOON. HONG.KOMQ,
/C^OOK REVIEWS ,

Remylet, "7/27/65.

Status of this publication v/as followed during
September roadtrip to Hong Kong, B.CC.

TED-

ascertained that as of, 9/2l/b5, the booK had not been published
but it v/as hoped by the publishers that they would get it out
during October, I965.

I viillnpurchase 8 copies as soon as
available and forward. If not' received before then, matter
viill be followed during 12/65, Hong Kong roadtrip.

EEC- 24^
4 - Bureau V f^

1 - Foreign Liaison) ^
1 - San Francisco) .(IO5-2563)

1 - Tokyo
HLC:afb ^ s 0CT>1 1965

550CT19



I /f OPttONAl WMIM NO. I

«

MAY ItU CMTION

UNITED STATES ^p|/ERNMENT

'Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-U6855) in/R/K«;
j«v^ ATT: CENTRAL RESEARCH UNIT, RESEARCH 10/6/65

\^sf SATELLITE SECTION
^VKOU : SAC, NEW YORK (100-87235) '

SUBJECT-^^TNA YEARBOOK 196U~1965

'Lt>'

f
(I

ReBulet 9/28/65.

Submitted are three copies of captioned book

^-Bureau* '(Enc-b;* t->-v fm -
I - NY 100-87235 (#41) EAAW — QoS'^

r, EKD:IM
(3)

REC2tt

9 OCT 14^965

7. ''V'ua

OCT! 91365
J5/(y iXS'. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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•^ja och. liTo, NO.

TO

FROM I

i^SUBJECT:

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. DeLoach

M. ArJ2)^^e(

REVIEW OF BOOK TITLED "YOUR
CAREER IN LAW ENFORCEMENT"
BY ROBERT A. LISTON

Cosper

DATE: 10-13-65

Trotter

T*I«. Boom

During theipast several years, Robert A. Listen, a former newspaper
reporter with the Baltimore News Sim and now a freelance writer, was furnished

public source information by
| |

for the preparation of a book. He
now resides In Westport, Connecticut. He has written a book for young people who
are interested in law enforcement careers. While he was writing this book he called

Inspector Wick constantly to verify statistics and to bring other information up to date.

\ He has devoted a large portion of his book to the FBI. The book is very readable and

j
certainly should be of interest to youth aspiring to a career in the FBI, the Post Office,

' the Treasury Department, or a local law enforcement agency.

The author has interspersed factual data concerning various types of

law enforcement careers with actual cases illustrative of the particular type of work
a certain agency might perform. He is highly complimentary to the FBI and relates

Ithe
thorough training of Bureau Agents, and the diverse and rewarding type of career

open to yoimgimen and women today in the FBI as well as other law enforcement
agencies.

On page 21 he states: "As J. Edgar Hoover, director of the FBI points

out, this coxmtry is confronted with the worst era of lawlessness in its history

Never before has there been such an urgent need for dedicated young men and women
to enlist in the war against the crime colossus in America."

On pages 22 and 23, author Listen furnishes background data on

Mr. Hoover, gives cletails of his affiliation with Department of Justice from the time he

became an employee in 1917, his appointment by Attorney General Stone, and other

interesting facts.

Author states on page 22 that Mr. Hoover's statement about the "urgent

need" for crime fighters is the more surprising when you consider how far the FBI has

come since its inception in 1908. He discusses thejWork of a typical Agent's day and
shows why the "routine" is the unexpected in the FBI and states that an Agent is never
really off duty and an Agent lives 'a^life not quitejhis own. ij. \ I

• ^
1 - Mr. DeLoach N^T^ECOfe^l-W .

1 - Mr. Casper 145 qCT 19 1965 y < ^#
1 - Mr. Callahan >^ ..^ us 0CW9 19b5»

BMS:iks(6) OCf'^f 195b^^^^ " ^L^—
^

be
:b7C



Jones to DeLoach memo
Re: Review of Book

He mentions the case of Machine Gun Kelly, other cases and various

phases of FBI work such as the training program at Quantico, the Claude ^uce Collms

case where an FBI Agent shot it out with Collins, a bank robber m Washm^on D. C.

,

and after Collins had fired two shots at the Agent, the Agent shot four times and killed

Collins before Collins could get off a third shot. The author has an interesting writing

style and gives a comprehensive summary of FBI work including the work of the

Identification Division and the Laboratory and gives the salaries of various positions

open to young men and women in the FBI.

He starts out AsSt chapter six, on page 76, with the story of the murder

of President Kemiedy by Oswald, then goes on to tell of the elaborate ^^^curity
p^^^^^^

which surround President Johnson today as a direct result of
^^J^^^fj^f^^^^^^^^^

mentions various types of law enforcement agencies under the JunsdicUon of «ie Tr^^^^

Department, including Narcotics Bureau, Secret Service, and the Internal Revenue

Bureau.

In chapter nine the author discusses the work of Postal Inspectors and in

that chapter he includes photographs of Agents in our Laboratory as well as Agen^^^ of

Se Customs Service and the Internal Revenue Service. He also shows photo^aphs of

Secret Service Agents surrounding President Eisenhower's car during a

includes a copy of the "Law Enforcement,Code of Ethics" which was furnished the author

by the Police Department, City of New York.

On page 127 theiauthor states:"One of the most celebrated policemen

in the country is.WilliamtHenry?Parker, chief of the Los Angeles Police, then gives his

background.' ,

Listen discusses cases handled by the Baltimore Police and the New York

Police Department^ gives.some of the training of P^^°^"f
New York Police Department, and ends his book with sources of

^I'^^'P^^^f^ll^^f^^.
aspirants, such as the names ahd.addresses of the various Federal police agencies^^

the lACP as a source for the address of local agencies^ the names of^^^^^^^^

field offices are located; the location of Treasury boards of United States Cml^^^^^^

e^miners; the names of colleges and universities offering co;^s^^^^ .

law enforcement and police ^science; and^jage
'

.Code signals. After this there is a brief biographical sketch of the author, Robert A.

Liston. ^
RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

0^
- 2 -



SAC, New York

Director, FBI (62-46855)

November 4, 1965

PURCHASE OF BOOKS

O BOOK REVIEWS

1 - N. P. Callahan/M. F. Row
1 - W. C. SullivML

1 - R. D. CotterJ

i - B. M. Suttier

1 - R; S. Garner
1-

1 I

:1 - Mr. Smith

b6

One copy eacb ot tbe following books should be discreetly obtained and
forwarded to the Bureau marked to the attention ot the Central Research Unit,

Research-Satellite Section*

1, "China" by Harry Schwartz. Atheneum, 162 East 38 Street,

NewYoric, $1.95, (paperback)

"Communist China*8 Crusade: Mao's Road to Power and the New
Campaign for World Revolution" 1^ Guy Wint. Fredrick A.

Praeger, iic. , 111 Fourth Avenue| New York, $1.75 (paperback)

3. "China & the Bomb" by Morton H, Halperin. Frederick At
Praeger, Inc. , 111 Fourth Avenue, New York, $4.95

4. "I Saw Red China" Lisa Hobbs. McGraw-HlU, 330 West
42 Street, New York, |4.50

5. The U. S, & China in World Affairs Series:

(a) "PoUclesTowardChina"by A.M. Halperin, §7,95
;(b) »»ThB American People and China" by A. T. Steele, §5,95

McGraw-mil, 330 West 42 ^reet. New York, F^ruaiy, 1966

ed by the^hinese'UiUt, NaUonalitiesNOTE: The above books have been requested , , x. *

Intelligence Section, Domestic Intelligence Division. The Section will, from time to

time, recommend the purchase of books on China in order to build a necessary

library on "the Chinese." These books will be carded by the Bureau Library but

^°'-will-be retainedin the Chinese Unit where they will be available for immediate

M:i^t::^ii!irence and research use. These books are not available in the Bureau Library.

g"^"AB^dls<^
ggif

SylUy^n ^ 4 NOV 3 1965

COMM-FBI

as NOV 4 1965

^0 NW1W96&^''''^'''''^



SAC, Boston
} : ^^ovmber 4, 1965

Director, FBI (62-46855) ^ ' R- D. Cotter/

1 - R.S. Gamer
1-R.W. Smith

I AND AiaERT JI^fCRAIGA
2)B00K REVIEWS ^ » S, ,

HAUER, 1^.1'

hb
:b7C

'PV / captioned 1|;K>ok was published by Bbughton MiifUn Company, 2 Park
Street, Boston, Massachusetts, and the price is listed as $14. 95 a copy.

You should discreetly obtain one copy of the book and forward it to the\

I

Bureau marked to the attention of the Central Research Unit, Research-Satellite
| ^Section.

NOTE: The book has been requested by SAI
| Chinese Unit

Nationalities Intelligence Section, for inclusion in the library being compil^ on 0^ ck
'

' the Chinese" by this Section. The book is not avaUable in the Bureau Library. ^ ^
AMBrcrC^^

(9)

ALLIKFORMATtOM CONTAINED

HERESN IS UNCLASSIFIED^ .

I

DeLoocH-

19 NOV 4 1985 cf

Cale\i,^

Tele^ Room



MAY 196J! CCHTKW
«SA GEN. R€«. N% n

WNITED STATES GOipRNMENT

Memorandum

-A

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 11/3/65
(ATT: CENTRAL. RESEARCH UNIT,

RESEARCH -SATELLITE SECTION)
: SAC, NEW YORK (62-0-50867)

subject:^^J^jMAs{ceD,JThe^Story. s>t..Soviet^Espionage

^^f^a ^^'BOOK BY RONAI^J^SETH^V
~

ReBulet, 8/13/65, and NYlets, 9/17/65 and 10/8/65.

Enclosed for the Bureau Is one copy of captioned
book which was' obtained from the Hawthorn Books, Inc., 70
Fifth Ave., NYC, on II/I/65. Total cost of the book was
$6.25, $5.95 for the book plus $.30 sales tax.

<:^- Bureau (End. 1) (RM)
1 - New York

JRN:mab ^
<3) .^C^^

0 9 NOV 1^1965

ES NOV 4 1965



^ < iJC^ttOWAt K>RM NO. 10

TO

FROM

SUBJECT;

UNITED STATES GOIPRNMENT

Memorandum

Mr. DeLoach

n m
^^JdOK REVIEWS'
"THE ROBBiERS' TALE"
!BY MRS: PETA FORDHAM

t

DATE: 9-27-65

The authoress, ^Mrs. Pefa^ordham7Te!ers to her book
Real Story of the »Great Train.Robber:^" iind compares the true story of the RoyaT
Mail train robbery to "The Beggar's Ci)era?' by John Gay.

^ At 3:03 a. m. on 11-8-63,, the Royal Mail train from Glasgty\^ to Euston
was stopped by armed robbers at Sears Crossing, in Buckinghamshire. 55rwelve?:itnen

I,

who were tried for the crime received sentences of 307 years, reduced to 251,years
on appeal. The trial cost the taxpayers 38, 733 pounds. With 336, 534 jpqjinds Recovered,
the amount successfully stolen remained at 2, 295, 150 pounds; ^,

The authoress states: "Such, in a few words, is the score impne of:the
most absorbing, certainly one of the most expensive, matches ever playeH'^but between
cops and robbers. But the^most intriguing thing about the whole business is^the almost
complete silence whichrhangs over the background of the whole operation." Page 15.

The robbers changed the signals along the railroad tracks which.forced
the engineer to stop the train at Sears Crossing when he saw a red light. The Robbers
boarded the train at this. point, knocked down postal employees and; the crew, then
ransacked the high value package coach, where 128 mail bags were located whicK^
contained, money being sent'from banks in Scotland to banks in London.

Five days after the robbery, police arrived at Leatherslade Farm, 20
miles from the robbery scene, where they:f6undifingerprints everywhere, a half
burned bon fire with masks in it, and a collection of vehicles used by the robbers, ^ol^
Without the debris found at this farm it is doubted by Mrs. Fordham that any robber '

could have been identified. (Pagie 20) ' '
'
'

"^^^

'«

played in the

OThe names of 17 people are set out in Chapter 3 showing,ihe rple^each
le rQbl)ery and biographical data on eapb.^Q(Pag$S2g)( j^,.

' <^ ^

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Miss Gandy

BM^g^^y291965



M.A. Jones to Mr- DeLoach
Re: Book Review

Mrs. Fordham goes into infinite, but not too interesting, detail during
the rest of the book, attempting to prove that the story might have started seven to

eight years ago, and showing that the robbers were never fitted neatly into one plot,

organized by one mastermind. She expresses her personal opinions throughout
about criminals, underworld characters, and the robbers involved in this crime.

,
At times she attempts to psychoanalyze the criminals involved. Typical are the
following remarks on Cordrey: "Exactly where Cordrey fits into the picture is

difficult to trace, for he is a gambler rather than a gangster, (page 35) Cordrey
is a man of deep affections. Throughout the trial, his main concern was to shield
his sons (there are four of them), (page 136). The Boal-Cordrey tie-up presents a
curious problem, that nobody yet seems to have solved (page 137) .... Cordrey *s

sentence has been reduced to 14 years, this is welcomed by the conspirators, who
do not grudge him his.^ood luck, " (page 155)

To a student whods studying various aspects of criminology and psychology,
this book might prove interesting. To the average person reading for enjoyment it

might.prove 16 be dull reading.

RECOMMENiDATiON:

For information.



-Col*

SAC» Nev York

N.P.Callahan/Xv'F.Rqw
W. C, Siilllvfln ' »
R.W.SmithJ I

C.S«Shoaf£
B.M.Suttler

be
b7C

10/12/65

Director, FBI (62-46855)

HQuaR^VKA^^ wintip^iCT. 1956-1961.

^BOOK HBVimiS
*

Tou should discreetly obtain one copy each of the
following books and forward then to the Bureau narked to the
attention of the Central Research Unit, Besearch-Satellite
Section*

!• Communism in Rumania . 1944-1962, (English
editions by Chita Xone^cu, 1964, $7.20,
Oxford University Press, 417 Fifth Avenue,
Kev York, Now York 10016.

2. The Ihite a>use Tears; ¥aging Peace, 1956-

1*$

ivr-/, 1^- ;\1961, by Pwight h» Hisennower, scheduled for

V^'VO^" ^vffiP"?"®**^**"!^*^***^?- 1965, $6.95, Doubleday

NOTE:

& Company, Garden City, New York, . ^ '

!

Both books requested by agent pejrgQnnel ol^search- ^ %l
b6Satellite Section (#1 - C, S* Shoaff, #2 -| __J

reference purposes* The books will be placed in the BureaUb?

Library* The books are not now available in the Bureau Library,

AMB:mjg
(10)

ALL INFORMAfl&W/AINEL

'

a;-.= /rV dJEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
~"



SAC, New Orleans

Director, FBI (62-46855)

November 24, 1965

TflEuS

©BOOKREVIE

1 - N. P. Callahan/M. F. Row
1 - W. C. Sullivan

1 : b:S: Kr
1 -RO, JR. — ^ si.

1 - R, S. Garner

be
:b7C

Captioned book has been published theXoolsiana StateJMversity Press,
Baton Rouge, louislaiia, and is priced at |12 a copyr

^^^

You should discreetly obtain one copy of the book and forward it to the
Bureau marked to the attention of the Central Research Unit, Research-SatelUte Section.

N01E: Book is requested by SA R. W. Smith, Research- Satellite Section, for

reference purposes. Book will ble placed in Bureau Library wherie it^is not now
available.

AMB:cr(A^
(0)

Casper

Feit

SuUivoa

Tavel

-Trfi-tter

•Holmes
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Book oeSos
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS BATON ROUGE

The Southerner And World Affairs is an important begin-

ning in the. study of the Scmthem citizen and the world It is

a book which opens the way to fertile new fields of research

in political science, public opinion, sociology, psychology and
history.

Between 1936-19o5. Southerners gave greater support than

any other re^onal group to most of the, methods, motives

and goals of U.S. foreign policy; however, beginning in the

mid-fifties the trend began to reverse; Southerners becamfe

increasingly critical^ of U,S. mvplvement in decolonization

of Africa and Asia, foreign economic aid, cultural exchange,

world trade, negotiations with the Communist powers for

arms limitations, and other efforts to relax international ten-„

sions*

The book is based on massive empirical research; the

author, Executive Secretary of the World Peace Foundation,

has also made extensive use of primary and secondary nia*

terials and much heretofore unpubli^ed data. He has con-

ducted in-depth interviews of Southerners of all classes,

occupations, religions, races, locales and educational levels.

me
ALFRED 0. HERO JR.

His balanced conclusions are based on careful sdiolarship of

a sophisticated and highly analytical nature.

But The Southerner and World Affairs is more than an ex-

position of WHAT Southerners think (or what they do not

thinlc) about world affairs. It tells WHY Southernens think

the way they do about world affairs. Moreover, it tells WHAT
KIND of Southerners are thinking abooii foreign affairs. And
one section of the book is devoi^^ to explaining HOW South?

cmers can be encouraged and helped to think more r^Hsti-

caily and with a deeper insight into the nuances of interna-

tional relations.

Samuel P. Hayes, President of the Foreign Policy Associ-

ation, says that, "Dr. Hero*s bool/ is really a monumental

aoDompli^ment. His book will be mtost useful both to those

who want to understand the climate, of opinion in the South,

and for those who want to do something about it.**

692 pages $22jOO

DR. ALFRED O. HERO, JR., was born in New Orleans

and spent, most, of his youth in New Orleans and in nearby

Plaquemines PariA. He. was educated at . Virginia Military

Institute and the United States Military Academy/He holds

M.A. degrees in psychology and political science from Vander-

bilt Unlver^ty, and he took his Ph.D. degree in political

science at Gwrge Washington University.

1

i

soulheriier and MJOaii'si
1

Contents of the Book

Part I. COMPARATIVE REGIONAL TRENDS
IN INTERNATIONAL THOUGHT, l93>-62

Some General Developments an<J Relattonskips

ImmtgraKofk, Ifttercvffural Exc^an^e, and Foreigners

National Defense and Collective Security

Internattonal Commerce and Related Usoes

Colonialism^ Neutratism, and ForeI<gfi Aid
The Uitated Nations System

>art II. THE DIVERSE SOUTHS
7 EdBcational Factors

8 Social Class and Occupation m the Old South and the New^

$ Rurat^'sm and Urbantsm in International Affairs ^

10' Some Personality ^nd Value Aspects

M Southern WKit«s, Desegre^atiois, and .World Affairs

12 Protestants, Roman Catholics and Their Clergy

U Southern Jews

14 Southern Negroes

Part III, WHERE TO FROM HERE?
15 The Present and the Future

16 What To Do About It?

Appendix A Southern Newspapers Examined

Appendix B Sample Questions Posed, Some Observations on
Selected Sources

Index



Review and Commentary

The Southerner and World Affairs one of the most interesting studies of Southern
thought

. . . since W. J. Cash wrote his classic 'Mind of the South' a quarter of a cen-
tury, ago. The book is ^impressive for its research and insights . . . New York
Times Book Review,

**Dr. Hero
'
has made a contribution far beyond merely understanding theSouth's think-

ing about world affairs. His book should be a basic tool for students of the region for \
many years to come." ^Frank E. Smith, former Congressman from Mississippi and cur-
rently Dir^tor, Tennessee Valley Authority.

^'The^ Southerner and World Affairs^h a tremendously significant contribution to p
American politics and to foreign affairs . . . /' —Dr. Rowland Egger, Professor of Poli-

tics and ^ Public Affairs, Princeton University.

*This book is a monumental work and a valuable contribution to our literature. I feel

.certain that it will be appreciated by all students of the South's problems who have ac-
cess to it." ^Brooks Hays, Special Assistant to President Lyndon B, Johnson, former
Congressman from Arkansas, currently lecturer at the Eagleton Institute of Politics,

Rutgers University.

^'The Southerner and World Affairs is a balanced, accurate treatment of the South at

a time when emotional and biased discourses, pro or con, seem to be in order." —Dr.
Thomas R. Ford, Professor of Sociology, University of Kentucky,

"What Dr. Hero has done is put together between two hard covers a whole social sys-

tem, with economic, political, racial, historical and other factors given their appropriate
weight. Like an anthropologist, but drawing on a wider -and deeper body of empirical

xnaterials than most anthropologists have to work with. Dr. Hero has winnowed and kept
a very impressive harvest of wheat, larger in amount, better in quality, and better inte-

grated in its exposition, than any other study of a community or region that I have
ever seen." 'Samuel P. Hayes, President of the Foreign Policy Association.

'This book is the most penetrating, far-ranging, and systenutic analysis of Southern
thinking made in years," —TA* New York World^Telegram and Sun,

"Wfth attitudes toward world affairs as his central theme, Dr. Hero has given us a
masterly study of toda/s Southerner and his thinking." —Benjamin Muse, Southern
Regional Council

**Replete with survey data and shrewd observation, this readable ton^ not only serves

as the definitive work on its subject but up-dates much of the previous work on race,

religion, and ruralism in the South. Hero's volume, then, will appeal to historians„,social

psychologists, sociologists, and economists as well as political scientists; indeed; The South-
erner and World Affairs should have an enduring appeal for all persons who arc curious
about Dixie."—J[)r. Thomas F, Pettigrew, Associate Professor of Social Psychology, Har-
vard University.



SAC, New York November 24, 196^5^

Director, FBI (62-46855) }
" N- P. CaUahan/M. F. Row

1 - W. C. Sullivan

^ 1 - R.D.Cotteryl I ^
' THE RED CHINA LOBBY, "1 " F. J. Baumgardner/D. Ryan 1 - B. M. Suttler

THEPARANOID STYl^ m AMERICAN POLmCS,^' .1 - R.S.Gamftr

^JOiCXJK REVIEWS
1 - K. W. Smith

Yoa should discreetly obtain one coirjr each of the followii^ books and>

forward them to the Bureau marked to the attention of the Central Research Unit,

Research-SateUite Section. , ^

be
:b7{

1.

to

Ih^^feed China Lobby, by Forres^avis and Rober^untcr, ^,[4

il^etP^ij^htofiUIor^ r1
iiew-Yor^ paperback^ If available; otherwise, regular edition ($4.95)

NOTE: Book #1 requested by SA Nationalities Intelligence Section,

JSi^w ? the library on 'The' Chinese" being set up by the Chinese Unit. Thebook wm be charged permanently to the Chinese Unit by the Bureau Library.

Th« hnnt
y ^' 1' Baumgardner, Ihtemal Security Section.The book will be filed in the Bureau Library.

The books are not i available in the Bureau Library.

AMB:crCaX
(11)

Belmortt

Mohr

.

Casper
1 CaUahaA

JFelt

lSwUiv<rn

(
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OPTIONAU FORM NO 10

MAY liOtTlON
4SA CCN. nCG. Na V

UNITED STATES GO^pRNMENT

Memorandum
: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 11/24/65

(Attn: Central Research Unit, Research-Satellite Section)

: SAC, BOSTON (62-4609) (C)

..EAST ASlX.y \ y
BrTQPM(s:AIRBAIj[K«JEg)WIN._ ' L>^^

^^ooinsErviEffs^

Transmitted under separate cover iq
TheJModem Transformation,, yplvune Two^ A His
Asieuri^iyiTiza your request.

T ASIA,
of East



t
Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOW.NMENT l-fir;- Bfelmont 1

1 - Mr. Mohr 1
1-Mr. DeLoach 1 -

,
Mr.

1 -[__

Sullivan
R.V* Smith
Branlgap

TO

FROM

Mr. TT. C. Sullivitn DATE:
1 - Mr. Lee
11/15/65

tr. A, Br n

(1 td

suBjEcnr
/; ^7 B
*"BOOK REVpi|J''TnTBiasked the Story of
•-^vl(g; Espionage by Ronaltl^th

This xaemorandum reports the results .of a review of thL
above entitled book. ^^ftVlh

THE BOOK:
--^^

In this book the author makes an attempt to review Soviet ,C

espionage throughout the >orId from 1917 to date. He devotes a V'
great portion of "the book to the espionage in Europe prior to and

"

during TTorld War II, In his discussion of Soviet espionage in the
United States, he demonstrates a superficial knowledge of the most
important cases and makes numerbus errors in relating the basic
facts of these cases. Even in his discussion of the Soviet espionage
case in England involving Gordon Lonsdale he makes basic errors in
the facts as presented.

j.'The general tone of this book is anti-American and
I pro-British. For example, he criticizes the American attitude of
cooperation ylih the Russiar^ during Vdrld War II and dlaims that
this deprives *the Americans vthe right^ to driticize the British
althoughlthe

, Americans do not hesitate to do so.

DEROGATpRY COMMENTS

:

t\ On pagfe •;202 t^p author mentions the suggestion of
General Donovan of, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) to
have a Russian liaison office in Washington, D. C, to handle
liaison between OSS and its Russian counterpart duiing World War II.
The author states t"hat not even , the Chief of the FBI objected
to this. This statement, of course, is completely false and If
Seth had taken the time to check "The FBI Story" he would have
found set fo.r^:h the Director's strong letter to General Vaughan
at the White House vigorously protesting this suggestion.

JPL:plh^ (9) TlhEl 6 NOV 29 196!

'

' cbNTINUED -HWWR '
' J* <'4^a^



4 4
Memorandum Branigan to Sullivan

,

RE: BOOK REVIEW: Unmasked the Story of
Soviet Espionage by Ronald Seth

THE AUTHOR:

Bureau files contain no identifiable information concerning
Seth. The dust jacket of the book identifies him as a graduate
of Cambridge University who taught at the University of Tallin in
Estonia before TTorld War II. During the war he was a member of
the Special Operations Executive and was parachuted into Estonia
to help organize their resistance. He is now identified as a '

full-time writer.

THE PUBLISHER:

This book is published by Hawthorne Books, Incorporated,
New York City. This company also published a book entitled "Spy,"
written by Qoydon LoniSdal^t Bureau files show that as of 1961

lof this company! I 1 be
:b7c

oi tnu'Kuw xorK Fosr."—itt April, lybli, intdrmation was received
that Giniger, Wechsler and another person spent some time in the
Statler Hotel with three "trollops."

ACTION:

For information. It is recommended that this book be
placed in the Bureau Library.

1/

2



CrriOtWM FORM NO. lO

MAY 1962 COITION
6SA 604. NO. Tf

9\UNITED STATES <W>VERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 11/22/65

be
hi'-

: SAC, BOSTON (62-4609) (P) 1

T ASIA
JOmi^K^ FAIIBA^, EDWIN 6 REISCHAUER,

^.JU^ ALBERT M.
OBOOK REV

ReBulet to Boston, 11/4/^5.

Captioned book is unavailable for purchase, however, ,

it is on order and will be available for purchase 11/24/65 • 1

Boston will discreetly obtain a copy of that date ^
\>v li

and furnish it to Bureau, promptly. \
-

TDM:1c
(3)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREHI IS UKCIASSIHED

DATE.^//S}fl:I.BY...'ir4

WOV 30 19S5

9OECS isef

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



^iH, »«^, mO. 1/

, . UNITED STATES GOVF^'MENT

Memorandum
'I Mr. DeLoach DATE:ll"23-65

FROM

SUBJECT:

•M. A.^.Jones

^Bl.MAN: A,P.EHSONAL HISTORY"
FORTHCOMING BOOK BY LOUIS COCHRAN

1/

Rose*
$wlUv<ift

Tovfl

Reference is made to memo from J. Fitzgerald to D. J. Brennan,
enclosing galleys of captioned book made available by the Navy Department. Navy
had received the galleys for review in the event bulk purchases might be desired ior

distribution to its libraries. The galleys were returned to Navy, and copies madi
for our review, j^dc^^lj^ -

^

REVIEW OF "PBI MAN":

b6
b7C

The book consists of personal experiences of Cochrarfauring his tenure^
with the FBI in the late 1930 's. The author tells of being appointed as Special A^nt
and of being trained in all facets of the Bureau's work before being assigned to the i

Kansas City Office, where he worked under SAC W. H. Mayer (fictitious, may refer ^
CKto SAC E. E. Conroy who headed the Kansas City Office at that time). He was

impressed by Mayer and the efficiency of the Office. One of his anecdotes includes

mention of being reprimanded by Mayer for not being available when wanted. His
personal impressions of some of the Agents with whom he worked (he again uses
fictitious names) are included. The Agenti^' humane treatment of prisoners and
suspects made a lasting impression.on Cochran.

^ FT 2 %
a«
05oo
»
05

p

Cochran describes his assignment to White Slave Traffic caTSesVand

mentions some of those which he helped investigate. He als^ga,Ye'^ri=i:c^'6unt of

being sent, along with other Bureau Agents as a cooperative mea^uy>^to a state

prison where some of the prisoners were mutinying. Th^^EJ^^^iiitk'^ctually took

no part in quelling the mutiny. Cochran tells of many t$S;:£^ived bjrt^§. FBI which

must be thoroughly checked out; for example, the Kansas City Office received^ip
that Alvin.Karpis might be in the area and careful preparations were made^f^a
possible pick-*ip of the gangster. The tip proved to'be unfounded.yHe^^<^Miito
some detail about being assigned on road trips out of the Office aM^i^^-lds
impression of "puritanical" Kansans with whom he came in conmctM>conne^
with his work. During his road trips, he tells of handling a vai^k^^^oi investigationis,

such as theft of Government property and apprehension of various fugitives.

Cochran's transfer to the St. Louis Office is set forth, and he tells of being assigned

to investigating the kidnap-murder of a Dr. J. C. B, Davis; Assistant Director E. J.
;

Cochran was also' -/I" •Connelly was ij^entioned as^^g in charge of this investigation.

1 - Mr. De]^|ch ^^i^ I' , ¥^SS—\/

f ^4

3rVA:lcm

3
(ContinuecPquL next page)

VEtiB. ESC. mm



M. A. Jones to DeLoach Memo
RE: "FBI-MAN: A PERSONAL HISTORY"

assigned to extortion cases and war risk insurance cases among others, and he

tells of personal anecdotes involving his participation in these investj^ions.

He discusses the killing 02 Benny Dickson, notorious bandit, by FBI Agents in

St. Louis. He mentions FBI preparations for war time and.commends its rejection

Oi vigilante methods. Ho devotes only a fev/ pages to his tenure in Los Angeles

where he wor"ked on security cases.

The author concludes with a tribute to the FBI, noting the esprit de

corps of the employees and the excellent teamwork. The cooperative facilities

of the Bureau are mentioned also. Cochran has high praise for Mr. Hoover and

his molding and maintaining the FBI as a top-notch Government agency.

LOUIS COCHRAN;

Cochran enteredon duty aiLgpecial Agent on 3-25-35, and resigned
^

•

4-23-41, to devoteluUJime^^
"commeriHeHl)y'ffirSTrector in connection with the Benny Dickson case. in 1939).

In the early and middle 1940's, Cochran and various "publishers. contacted the .Bureau

seeking approval for his manuscript of a proposed boolc on his .experiences as an

Agent. At that time the manuscript was reviewed, and although.a copy is not availably

the review reflects it was along the lines of his current manuscript. The .Bureau at

that time discouraged publication of the book through contacts with both the publishers

and Cochran. In 1955, Cochran sent Mr. Hoover an advance. copy of his story,

"Hallelujah, Mississippi" dealing with the South; the Director thanked him by letter

2-1-55.

DUELL, . SLOAN &PSARCE. PUBLISHERS:

Bufiles show no derogatory data on this publisher. In 1964, they sent

us a manuscript of a book on the Justice Department which contained data on the

FBI and asked^that we review it for accuracy. We made corrections and furnished

I

appropriate photographs. The publisher, by letter 3-15-65, asked for the Director's

I
comment on the book; the Director declined. ^

OBSERVATIONS:

Cochran has apparently revamped the manuscript he had originally

prepared in .the 1940's and again submitted it for publication. The manuscript is

iavorable toward the Bureau; there is no indication therein that the author received

any assistance from the Bureau or our approval for its publication. When the book

is released' in 2/66, a copy will be obtained.

- 2 -



M. A. Jones to DeLoach memo
Re: "FBI Man: A Personal History"

4

ADDENDUM: (JVAtamb, .11-29-65) /i/t*^

indicating that

V/e have now received a letter from SAC New York,
Meredith "Press

(affiliated with Duell, Sloan and Pearce), has forwarded a request to

that Office for permission to use the FBI seal on the cover of Cochran's
book. The engraver's proof of the proposed iacket with the seal thereon is

enclosed with SAC New York's letter.
]

as possible.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

asks for a reply as soon '

1» Since the book is favorable to the Bureau, that we not

opxjose its publication, "

.
^6

. hic

2. That someone in your (Mr. DeLoach's) Office call

the New York Office with regard to l ~l request for us^ of the Fgl

> seal on the cover, and instruct that Office to promptly contact
|

land

advise him that permission cannot be given for its.use«_. The New York Office

Should explain to
]

~]that this'is in line with long-standing policy

in instances in which the TBI has not prepared or given- cooperation in

connection with the publication, ?^ew York should be told to promptly advise

Bureau of results of contact with

refusal to give permission can be sent him.
SO that letter confirming our ^

OK-
A

- 2 -



maV lUi I»ITI«M

TO

FROM

\ UNITED STATES GO^^-NMENT

Memorandum
^^r. W. C. Sullivan

Mr. R. D. Cotter

SUBJECT: "CYNTHIA"
MONTGOMERY HYDEJ ^BY H.

1 - Mr. Belmont
DATE: 11/29/65

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Branigan
1 - Mr. Cotter
1 - Mr. R.W. Smith
I - Liaison
1 - Mri Jones

Ttlx
Go

Through liaison we have obtained from the Navy =Department a

copy of the galley proofs of captioned book which details the activities^
]

of Amy Elizabeth Thorpe on behalf of British Intelligence during the ^ j

World War II period* Thorpe, an American-born girl who was married at
|

various times to Arthur Pack, a -British diplomat, and Charles Brousse,

a French official, was part of the intelligence network operated by v

Sir William Stephenson in the United States during World War II. The^. \^
author served as a British security officer during World War II and l/^^^:^'^

during the 1950 *sr was a member of the British Parliament*

The book details Thorpe's activities on behalf of British

Intelligence both in Europe and South America during the pre World War II

period and also gives an account of her activities on behalf of British

Intelligence at Washington, D. C, during the early 1940 ' s when^ her

husband, Pack, was assigned to the British Embassy here. According to

this account, Thorpe was successful in obtaining vital information
concerning Italian Naval plans from "the Italian Naval Attache , in WashingtoiO

(Alberto Lais) after she had successfully established an, illicit affair

with him. Tnereafter, she turned her attentions ,
to the French Naval

Attache, Charles Brousse^ who was assigned to the Vichy Go;;ernment Embassy

in Washington. According to the book, with Brousse' s cooperation she was

able to obtain a Vichy secret code which later proved of great assistance
to thci allies in neutralizing Vichy naval forces during the invasion of

North Africa. Thorpe, in fact', later married Brousse after Pack's death
and following World War II she went to Prance with BrousB'erwhere'

recently died, ^ \.
t oec 6

With regard to the obtaining of Vichy code frgm.tibeFrg6ch Embassy
ir. eshington, the book details how this was accomplished by- Thorpe with
B'iO;-.sse's cooperation and Indicates that the operation was conducted
with the knowledge and support of the Office of Strategic Services worl^iijg

with British Intelligence.
, J /i jj^ 5^3*^

\ NOT F

102 DF'^

RECORDED
pgr 7 O^INUED



V

Memorandm for Mr. Sullivan
RE: "CYNTHIA" BY H. KONTGOMERY HYDE

There ^re scattered references to the FBI throughout the book,

none of them derogatory. Most of these references merely relate to

opinions- on the part of Thorpe that the FBI may have been surveilling
the French and Italian Embassies in Washington.

ACTION:

This is for information^ Galley proofs of this book will
be returned to the Navy via liaison.

hlC
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"INVITATION TO AN INQUEST"
BY WALTER AND MIRIAM SCHNEIR

- Mr* Belmont
- Mr. Mohr
- Mr. DeLoach
« Mr. Sullivan
- Mr. Branlgan
« Mr. Lee

^^^^^^^^

The above-*captloned book published in
August I 1965 I deals vith the conviction of Julius
and Ethel Rosenberg and Morton Sobell for conspiracy
to conttit espionage* This case vas tried in 1951^
and these subjects were found guilty « The Rosenbergs
were executed in 1953 and Sobell is still serving his
sentence of thirty years* This book claims that the
entire case presented by the U* S» Government was a
frame up in order to put the blame on someone for the
fact that Russian "know how" had developed an atomic
bokb and detonated it in 1949,

The overall effect of the book is to create
the impression that the FBI manufactured evidence,
persuaded witnesses to lie, coached all witnesses in
their testimony and that the V. S. Attorney knowingly
used this fraudulent evidence and since 1951 all
branches of the U* S. Government had joined in a
conspiracy to prevent the "true" facts from becoming
known.

The Authors

Valter Schneir was born December 14, 1927,
Brooklyn, New York* His wife, Miriam, nee Blumberg, was^*
born in New York, March 28^ 1933* They were married \l
July 6, 1957, in Scarsdale, New York* ^|

Walter Schneir attended private schools in
New York and in 1947, entered Syracuse University from
which he graduated Cum Laude in JunSi 1950, with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Journalism* Miriam Schneir
attended Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, from 1950
to 1952 and Queens College in New York City from 1952 to
1955* She obtained a Bachelor of Arts degree*

Valter Schneir served in the U* S^ Army from
1945 to 1947 and was a student at Massachusetts State
College while in the Army in 1946* Since 1956, he has
been employed as a news editor with M* D* Publications

JPL:Jav
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lfftg«Bin« of New York City* This organiMtlon publishes
*'li«<iicsl M«vs«" He IMS previously employed by the American
Druggist, Sd Gk>ttlleb and Associates and Mac Fadden
Publications, all of Xew York City* Miriam Schneir vas
employed as of October^ 1960, as a teacher at the Child
Development Center, 927 Bast 69th Street^ New York City*

While at S^acuse University, Schneir according
to the 5/13/59 issue of the {Daily Orange" vas chairman of
the Organisations Panel and Men's Student, Government* The
"Syracuse OSerald Journal" for 3/24/49 carried an article
shoving that the "Schneir Bill" asking the University to
end a ban on political groups vas defeated* Schneir was
accused of undemocratic action*

1

In 1958, Valter Schneir, 35-38 75th Street,
Jaeksott Heights, Mew York, was identified in the records
of the Blection and Lav Bureau, Mev York Department of
State, as a contributor to the Independent Socialist Party*

In 1958, 1959, and 1960> Schneir ivas active in a
leadership capacity in the organisation known as "SAMS," a
pacifist group* He has also been in contact with
Isidore "Olbby" Meedleman, Mev York attorney, since the
inception of his efforts to write this book*N^

Background of CAStf

As a result of information ^received from a highly
confidential sowoe. an investigation was started in
August, 1949, to I

furnished information I nin the U,S*
in 1944. This investigation resulted in the identification
ftf

I
I

subject who vasi I He had been in the
B. g- froMi

Although he did not knov the
identity or his American contact, he did jturnish a
description and identified the places vhere he met this
contact. Through investittation ve located and identified

admitted

b

b

his .activities* "^^j;^ (u)

Th« inv—tifltatlon of I Head to the identification
of I I

yitkQ had
been assigned to



airent trho furnished Information to| |ln 1945*
.

and I ladittltted their espionage activities and stated
their VfOVk had been instigated bv Julius Rosenberg and his
Wife Ethel* I I It was
also learned that I

I was possibly a pari of this
networks I lin an interview disclosed that I I

|

I lof Jjallus Rosenberg
^

At the 'IgAllftgA Q;f thft nity of Kftw York/' vftg Inyolved in
the networks Investigation revealed that I I had taken

lahortlv after the arrest of
authorities located
He was arrested by

FBI agents and was tried and convicted along with the
Rosenbergs 4^^^^<^ (U)

Synopsis of the Book

The first few chapters of the book attempt to show
that there is no such thing as a secret of the atomic bomb
and that when the Soviets were successful In exploding a
bomb in 1040|a**wltch hunt** was set up in America to find out
who stole these secrets, which lead to the Rosenbergs* The
authors attempt to analyse the case presented by the Government
and attack the main Government witnessesnamely Harry Gold^
Max Slltcher and David and Kith Greenglass/^c^

qj^

In their attack on Gold, the main point of the
authois is that he was not in Albuquerque on the weekend of
June 2^3 I 1945 | when the first meeting with the Greenglasses
bocurred* from an examination of the registration card of the
Hotel Hiltoni Albuquerque I where Gold stayed on June 3^ 1045|
the authors noted that the hand^itten date on thefkont of the
card is June 3| and the time stamp on the back of the card is
June 44 from this '^Hey concluded that the card is a probable
forgeryi ^^^3^SC^ (U) ^

The authors also suggest that the FBI in keeping
>,

Goldi coached him to identify the Greenglksses and Grdenglass in
turn decided to Involve his brother-^in«^law^ Julius Rosenberg^
due to their business differences ^ when Rosenberg refused to
confess I the 7BI waii then goaded into arx'esting Ethel Roisenbex^g
knd kidnapping Morton Sobell froM Mexico in ordei^ to mUce a
conspiracy case^

In addition^ the authors suggested that the 0« S*
Attorney for the Southern District of Mew York was aware of
the falsity of the hotel registration card since he used a
photostat rather then the original card when he presented



it In evidence. The authors also compared all the public
utterances of Harry Gold, have examined the Interviews with
his attorneys and have attempted to find some differences
in these statements. They have also examined the testimony
of Oreenglass Ht the trial and compared it with the testimony
given before congressional committees in order to show
differences.

Detailed Analysis

Chapter I

In this chapter the authors set the tone of the
book. The case is identified, the principal characters are
set forth as well as the results of the trial and the
sentences. The authors try to show that following the trial
there was a. growing uneasiness among a small but persistent
minority which included a few scientists. They claim these
people were reminded of the injustice visited uponJftreyfus,
Mooney, Billings, Sacco and Vanxetti.

comment ; The authors, of course, make the standard
assumption tnat sacco lUid Tansetti were innocent irhich has
never been proven. These two individuals were convicted of
murder and were executed and no reversal of this conviction
has ever occurred

«

The authors also claim that the reaction of
Western Europe i^cainsi the actions of the American Government
in this case was strong among noneommunists*

Comment; Investigation has shown that th« reactioh
in lurope xo tne Rosenberg case was a well-organized communist
operation which was set in motion aftei^ the trial when it
became- obvious the Rosenberi^ would not talk.

The authors make the statement that l^vid Greenglass
i« free iafter serving ten years of his fifteen year term.

Comment ; David Greenglass left prison on a
conditional release which is a mandatory act. Prior to his
release^ he had been refused parole on several occasions.

,
Chapter II

^ This'Chapter deals with the discoveriies made in the
field. Of physics which began in 1896 and lead ultimately to
the splitting of an atom of uranium in 1939. This chapter shows
that experiments were conducted in various countries throughout



the UTorld during the 1920^8 and 1930*8* The authors do
admit that two Antex^icans ;vere responsible for Inventing
the» cyclotron trhich is the jaachine used for splitting the
aton«.

Chapter /I II

This chapter iells of the struggle of refugee
physicists lead by one Leo Szilard to convince the .U« S«
Government of the possibilities of using the discovery of
splJtting an atom as a terrible veapon.and to convince the
U* S« Cfovernnent to build: such a veapoh before the Germans*
Eventually in the summer of 1940 » $300^000 was allocated by
the S. Government for research on this project* The authors
come to the conclusion that a nation which was willing to pay
an,astronomical price could probably learn to use atomic
energy as a military weapon. <Fage 15)'

•»

In discussing this pointy the authors eliminate
the other nationi|*of the world who had the potential to make
the bomb* They point out the Japanese ecdtK>my was strained

,

by war; Germany was not interested in a long«»range project!
France had collapsed in 1940 and the invasion of Russia by
Germany in 1941 had slowed or ^Jtlalted j;he Rttssian program
for a year or two** The authors give credit to civilian
scientists for promoting the project and rallying support foi^
the decisional to make the bomb ^ (Page 19)

Comment ; Leo Sasilard was born in Budapest^ Hungary^
February lip xvvb and died on May 30^ 1964| ,in California

4

He was a physicist who worked in Germany until 1933* Ee came
to th# U« S« in 1938^ and became a naturalized citizen in 1943

&

He was prominent in the beginning of the Manhattan Engineex^
District I the atomic bomb project*

Szilard met Soviet Premier Khrushchev in
October I 1960| at the Soviet United Nations Delegation i He
hltd also been in attendance at the ^'Pugwash Conference*' held
kt the estate of Cyrus Eaton

4

Chapter ^tiv

This chapter relates to the establishment of
Manhattan Xngineer District and the basic problems facing
that projects The first problem was to produce enough
uranium^ and plutonium necessary to construct A bomb* When
the production stage was reached^ U« S« Army engineers tinder
General Groves took over the project*



I

ClMtptT V-

In this chapter the authors point out that some
of the scientists Involved In the ^Manhattan Project vere
beginning to have doubts about the use of the atonic energy
ireapon. The scientists found out the secrecy regulations
aade it difficult to express their feelings to anyone
in the Governnent, The authors ciriticize General Groves and
state that the precautions set up to protect the project were
actually against Russia rather than Gemany. (Page 27r28)

Cownent: General Groves vas attempting to protect
the project from all enemies including Germany and Russia.

As an illustration of the growing coneerni the
authors mention that Leo Sailard prepared a memorandum/in
March, 1945, for l^esident Roosevelt but before it could be
delivered, the President died. Another scientist, James Franek,
accompanied by Arthur Compton furnished a memorandum to
Secretary of Commerce, H^nry A. Wallace, on April SI, 1945,.
explaining that other countries could oAke a bomb and
warning of the dangers of eompetition «meng nations. (Page 29)
The aiitbors then state that Vranck complained about the fact
that statesmen irere not Informed about atomic energy by
scientists. (Page 30)

Comment ; On the same page with the statement made
by rranck, the authors admit that the Secretary of War had
followed the progxiess of the project from its beginning,

Xh further line with the complaint made by Tranck
that the statesmen irere hot kept Informed, the authors
relate that a memorandum written by Szllard was delivered on
liay 28, 1945, to James F« Byrnes at the suggestion of
President Truman. (Page 31)

Comment : James Byrnes was appointed Secretary of
Siate shortly after this visit and it appears these
scientists had achi^ved a very high level of Government when
they discussed the matter with Mr* Byrnes.

The authors make mention of the Interim Committee, a
group of prominent civilians appointed by President Truman
to furnish Its opinion ;concernlng the use .lof the* bomb against
Japan. This committee and its scientific advisors^.were in
favor of using the bomb. (Page 32)

«. 6 «•



Coament t From the authors* statenents, it appears
that these scientists had achieved a position of advising
the President on the use of the bomb*

With regard to James Pranck', he vas born
August 26, 1882, in Bambxirg, Germansr, and died Uay 21, 1964;
He became a naturalized American citizen in 1941 and started
bis employment vith the University of Chicago in 1939; He
vas on leave from the University from 1942 to 1945 to work
,on the atomic bomb project,

Franck had an article in the "Bulletin of Atomic
^Scientists" in the October, 1952, issue in which he opposed. -'

the restrictions placed by the U* S* Government on scientists
entering and leaving the U, S« His conclusion was that this
immigration, policy played into the hands of the communists*
His name appeared on a list of supporters for a testimonial
dinner for Edward Condon given on April 12, 1940, as an
e:;:pre«sion of confidence* The House Committee on Vn<^«American
Activities bind cited Condon in 1948^ as "the we&kost link in
the nation atomic security chains"

Chapter YI

This chapter deals mainly with the further efforts
of the scientists to attempt to have all restrictions
surrounding the isecrecy of the atomic bomb removed and it
also tells of H passage of the Atomic Snergy Act which placed
the further development of atomic energy in the U* S* in the
hands of civilians

i

Chapter VII

This chapter lists a series of cases which occurred
in the period after World War 11; The first case is the
Igor Ck>uaenko case which occurred in Canada and revealed the
tKtent of Soviet espionage in that country and showed that t>ne

of the targets of the Soviets was atomic energy Information

i

The case of Nikolai Reding a Soviet navy lieutenant^ arrested
in the U* S. in 1946 on a charge of espionage is also discuissed;
The authors discussed the case of Dr* Edward Condon and telJL!

of the original revelations made by Elizabeth Bentley showing
the extent of the espionage ring in the U, S* Government* The
trial and conviction of Alger Hiss ^ the revelation of the
information about Arthur Adsms; Soviet espionage agent and the
case of Martin Kamen and the Melson«>Weinberg case are ftll

discussed briefly* The authors come to the conclxision that



this aucoessioa of cases had the effect of *'blurrlng the
vision of America** and that step hy step the ability of
the American public to deal rationally with the pxt>blens
of atomic neapons became lessened.

Chapter VIIZ

In this chapter the authors tell of the announce*
ment by President Truman that the Soviets had exploded an
atomic bomb 4 This announcement was made in September, 1949

^

and caused a furor and politicians and newspapers quickly
concluded that Americans atomic secrets bad been stolen*

Chapter IX

This chapter tells of the arrest of and confession
by Dr* Klaus 7uchs» British scientist who admitted that he
had transmitted information concerning the atomic bomb to
the Soviets*

The authors then quot^il from a story in^lhe New York
Times^hich mentioned the testimony of the Director before
the Senate Appropriations Committee In 1950 « to the effect
thkt Dr« Tuchs had transmitted information about the hydrogen
and atomic bomb to the Soviet Union* The authors claim that
during this period « Vuchs could not have obtained information
on the hydrogen bomb since the American scientists did not
know hoVr to make it* (Page 59*^60)

Comment t The authors did admit thai Fuchshad
participated in a few discussions at Los Alamos kbout the
hydrogen bomb* Therefore ^ the Dlrector»s testimony is correct
since Puchs did have some information and did tranirait it to
the Russians

4

Tiie authors quoted ii news release from Task News
Agency that *'Fuchs ia unknown to the Soviet Government iind

no agent of the Soviet Union had any connection with Puchb^t*

OoMient i This statement appeared to b^ false, isince

Puchs upon his release from prison went immeditttely behind the
Jvon Curtain* (Pag« 67)

_

'
'

In connection w^th'a discussion concerning hbift the
British became aware thai Puchs was a Soviet agent, the authors
quote a statement from Prime Uinlster Atlee of Great Britain
that information came from the U* S« suggesting there had been

. 8 ~
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soae lettlcago as the result of vhlch Fuchs bad been
Identified. The authors nention the intervlev of Fucbs
conducted bjr Assistant Director Clegg and Special Agent
Laapbere of the FBI in Xnglakd. They point out these
Intervievs began May SO, 1950/,and were for the purpose
of getting information which they apparently had been
unable to get from Fuchs*8 confession namely the identity
of his American accomplice* ' (Page 69)

Comment ; The authors are here attempting to say
that the rei nao received no information concerning the American
aceompliee of Fuchs prior to thelatervieiis which began '

May SO, 1950, This is not correct. The British had furnished
certain information such as descriptive data, places of
meetings and the like vhich were of assistance in the
investigation to identify the American, Vhen the interviews
with Fuchs began, Harry Gold was developed as the main suspectw'

The authors sAQrl; that the confession of Fuchs was ^
never made, public and that the British Attorney General
presented no evidence in court of the precise nature of the
material which Fuchs gave to the Soviets, (Page 66)

Comment; The pamphlet entitled "Soviet Atomic
Espionage*" published in April, 1951, included a letter
written by the Director, Atomic Bnergy Division, H, K* Ferguson
Company,. Inc., in which there is set forth a description of
the work done by 'Fuchs while working on the Manhattan Project.
There is also set forth a letter from an executive of Kellex
Corporation setting forth the areas of work handled by the
British scientists.

(y)

Chapter X

The authors ^uote a statement ioade by the Director
that the FBI felt under pressure to locate the accomplice
of Fuchs in the V. 8. The authors state it would be "fruitless"
to speculate why the Director felt .such pressure to arrest'
someone who may hkve met Fuchs five years before and Attributed
it to the bungling of several cases by the FBI* (Page 71)

Comment ; This pressure was generated by the fact
that the FBI received definite information that an espionage ring
had operated and might still be operating in the U. S. If
the reaction of the> FBI was not prompt, it would be subject
to criticism for delay.

-.9 «



The authors quote a description of the person-
who contacted Fuchs as set forth in *'The Crime of the
Century,*' an article wltten by the Director for ••Readers
Digest*' of May, 1951« The authors-claim this description
does not fit Harry Gold* (Page 72^73)

Comnent ; The description of Gold is not exactly
identical with him; however, it was close enough that when
added to the other facts given by FucbSi it was of assistance
in identifying Gold,

The authors criticize the aotives of Judge iJames

XcGranery in. appointing John Banilton as defense counsel
for Harry Goldf They brought out that McGranery, a Democrat^
possibly thought it would be aausing to assign Hamiltoni a
Republicatti to this task, {Pf^ft^ 74)

Coament ? Judge XcGranery was attempting to give
Gold adequate counsel since Mr, Banilton is one of the
outstanding attorneys in the city of Philadelphia.

Chapter XI

The arrest of Alfred Dean Slack who admitted*,
furnishing information abdutat)d:a sample of RDX|, an explosive,
to Hjurry Gold, is next discusisedf The claim is made that;

ROX was; a pre-World ^zr X chemical discovery vhich was used
in World War II after allied scientists had solved the
problem of mass production f

.^Page 77)-

Comment ?. On June 15, 19S0| Army ^dyised
the TBI that tbe processing of RDX by the Holstdn Ordnance
Works was |i ;classified contract^ It bad a classia^icatlof^ 9;C

1'Confidentialf' and some parts rexe classified f'Top Secret,

The book then gets into the iarrest Of (Julius
Rosenberg find a newspaper rlnterview of Ethel Rosenberg
is quoted in .this article, Ethel points out that she a|id

her husband had asked the FBI for a fiefurcli .warrant ^hen |ier

husband wpus afRested by the WBt, but the FBI did not furnish
one* She also said the FBI had seai^ched the apartment ahd
hild gone through magazines page |>y page and she pointed to
ft pile of iP&rentct tiagaaiines* (Page 79)

Comment t The FBI ;had a warrant for the arrest of
Julius Rosenberg and the search of his apartment was cdudticied
in connectioti with the execution of the arrest wiirriinti

Therefore j no^ search warrant was necessary. The searching

- 10 -



of the nagftzlnes shovs that the search conducted was
a thorough one since the auigaslnes could have ^provided an
excellent, hiding place for espionage equipment,

't t In discussing the arrest of Abraham Brotbman
and Mirian lloscovitz* the authors accused the Department
of Justice and the Director of the FBI of attacking
them in the newspaperi^* XBrothuan and Uoscowits were
arrested and cbavictedibS. subornation of perjury in that
they had persuaded Harry Gold to lie before a Federal
Grand Jury in 19i47) \

Comment t This is a reference to the normal
press releases wnich were issued in connection with the
arrest* (Page 83)

The authors comment on the fact that the newspapers
began mentioning the death penalty in connection with the
Rosenbergs which they felt was a hardening of an American
opinion concerning the need for drastic action against native
communists, (Page 85)

They also refer to the nine Americans presented
thirough headlines and newspaper stories as atoai^; spies and
members of th<i Fuchs*8 espionage ring*

Comment ; The Government cannot be held accountable
for the comments and speculations of the American Press which
is free*

Chapter XII

The authors point out in this chapter thatihe
FBI interviewed Harry Gold in 1947» in connection with the
allegations made by Elizabeth Bentley and that they searched
Gold's house for blue prints at this time and found none*
They point out that three years later a search of Gold's home
produced a tremendous amount of information and asked why
this was not found in 1947* (Page 91)

Comment X When Harry Gold was interviewed in 1947

»

hiii home was not searched* During this interview Gold gave
the appearance of being cooperative and he personally looked
through his effects to determine if he had any blue prints
available and reported that he could find none* The blue
prints to which he was referring were those which he said he
turned over to Bentley and which were his own blue prints*

(65.56402-2583 Page 19)
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The authors ridicule tho testliaony given by
CSold in the trial of Abraham Brothman that Brothman said
be had the coiaplete plans and descriptive material for the
operation of a military explosive plant in Tennessee and
that be could turn this material over to Gold. The authors
point out it was ludicrous for Brothman to say that he had
the tons of plans necessary for the atomic energy plant
at Oak Ridge ^ (Page 98)

^

Comment : Gold did not say that Brothman had the
plans for tne atomic energy plants This was a comment made
by the nevspapers and the identity of the plant to vhicb
Brothman referred is not known

#

Zn discussing the trial of Abraham Brothman and
Miriam Moscowitm^ the authors state that the case vas a question
of credibility of Gold versus the defendants and that the
defendants irould not testify in their ovn behalf* (Page 102)

Comment : The only conclusion is that the Jury»
after observing Gold^s testimony^ believed his story and since
the defendants did not take the stands they left the Jury with
the impression that they could not contradict Gold.

In connection with this trial, the authors point out
an TBI Agent testified that on June 3 and June 6^ 1950^ he found
a wooden box in the basement of Gold^s home which contained
incriminating evidence about Brottman* The question of delay
is raised since Gold was arrested on May 22 ^ (Page 105)

Comment : The search of Gold^s homews a tremendous
Job and it was carrd^d through as promptly as possible « There
was a slight delay during the appointment of a lawyer fi>r Gold
in order to obtain permission from the lawyer to continue the
search.

In discussing the allegations made by Gold that
Brothsmn had turned over to the Soviets the process of Buna «^ S
which deals with synthetic rubber^ the authors claim that the
Soviets had been working on this problem since 1931 and had
succeeded in making synthetic rubber* (Page 106)

Comment s It was determined during the investigation
that the Bana«»s process was originally patented by I« 0* Farben»
a German cartel^ Brothman while working for the Hendrick
Company worked out a design for equipment to be tised in manufac«*
turing rubber by a Continuous process which differed from the
old method known as the batch process* In 1942^ the American



•

Governnent asked the Hendrick Company to make this
equiiment} however t ^the Hendrick Company referred the
Ciovernment to another firm* ^7rom thl0.lt appears that
Brothman had developed a new method of processing synthetic
rubber* (65-57449 Serial 358)

Chapter XIII

On Page 109 » the authors spend time quibbling
over the definition' of the word ^'espionage** used by Gold*s
attorney* vThe attorney said 6e felt Jthe irord meant transmitting
Information connected with govei^Mients and this did not apply
to everything Gold had stolen* The authors claim that Gold
between the years 1935 and 1944 had not actually engaged In
espionage as Gold had claimed*

Comment : Gold was using the word espionage to mean
that the Infomatlon which he obtained of a nondefense nature
was Industrial espionage whereas the Information condernlng
defense material was espionage « Regardless of the namei Gold
was obtaining Information In the U# S* and furnishing It to
the Soviets from 1935 on*

The authors point out that on May 19 1 1950 > late
at night Gold gave his consent to a search of his home by
the FBI; however^ the liearch did not begin until Mondajr^'
May 22 1 1950 « The authors question why the delay occurred ^

,

Oommenii Gold gave his pefmlission for this iiekrcii

kt approximately 2t00^ A*Mi on May:20^ 1950^ He had to ivork
on both May 20 and May 21 and w6Uid not be able to be preistent
during the search^ Gold had requested that this search not
be conducted In the presence of his father and brother^ i.t wais
withheld until he could be presents It ivas as a result of this
search that on May 22 documentary proof was found that Gold had
mikde trips to Santa Jfe, New Mexico^ iund when confronted trlth
this I he confessed 4 (Page 114)

,

'
•

. ,

The authors also raised' a question concernin^^ the
length of time It took to complete the search* (Page 115)

Comment ; Gold had a closet In the basement of his
house In which ne had retained a tremendou^ amount of material
which had to be searched and \catra^logued In order to tell its
Significance* To properly handle and evaluate such Information^
a considerable amount of time had to be expended* . ^ , e^ov\

(65-57449 Serial 518X)
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The authors quoted firon: Judge McOrAnery on the
day of sentencing of Ck>ld that Fuchs^ had never cooperated
in any vay^ shape or form';until after the arrest of Barry
Gold* Special Agent T* Scott Mlller-who was In the courtroom
Informed the Judge that the identification of Gold^s picture
was not made by Fuchs until after.^Gold had signed a confession^
The Judge then said that he wanted to make the point that
Fuchs had never cooperated with the FBI* (Page 115)

Oogaient ; Basically^ the stateaent of Judge
McGranery is correct since at the time of the arrest of
Harry Gold foraifirJAaalstant Director Clegg and fomer
Special Agent

I [
were In the process of interviewing

Fuchs which was tne first time, we had direct access to him^
FuchSt^ however^ had furnished information to the British
concerning his American contact which had been furnished to
the FBI and was of assistance in the Interrogation of Gold,

Chapter XIY ^
This chapter gives a suwaary of the trial,

Chapter XV

The authors atteapt to explain .ivhy Emanuel Bloch,
attorney for the Rosenbergs i decided not to cro8S<^exauine
Harry .Gold during the, Rosenberg trial t (Page 160)

CoiMient r Bloch in his sumnation to the Jury
explained irny ne did not cross^exanine Gold ^ He said as
follows: '

t*There is a »an by the naae of Harry Gold vho
got on>,that standi a self«»confessed spy who has been
sentenced to thirty years in prison^ a very bright man,.
an< intelligent nan, al^ li^fs^nr^^sjj i sanj reaeaber that, a
pathetic figure* But you know » hope is aban^oHed vith hla*
He got, his. thirty yeair bit and he told the truth* Thai is
why X dldn*t cross-exaaine hia. I didn^t ask hia one question
^cause there is no doubt in ay aind that he iapressed you
as well as iapressed everybody that he was telling the truth*
the absolute truth*"

Bloch then proceeded to claia that Gold was unable
to say that he had any dealings with the Rosenbergs*'



, ^ conneetion irith th« testlaony of Ruth GreenglMS
that she WAS told in HaveaitfVt 1944, by lo»eiil>orff that
hor hiuibaiid vas actually norkiag on th« atomic bomb, the
authors j^uoation that Xosonborg^uld have known that
Greonglass vas'iforhlng on tho atonic bomb at tos Alamos vhon
all that Bttth know WAS that she wrote to her :husband at a
post office box in Santa Ve. (Page 160)

V . SSSSSS* j Since Rosenberg did know this, it appears
that he had learned this in his espionage work and was able
to tell Ruth accurately about her husband's employment*

On Page 16S-163, the authors discuss the question
of flight which was mentioned during the tria. they discuss
the |testim6ny of David Oreenglass that Julius Rosenberg told
him of his iatpending arrest and had given him funds and an
escape route for fleeing the :^)ountry« The authors <piestion
why neither Oreenglass nor Rosenberg actually fled*

Oooment: Rosenberg knew the part which Oreenglass
had played in this case and when the arrests of Tuchs and Gold
occurred, he knew that thevtrail would lead to Oreenglass. He
also knew that if he succeeded in persuading Oreenglass to leave
the country then he, Roseab^^ would be safe> since the
Oreenglasses were the only persons who could link him to the
espionage operation*

the authors point out that at the same time, a heated
business argummt was going on between the Rosenberg and
Oreenglass fttsilies and during this time Rosenberg was attempting
to get Oreenglass to flee* (Page 163)

Comment ; It appears that Rosenberg was attempting
to eliminate oreenglass and Oreenglass in turn was attempting
to get all that he could in the event he would have to leave.
Oreenglass actually did not plan on leaving the V* 8;

the authors comment on Merton Sobell and point out
that if he liad^been following the flight plan which Rosenberg
gave to Oreenglass I he would!not have been caught in Mexico
two months after leaving the 8* (Page 163*164)

Oomment: from the aetions^of Sobell, it is probable
that he was in a state of panic after the public announcement of
the arrest'of Oreenglass and that he fled without getting flight
plans* His actions in Mexico in attempting to leave that
country without a passport show that he was in a state of panic
and he obviously was not following instructions.
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In dlBcusslng the iestixaony of Benjamin Sclmeldenr,
the photographer irtio took*the "pMUBport photographs of .the
Bosenberg tmllyt ^^^^ authors feel it is important to tell
vhen these photographs vere uade* Vhey feel that if the
photographs were made before the arrest of David Greengla8S>
it vould be circuastantial evidence that the Xosenbergs
planned flight j however* if the photographs irere uade after
the arrest of Greenglass» it could be attributed to fear on
the part of the Bosenbergs*. The authors jpoint out that since
the photographs vere uade about the niddle' of June, 1950* it
was probably after the arrest of Greenglass and therefore* this
can not be of any help to the testiaony of Oreenglass concerning
the flii^t plans* (Page 164> *

.

OdjuMmt t The * testinony of Bend ttnin Schneider was
•actrenely damaginjs and the question of the^ timing has little
bearing on irttat Schneider said* Be testified that the
Jtosenbexigs hiid told him they were planning atrip to Vrance
since Mrs* Bosenberg had inherited some money and^wanted to
claim itv It appears that Bosenberg felt' that' he had: failed'
to get Greenglass to leave ahd wan considering flight himself

•

In connection with the testiiaony of Br* Bernhardt,
doctor for the Bosenbergs, that he had' been asked by Bosenberg
about the inoculaticms necessary for travel to liexicoi the"^

authors claim no inoculations were necessary for travel to
Mexico in 1950 and thitt Bosenberg sh<mld have known this fact
if 'he was a' spy* (Page 165)

' '

; 1 I

'

<

'

•m

Comment : The flight plan given to Creenglass by
Bosenberg anticipated travel to Mexico and from Mexico to
JSurope* conse^iuiently, inoculations would have been necessary*

Chapter XVI
'

'
' '

'

"
' If

This cliapter ^als with the sentencing of the
defendants in this case and the statwtents made by the Judge
at the time of sentencing*

. ' • '
'

,

'

Chapter Xyif

Xn this chiq;>ter) attempts are made to show the
beginning of a change in public opinion and to show that the
public began to question the guilt of the Bosenbergs. The
authors quote a statement .made by :Borothy Thonpson ^who wrote
in the *lrashingten Star, '* "the ^death sentence • * • depresses
me * V * in 1944 we were notat war with the Soviet Union . * *"

(Page 176)



CowMent ; This is a classical example of quoting
statements completely out of context and ellninatlng anything
vnich does not agree with the point of view of the authors*
The complete statement made by Dorothy Thompson read as follows;

' *'The death sentence passed on Ethel and Julius
Rosenberg by Federal Judge Irving R* Kaufman depresses mei

,

as every such sentence does."

It is obvious that the authors are using a portion
of a stateiiient which had been twisted to make it appear to be
an appeal on behalf of the Rosenbergs by a prominent writer*

^ The authors quoted from an >^ticle written by
Kugene Rabinowitch* editor of the "Bulletin of Atomic Sdidntists
in which be stated that the aspects of the death sentences
might have provoked wider comment if it were not for the
unrealistic,fears concerning the tremendous damage to the
nation*8 security inflicted by atomic spies*

. ^^^^ ' iSSaSSi* Kugene Rabinowltch was born In Russia
in -1898 .anTTenfered the V* S* in 1938 and later became a
naturalized citizen of the U* 8* While Rabinowltch iwas edlW
of the "Bulletin of Atomic Scientists* *• this magazine carried

criticizing the JBl for its part in the Loyalty Program
lind klso criticized the Z«oyalty Program in general as well ais
.Congressional Oominlttees investigating subversive mkttersi
(Page 176)

. The i^utiiors discussed the testiiaony of Benjamin
Schnelderi photographer who had been located during the trial
knd had been used as a x^ebuttal witness* .When ^ Schneider was
being questioned by the U» S* Attorney during the trial i he' was
asked if the FBI :Agents who had visited him had shown him . .

photographs and Schneider replied that they did. Prosecutor'
then asked if It was from these photographs that Schneldez^
picked Rosenberg* The authors then quoted from an affidavit
filed by a Special :Agent from the FBI that he :had interviewed
;Schnelder at his shop*. had exhibited a photograph of Rosenbex'g
and asked Schneider If he had ever seen this man* The auttiors
claim that the questioning by the U. S, Attorney gave the
impression that n group of photographs of different people hud
been shown to Schneider andthat he. had chosen the photogrftph
of Rosenberg* (Page 181^182) V

.Comment} During .the cross-examination of Schneldex"
by defense, counsel Bldch» Schneider was askdd lf he reoognized
the photographs of Mr. and Mrs. Rosenberg which had appeiu-ed In

* - . ' t

i
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the newspapers atnd he said that he did not 4 Bloch then
asked '^Q And the first time you thought of them was when?
A When the FBI man came in and Bbowed me a photograph, a
front and side view, and when I saw it I recognized it«"
The defense lawyer brought out very clearly the fact that
the photograph of the Rosenbergs alone had been shown to
Schneider and he had recognized it«

The authors point out that the attorney for
Morton Sobell ax^gued on appeal that the rights of bis i

client had been prejudiced unfairly by pretrial publicity
labeling him as an atomic spy« (Page 182)

Comment : In connection with this allegation^
Judge Sylvester Ryan^ Southern District of New Yorki who
heard this motion for a new trial stated that a reading of
the newspaper articles submitted revealed nothing of an
unusual or inflamatory character. He said the articles were
a fair response to a legitimate public interest in a matter
of vital concernt Judge Ryan also pointed out that the trial
started seven months after Sobell*s arrest and any prejudice
arising from newspaper publicity had long since been dissipated
particularly in the area from which the Jury was picked where
sensational occurrences lose their news value in a much shorter
spfetce of time than seven months*

The authors tell of a series of articles appearing
in the ^'National Cuardian** written by William Reuben in which
the claim Ivas set forth thkt the Rosenbergs were framed i (Page 176)

Comment s William Reuben iis self*»employed as a waiter
and as a publisher operating k company known as Action Books*
He has written **The Atom Spy HoaX|**^*The Legend of TOksro Roiie*^

and "The Honorable Itr* Nixon and the Alger Hiss Case^* all of
which adopted a procommunist attitude*

The authors claim that the Rosenberg case hkd fired
the moral energies of people isill over the world and pkrticuliarly
in Europe* The plight of the Rosenbergs acquired ipt vklue that,
made their fate a matter, of supreme importance to miliionsi They
point out that the campaign for clemency was done on a far
smaller scale in the U* S* than in Europe* (Page 190)

Comment { Europeans being farther away from the true
facts and being susceptible to anti-^American propaganda 1 were
easier to convince then the American people

«
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The statement i7its made that in January, 1953, the
clemency campaign gained an Important adherent In the person
of Harold Urey, Nobel Prize irlnner« They point out that Urey
expressed reservations about the guilt of the Rosenbergs*
(Page 191) In another portion of the book on Page 241 they
quoted from a telegram irhlch Urey had sent to President
Eisenhower claiming that the case made by the prosecution
had no logic In lt«

Cosment : Dr« Urey had a difficult time making up
his mind about this case^ He made a statement In January, 1953

i

In a letter to ••The New York Times" that he found the testimony
of the Rosenbergs more believable than that of the Greenglasses*
In June, 1953, In a telegrMi to President Elsenhower he said
a man with the capacity of Greenglass Is wholly Incapable of
transmitting the physics, chemistry and mathematics of the
atomic bomb to anyone « This Is In contrast to a telegram
I>r« Urey sentf to a meeting held on April 26, 1953, In which
he stated **there has been much discussion of the Importance of
the secret data which Greenglass states he gave to the Russians

«

X believe this data was Important and that It was not publicly
known at the time it was disclosed and I have been assured of
the correctness of this conclusion by competent scientific men
who were at Los Alamos at the time ^ « « It seems probable to
me that a mechanic such as Greenglass, capable of making metal
parts from drawings should be able to reproduce those drawings
in rough form after a lapse of some years 4 No great scientific
knowledge is required to understand the approximate shape,
arrangement and size of the mechanical object and considerable
information of this kind could have been acquired and transmitted
by Greenglass^** (See *'The Rosenberg Case^ Fact and Fiction by S« , ^

Andhil Fineberg*) (Page 101^102)

The authors also claim that the Vatican had iilso
iisked clemency for the Rosenbergs knd quoted a statement taiade

by the newspaper *%^osservatore Romano^* making an appeal for
clemency 4 (Page 193)

Comment t Vopm Pius Xtl mAde no p^rsonitl itppeinl fox^

cleBtency* Be notified the Department of Justice in routind
fashion through State Department representatives in Washingtoh
that the Vatican had received it number of appealii iMiking him
to request clemency fox^ the Rosenbex^gs* According to a
statement Issued by the Apostolic Delegate in Washington ^ the
Pope made no attempt to Judge the merits of the cUsd but merely
told the Department of Justice of the receipt of the appeals

«

This information was confirmed by former Attorney General
lIcGranery in an interview set forth in ''The New York Times"
on February 15, 1953.
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Cbapfr Vrtll

This chapter tells of * notion for a nei^ trial
made by the Rosenbergs* attorney on June 6, 1953« Tbls
notion HAS based on the fact that the console table vhich
allegedly had been given to Rosenberg by the Russians and
allegedly was used for photographic purposes had been found.
In addition, infomation which had been stolen fron the
files of O. John Rogge» attorney for the Greenglasses» showed some
deviations between what the Greenglasses told Rogge and what
they said at the trial, these issues were argued before
Judge Kaufman and he denied the notion with a full estplanation

of the reasons for hU denial. The authors, of course, clain
that Judge JCaufnan was wrong and that he should have granted
this notion. (Page 196-312)

caiapter XIX

This chapter set out excerpts from letters written
by Julius and Ethel Rosenberg to each other while they were in
prison. These letters have been previously published in book
fron under the caption "Death House Letters.** (^ge 213-236)

Chapter XX

This chapter details the last ninute efforts of
defense counsel to save the Rosenbergs fron the electric chair
including the hearings before the U. S. Suprene Court, the
petition to the President for denency and other notions nade
before the execution. (Page 237-253)

Chapter XXt

This chapter sets forth the statenents of three
Frenchnea nanely Jean-Paul Sartre, Francois Hauriao and
Jacaues Monod all highly critical of the Anerican Oovernnent

for executing the Rosenbergs. The article by Monod actually
was a letter written to the "Bulletin of Atonic Scientists.*'

The authors also include a response to the Monod letter 5rtiich

appeared in the sane paper written by A. &. Martin which
criticised the •'Bulletin of Atonic Scientists" for printing

the Monod letter without any editorial connent. Mr. MarUn also

criticises the Monod letter for nunerous inaccuracies. (Page 2M-
259)

Chapter XXII

At this point in the book the authors begin to
present their analysis of the case and to break down all the

infomation which had been developed about the Rosenbergs.
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The authors attempt to dovngrade the iDformatlon which
David Greenglass furnished to his vife in Mew Mexico in
November* 1944* (Page 263}

Comment ; The information which Greenglass gave

at that time was the total of all the information which he

then had.

The authors criticize the testimony at the trial

given by Walter S. Xbski* physicist who had been employed at

Los Alamos during the pertinent period. The authors point out

that Xoski testified about the implosion research being done

at Los Alamos and the authors claim the Soviets already knew

this.

Comment t During the testimony of Dr. Koskl, he was

dSked if in the field in which he was working there had been

any similar prior experimentation anywhere . Dr. Koskl replied

that to the best of his knowledge and of all his colleagues,

there was no information in text books or technical Journals
on this particular subject. He also testified that the
information relating to the lens mold was still classified
"Secret."

The authors disctiss a "shaped" charge which was a
technique of tising an explosive charge known since the late

nineteenth century. The authors claim this is the same thing

as an explosive mold. (Page 266)

Comment : The authors failed to cite any authority

to support tneir conclusion.

The authors discussed the fact that autnuel Bloch,

attorney for the Rosenbergs, made a motion to impound the

Greenglass sketch and testimonyand <j»4e from a letter which
'

they received from Philip Morrison in which he spoke of Bloch

being sorry that he made this motion. Morrison claimed in the

letter that fear prevented anyone from helping Bloch and that

Blochlnew nothing of the real Los Alamos. (Page 268)

Comment: Philip Morrison, born November 7, 1915,

is a teacher and a physicist. He admitted before a Senate

Subcommittee in May, 1953, that he Joined the Young Communist

League when he was eighteen and in 1939 became a member of the

Communist Party. He has been associated with numerous organi-

zations designated by the Attorney General as well as organizations

identified in the 'Guide to Subversive Organizations" and
Publications''published by the House Committee on Un-American

Activities in I960. He was • ^listed as one of the Amicl Curiae
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X a brief filod befora tbe Suprmie Ooxirt in the cm*
of the *'Oomunist Party versus the Subversive Activities
Control Board**' In l»6a» he spoke »t m student rslly »t
Cornell University protesting the blockade of Cuba by the

I.

The authors eomnt that the Oreenglass sketches
of the bosb and the lens sold introduced at the trial fail
to deal with the Most costly and time consuming aspect of the
Manhattan.ProJect, namely the production of fissionable
material in the plants at Hanford and Oak Ridge and what
Oreeaglass furnished i»as ludicrously little • (Page 273)

\
^

CoiMent t It vould M extremely difficult for
Qreenglass to give any information about the vork at Hanford
and Oak Ridge since be was stationed at Los Alamos and vas
furnishing that information which he obtained in the course
of his work*

The authors on Page 274 attempt to imply that
Qreenglass obtained the information for the sketches of the

atomic bomb impounded by the court from public source
material published after the bomb had been dropped on Japan.

Cowwnt ; The authors have no basis in fact for
msking this statement since they have not seen thetfcetches
and have no nay of knowing the source of the Qreenglass
information.

The authors raise the tuestion that a number of
nations are now attempting to develop an atomic bomb;and
state that no one would suggest that the Qreenglass sketches
would advance the time table of these nations by a single day.

(Page 275)

Comment : The Qreenglass sketches, of course, would
be of no assistance to any government working on atonic problems
today since the research has long since passed the stage at
which Qreenglass was working.

On Page 276 there is set forth a statement by
X»r. Jnmes Beckerley, an official of the Atomic Xnergy Commission,
who stated, nine months after the execution, that it was time
to stop kidding ourselves about atomic secrets and<to stop
believing the Soviet scientists are incompetent. Beckerley
also included in his statement that espionage played a minor
role in the attainment of successful weapons by the Soviets.
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Comieiit: Beclcerley^ born Vebrumry 27» 1915»
irM tha Chiex Tecbnloal Advisor of the 8* Atomic Energy
ConmlMion In Nev York City « A Washington news release
for Februaryi 1955 » describes Beckerley as a former
classification expert with the Atomic Energy Commission
and 4^oted him as having testified that contarol of technical
atomic data unrelated to ireapons made sense as long, as
unfriendly nations had not BUtde comparable technical; advances*
The article said Beckerley had resigned from the Atomic
Energy Commission after a dispute with the chairman*

The testimony of David Greenglass that Julius
Rosenberg had stolen the proximity fuse from the Emerson
RadioaOompany while be was working there is -discussed* The
authors conclude that since the prosecution had presented no
evidence of such a theft^ it was a near certainty that no
such proof could be found* (Page 279)

Comment : Rosenberg had worked at Emerson Radio
as an .Inspector for the U; S* JSignal Corps and after he had
been discharged from the Government Job he becaM an employee
of Emerson* Officials at the Emerson Company claim it would
have been impossible to remove a coB^plete ftuie} however i they
do state it would, have been possible to remove the parts of
the fuse and assemble it outside the plant* The Inspectors
for the V* S* Signal .Corps had complete freedom to visit any
part of the plant which they desired to visit;

The book discusses the testimony of Greenglass
that Rosenberg had told him about a sky platform which he
described as a vehicle which could be put into operation
beyond the pull of gravity ; The authors discuss the newspaper
publicity which occurred in October; 19^7; when the Soviets
put into orbit the first space satellite*' They also discussed
the comments by members of the Senate Internal Subcommittee
which linked the Greenglass testimony to the satellite;
(Page 280«.282>

Comment i In 1946^ the Navy Department instituted
a project for research concerning guided missiles known as
the Earth Satellite Yehicle Project; The U; 8i Air Force also
hkd a parallel project;

The authors comment about :the Greenglass testimony
to the effect that Rosenberg told^him he had obtained the
information that ;the mathematics for the nuclear energy
propulsion for aircrafts had been worked out; The authors
point out that In 1961 President Kennedy announced the cancel**
latlon of the project to develop nuclear power aircraft after
expending nearly 15 years and one billion dollars on the project*
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gmuMnjlf: This aimouBOMisnt by Pr«8id«nt Kennedy
in 1961 substantlateit the f»ct that the project had l>een
in exitstenc# since 1946 • Therefore, it is possible that the
nathenatics could have been worked out in 1946 but translation
of this into actual flight iras not feasible* (Page 282)

Chapter mil
The chapter continues the discussion of the

testiHony of Greenglass and mentions Joel Barr vho had been
identified by Greenglass as a neiaber of the espionage ring.
Greenglass testified that in 1947 Rosenberg said Barr vas
leaving to study aiusic in Belgiua, but later Greenglass learned
froai Rosenbesrg that Barr had been engaged in espionage and had
to flee* The auihors aade reference to Bairr's "innocent:.^rip
to study ausic.** (Page 286)

Cowaent t The authors neglect to point out that
Joel Barr disappeared froa his residence in Paris on JunellB,
1950, the date of the arrest of David Greenglass and he has
not been heard from since that date,' Xo meober of his fanily
has heard front him sftnce 1950,

The authors describe the nention at the trial of
Joel Barr, William Perl, Vivian Glassaftn, Ann Sidorovich and
Alfred Sarant*' The authors point out that not one of these
five individuals was indicted, named as a co>conspirator or
even called as a witness* (Page 288)

Comment t With regard to Joel Barr, he had disappeared.
With regard to Alfred Sarant, he fled from the if. S. during
the time he was being questioned in August, 1950, and his
whereabouts is still unknown* With regard to William Perl,
he was indicted for lying before a federal Grand Jury concerning
his knowledge of Rosenberg* Ann Sidorovich could not be
indicted since we had no proof thst she was a member of the
Mqpionage ring*' Further, Vivian Glassman could not lie indicted
since she was unable to identify the person who contacted
her and furnished her with money and instructions for fleeing
the country to giv* to William Perl* This money was refused
by Perl* Also Glassman refused to testify before a Federal
Grand Jury*

The authors discuss the hearings held by Senator
Joseph McCarthy and his committee relative to Fort Monmouth
about the attempt of the Soviets to penetrate the installation
of the H* 8* Signal Corps there*' (Page 293-296)
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COBimeat; Despite the allegation made by the
authors that the TBI furnlehed Infomation to the coBimlttee»
which is a falsehood » the TBI had no ^control over or
responsibility for the actionsof the McCarthy committee*

The authors discuss the Vivian Olassman story and
the fact that she made a trip to Cleveland to furnish $2p00
and instructions on leaving the U» S« to William Perl« The
authors raise the question as to why ^Olassman was not
prosecuted. (Page 298«»299) \

Comment ; Vivian Glassman could not be tied into
the conspiracy since she was unable to identify the person
who had given her the money and instructions^ In addition

t

she admitted this trip on one occasion and then refused to
elaborate any further « An interesting detail is set out in
the book namely that the authors themselves interviewed
Vivian Classman for three hours and in that time they were
able to get absolutely nothing from her« The only comment
the authors have concerning this interview is that Glassman
volunteered information about the **FBI harassment" to which
she was subjected*

The authors make the comment that Barr and Sarant
presuBMbly ^ive abroad^ (Page 299)

Comment } This is a real uhder iitatement* Sarant
and Barr botn disappeared in 1950 and no tmcd hkm been hiid
of them since that time^

The authors, tell the story about Ann Sidorovicb
and that Oreenglass testified that she had been to dinner
at the Bosenberg apartment and that after she left Rosenberg
said she would probkbly by the courier for the ringi The
authors suggest ihkt the FBI could have made it perjury cas«»
against her utilising the Oreenglitsees as witnesses « (Page 3dO«30i2}

Comment s It would still be impossible to make a
perjury case against Ann Sidorovich since she hkd left the
Rosenberg apartment befoire the pertinent conversation occurred
and it could not be proved that she was aware of the role %hich
Rosenberg had plimned for her^

The authors then discuss the case involving
Weldon Bruce Dayton and Alfred Sarant and raise<l the question
why the FBI did not arrest Sarant before he fled 4 The authoris
conclude the TBI had no evidence concerning the involvement
of Sarant « (Page 306)
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CoButent: S«r»nt fled during A period of
interrogation by tfie .FBI*. At the tine he disappeared
he WIS still furnishing inf^raation and it was not
knovn if he inuld be a vitnAss or a, defendant.

i "I
In (fiscuBsing the case of Dayton, the authors tell

of his attenptjl to obtain' a passport beginning in 1954. Be
iras turned down for this passport by the Department of State
and wss Inforaed that the detemining factor was his association
with. persons suspected' of being part of the Rosenberg rii^ and
his tdOLeged presence at an apartment in Kew York City allegedly
used for microfilming, (This refers to the apartment at
65 -ortou ««.t. ^»t«. «^

/The authors State that the microfilming allegation
was a step/beyond what had previously been stated* (Page 307)

Cqgttient : The Inforttmtion had been furnished to the
Departnent of state by the 7BI and vhen the State Department
drew up its charges the language mentioned above was used*

The authors note that in. an article written for
**lx>ok** nagaslne by one Bill Davidson and Benjamin Pollock,
Justice Departmeiit Attorney , it was pointed out that the FBI
had visited the, apartment at 65 Horton Street and discovered
that it was filled with 'work benches and photographic
appliances were found. The authors point out that this
apartment had been given up by Sarant In February » 1950^
and that we did not arrest Bosenberg until July, 1950,
therefore, the Sarant apartment bad been rented to other
tenants in the interim* (Page 307)

Comment ; Similar laiMSuage appears in the article
of ''look** magasxne and it is incorrect.

Chapter XXlY

This chapter deals primarily with the testimony of
Ilisabeth Bentley* ' The .authors point out that the testimony
of Max Blitoher and David Greenglass differ concerning the
relationship existing between Rosenberg, and^Bentley. Blitcher
testified that flobell told him in 1948 that Rosenberg had
talked to Bentley but he was pretty sure she did not know who
he wfts, Qreenglftss testified that in 1950 Rosenberg said that
Ilisabeth Bentley probably knew him, (Page 316)



Co—ent t The»e storlM actually are not different.

The first eiatement made. in 1948 had the purpose of allaying
the fears of flobell vhereas the second one vas »ade two years

later with the purpose ^bf encouraging Oreenglass to leave the

country*

The authors raise the question that if Bentley told

the TBI everything in 1945 why vas the WBt not able to identify
Rosenberg at that time since she said that Julius, i»ho called
her on the ifelephone, lived in Knickerbocker Village, (Page 316)

Co—ent i Knickerbocker Village is a large apartment
development in Hew York City irith numerous tenants, Aioong

other tenants was one Jules Korchein, partner of Abraham
Brothman, and a logical suspect for the, unknown person,

mentioned by Bentley*

The authors quoted a siatement made by the Director
concerning Bentley namely that all information which she has
furnished which was susceptible to check has proven to be
correct* The authors then quote the conclusion of Herbert
Packer in order to support their conclusion that the Director
is wrong* (Page 317«>318)

Comment ; The statement made by the Director was
correct in 1U53 and is still correct today* 'Spm testimony
furnished by Bentley stood up in the various trials in which
she appeared and vthe Jury accepted her testimony* Herbert L*

Packer was born in Mew Jersey in 1925 and graduated from
Yale Law School in 1949* The Fund for the Bepublic announced
a $35*000 grant to Stanford University Law School to study
and analyse the testimony of leading witnesses on communism
in 1965. Packerx-was to direct this study* In 1962; Packe:i^*s

book was issued which analysed the testimony of Wbittaker
Chambers, Blisabeth Bentley, Louis Budens and John Lautner^
Packer questionedUhe credibility of Bentley and advocated
greater access to FBI files* He recommended the establishment
of a government commission with broad powers including access
to FBI files* He did concede that such arAcommission had little
chance of being,set up and the need for it'wtui out dated sinc^
the problem of communist penetration in this country is now
a stale one*

The authors tiien discussed the brief filed' by

William Henry Taylor in which he attempted to keep^his Job

with the International Monetary Fund through all out attack

on Blixabeth Bentley* The authors point out six items which

they consider to be of such importance that the credibility

of Bentley is destroyed. (Page 319-322)
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The six iteios are eb follows:

(1) In July^ 1941, Jacob Golos told her that he
learned from Sari Browder the name of a man working for the
Government who was Interested in getting information to
Russia and who could organize a group of Ctovernment employees
to help«

, Further, this man saw Golos in July in a; meeting
arranged by Browder The authors point out that Browder was
in prison in Atlanta from March, 1941 until May, 1942«

Comment: Bentley.in her statement of November 30,
1945, said tbat Nathan\Oregory Silvermaster told her he made
a trip to New Tork City and conferred with Browder after the
German invasion of Russia* Therefore, Bentley was merely
repeating what Silvermaster told her«

<2) William Ludwig Ullman told her of the Doolittle
raid on T6|:yo a week or ten days ahead of time while he was an
Air Corps officer at the Pentagon* The authors point out that
Ullman was still working in the Treasury Department at the
time of the Doolittle faid*

Comment: This story of Bentley ^s was originally
told before a senate Subcommittee when she was questioned
about infonMtion she had received concerning the B-29; During
the questioning, she was asked if she received < information
about the Doolittle raid and iriie said that Ullman told her
about it* On reinterview Bentley said that she assumed that
the raids under discussion were the B^29 raids of 1944 and
she confused this with the Doolittle raid*

X3) The authors claim that Bentley said she
collected Communist Party dues from the Perlo spy group and

,

gave them to Golos during his life time* The authox^ point
out that since Golos died in 1943 and Bentley did hot take
over the Perlo group ilntil 1944,' :^is is an error:

Comment :
,

Bentley 'has advisedvthat she was mistaken
on the poinfT IT should be noted ^ however/ t^hat in her,
testimony in, 1948 she stated that the information from the
Perlo group was itUrned over to her Russian contacts Jack an<l
BiU;

I I (4) Folloving th* d*ath of Golo*; Bvntley continued
to show mil noiinllitftry data to Browder before she, pMsecl It
to the Ruseliini. The authors point out that Bentley aliro
testified that she was turning over undeveloped tlln to the
Russians*

,

Ooament i In an Intex^lew conducted In June; 195^5;
Bentley saia xtukz ;not all the Inforaatlon she received fron
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the Silvernuter group vss put on fllLn and even when the
data viur p^t on' fiia site v«8 told the cbntents of the
Inforaatlonisince dccMlonftlly the photography vas faulty
and it was necessary to have, the docunents rephotographed.

(5) According to Bentley, Harry Dexter White
provided the spy ring vith saaplesoC Anerican Military
currency to be used in the occupation »of Geraany vhich the
Russians vahted to cotmterfeit. The authors point out that
White had sent an official neaorandum openly asking for such
saaples to be given to the British treasury and the Soviet
Ambassador.

d«ent; Bentley in her testiiK>ny of October 1, 1953,
said that she obtained msmplw of the Allied,marks through
White and when her superiors found out the marks could not
be photographed, she then had pressure put on White to have
the ourrency' plates turned over to the Soviets*

(6) Bentley claimed that she learned of D-Bay long
before it happened. The authors and Taylor point out that
according to General Sisenhbwer B-Day was a variable date
originally planned, for June 5 but postponed at the last minute
until June 6.

Comment ; Bentley in her statement to the FBI in
liovember, lV4b, ikaid that ishe received information about the
approximate scheduled date for D->Day,

In the book the authors also quoted from the
testimony of Virginius Frank Coe, former Secretary of -the

International Monetary Fund, that be has denied he ever vas
a. spy. (Page 321)

Oosment : It is interesting to note that Coe is
no longer vltb the International Monetary Fund but has been
for the past several years liviiur in Communist China.

. Chapter XXY

This chapter discusses the case against Morton Sobell,
The authors point out that the statement given by Mrs. Ilitcher
by her attorney did not mention Sobell. (Page 335)

Comment : This is correct. Mrs. Xlitcher knew nothing
about; ;Sobell >s involvement in espionage.

The authors state that the Government did not include
the name of Sobell in the second indictment of 8/17/50 which
shoved that the Government was not certain of his eventual
attitude. (Page 336)



Comment ; This Is correct* Sobell had only been
arrested on tnat; date in Texas and it vas not known if he
intended to cooperate.

The testimony of Max Blitcber could not be refuted
since it referred to conversations vhich took place between
Elitcher and Sobell with no other witnesses present. (Page 327)

Comment t Sobell couid have testified and denied
the story of Elitcher; however, he chose not to do so.

The authors claim that .the Sobell family went openly
to Mexico because they xised their correct names and documentations.
(Page 334)

Comment; It would have been easier for the Sobell
family to leave the U« 8. using their correct name and
background particularly since Sobell knew that he had a head
start and he was interested Ih igetting out of the U. S. and
into Mexico.

The authors claim that Sobell had a leave of absence
from his Job but this could not be proven. (Page 335)

Comment : These claims were made by Sobell; however

«

it was impossible to prove from the records of his employer^
Reeves Instrument Company » that he was on official leave*

The authors point out that Sobell did not flee from
Mexico and therefore, their actions were different from the
flight plan mentioned by Greenglass* (Page 335)

Comment ; The authors fail to point out that Sobell
did not have a passport to leave Mexico and his own investigation
brought him to the conclusion that he could not leave Mexico
without a passport. The one way he could have left Mexico was
to return to the V* S. which he did not do 4

'

The authors point out that Sobell claims that %hen
he read about the arrest of Rosenberg he came to the conclusion
that a dictatorship was taking over the V* S* (Page 336)

Comment ; This is hardly a statement which woUld be
made by an American citimen about the U* S« unless he had
something to conceal.

The authors state that Sobell*s claim that collusion
existed between the TBt and the Mexican Police in returning
him to the v. S. has'^' never been given a Judicial hearing.
(Page 336)
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Ooament t This Is not ao. In 1956 Sobell made a
notion for a new trial in irhich he raised the point that he
had been kidnapped and returned to the U» His notion
denied and this denial was upheld through the U» Supreme
Court

Tho authors relate the story of Wllliaa Danzlger,
the nail drop for Sobell^ and they introduced the idea that
Danzlger':had seen Rosenberg before he visited Sobell on the
last night Sobell vas in the S« Urs. Sobell told, the
authors that she was sure that Danziger atentioned to her
husband that Rosenberg vas being investigated. (Page 338)

,
Content: Sobeir obviously knev that Rosenberg iras

being Mvestigated sines Oreenglass had besn arrsstsd and
publicly identified on Juns 16^ several days before flobell
left the v..

The authors claiM that they have ;sought .som answer
to ths behavior of iobell while in Mexico and were not
successful in finding such answer. (Page 340)

' Co—ent ; The only answer to the actions of flobell
%hile in Mexico was thai he was attespting to flee to lurope
snd this is the one answer the authors will not accept

.

In discussing the National Conittee to Secure
^tice for Morton Sobell,. the authors mintion that this
coMftittee operates with Modest resources. (Page 340)'

Cosnenti r In an article in The Mew York Times on
March 21^ 10«5| Mrs; Sobell was interviewed and stated for

,

the past ten years the coMittee had operated, on a budget of
$50|000:a yeari She also said that the massive efforts to
free her husband have probably cost one million dollars.

I

Chapter ^XXVi

la thiiB chapter the authors try to analyse the
testimony of David Oreenglass given . before Senate Committees
;ifteii^ the trial and compare that testimony with ^he trilil
testimony! If it 'does hot agree or if something new was add^d
they iskediately concluded that Gr^englasls lied'at the trials ,

The authors attack the tesiimony of Oreenglitss
before a Congressional Committee in Kovember^ 1057i that
Rosenberg told him in 1948 that he had an agent who watf a
consultant for the Oovei^nment making $300 a day working on
the Aswan Dam^project in Igypt. The authors make the statement
that there was no Aswan Sam project at all in 1948. (Page 348-349)
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Coanent : In 1950 , the Office of Research , Near
Xasteru Azrairs of the Department of State advised that the
Irrigation dam at Aswan -had been under construction, for
several years and that the Republic Steel Corporation had
loaned an expert to the Egyptian Government between 1946-1940*
Further, the Vestlngbouse Corporation had sent a group of
engineers^ to Aswan in March 19.47.

The authors tell of an Interview with Benjamin
Pollock, attorney with the Department of Justice, who had
prepared a report for the Attorney General on, the Rosenberg
case. They state that Sollock said Greenglass was a man with
"no conscience at all" and' further said "If 1 were a Judge,
X wouldn't take his testimony too* seriously." (Page 349)

Comment: Assistant Attorney General Yeagley ^advised
that Hr. Poiiock talked with the authors of this book with the
apprdval of the Department of Justice and llr. Pollock has
said* that he made no such statements to the authors; Pollock
advised that the statements In the book attributed to him
are lies.

The authors then discuss the photographs taken of
the Greenglasses. for passport -purposes and turned over to
Julius Rosenberg.. The authors claim these are not the correct
type of photographs for a passport. They also point out that
two of the photographs were Initialed on June 15, 1950, and the
other two ott! January 26« 1951. (Page 350-354)

^ ^ 52525* * The first two photographs were oWtained
at the time Of the original Interview of David Greenglass
and wore used to show to Harry Gold. The others were obtained
at a later date and correctly Initialed*

The authors claim that no evidence was Introduced
at the trial to corroborate the source or existence of th«
^1,000 given to Greenglass by Rosenberg* (Page 355)

Comenti It is Itlmost ia^ssible to prove the
payment of money In cash*

The authors claim that GreengliiBs did not tell the
story about the $4^000 given to him by Rosenberg nnd then
•turned over by a cousin of Greenglass to his attorney right
away since the wrapping paper In which It was wrapped was
dated 7/31/50 several weeks after the arrest of Greenglass.
(Page 356)
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The paymont of $3 1 900^ to Mr^ Rogge^ attorney for
David GrcH»iigXM0» iras verified Ittmediately and thd trapping
paper vas pxrobably retained in Rogge*s office until

.8^ Attorney decided thatit vojuld be used in evidence
which could! possibly explain the discrepancy in the dates^

t 'if'

On pages 361 and 362 the authors attempt to explain
that David Greenglass confessed because of the stress and

[

strain of the few months before his arrest during which time
bis wife badl a baby and then had been hospitalized as a result
of near fatal burns

i

Conaentt This is pure ^speculntlon on the pirt of
th9 autborsi TSiy do not consider tho fuct that Creenglass
Might havie had a fttoUngcot guilt for the criae he had comitted*

The authors criticise the TBI for believing the ^
original confession of Greenglass without taking tise to run
out all the leads to verify his story. (Page .362)

Comentt The siory told by Oreenglass fitted with
the- story- told oy Oold as well as other information developed
before the interview of \ Greenglass,

Chapter :X}nriI

In this chapter the authors cospare the testiaony
of Harry Gold at the Sosenberg-iobell trial, at the Benjasin
teilg trial and before Senate Cossittees vith the statesents
given to his attorney before his conviction and they highlight
all the discrepancies which they can find.aaong these statenents*
They point out that /at the trial Gold said that the information
he received from Greenglass was# according to ,Takovlev« extremely
excellent and very valuable* They then jquote from pretrial
statentnts of Gold in which he said that he believed the :

information ihad been unimportant but had learned it was highly
valuible« In another pretrial -statement Gold^said that
Takovlev told him^he ihfoxmation was of no value* (Pages 364*^367)

'

Comment t- It appears that Gold was originally tol<i by
Takovlev tnat the information was of no value but that Gold
liit«^'r?alised ^Takovlev was telling him, this with the intention
of misleading him*

Thetauthors go through the process of Gold
,

recalling the visit to David Greenglass^and the final
identification of Greenglass by Gold* (Page 369)
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Ooament : It is tru« that Gold did not recall
the Oreengiass incident on the first dajr in which he-was
interviewed ;.^,hoirever» this was gradually^ developed, from
Gold and he was finally able to identify Greenglass^and
recall complete details concerning his meeting with him*

The authors quote a pretrial statement made by
Gold that one of the items which had assisted him in
identifying Yakovlev was the fact that Takovlev let slip
that he had a boy and a girl and that the girl wais called
Victoria in honor of her having been born about the time of
the surrender of Stalingrad. The authors point out that since
Yakovlev *s daughter was five years of age in 1946 and
Stalingrad had surrendered in 1945, this statement of Gold's
was wrong. (Page 369)

Comment ; During interviews with Gold» be stated
that thiS' cnixa nad< been named Victoria either in honor of
the battle of Stalingrad or the battle of Moscow and hems
not sure which battle was mentioned. Her age would correspond
to having been born at the time of the battle of Moscow*

Chapter XXVUI

This chapter attempts to show that small details
of Gold's story in connection with his ^meeting with Greengiass
in Albuquerque are not correct. None of these details have
any bearing on the main facts <of the case* . (Page 371«377)

Chapter X3CVIX

This chapter deals with the registration of Barry
Gold at the Qotel Hilton in Albuquerque on June 3 « '1945i
The background on this is that Gold after he met Puchs in
Santa Pe traveled to Albuquerque on Saturdayi June 2, 1945.
Be attempted to contact Greengiass but learned there was no
one at home. He slept in a rooming house that night and on
the morning of June 3, 1945» checked Into the Hilton Hotel
for a day. Be contacted Greengiass « obtained his information

«

,
and left Albuquerque on Sunday I June 3^. 1945. •

!

/'
, Tbe authors point out it was unusual to register

in ahhotel foi*-one'day« (Page 380) >

;
Comment } It is noted that on the face of the Hotel

Hilton registration card for that date there is written under
the-word "lUte""$1.50 day rate until 8:00 P.M.*'



The muthortt have exanlned the exhibit at the trlml
irhich A Photoitat of the front and back of the June 3
registration card* They note i^at the handwritten date
on the front of the card «ae June 3, 1945 while the date
etavp on the back of the card was June 4» 1945« The authors
claitt that this discrepancy in the dates regardless of the
explanation Makes the card useless as coraroboratiVe evidence^
(Page 382)

OoMment : When this hotel registration card was
obtained from the manager of the hotel in June»,1950| the
discrepancy in the dates was noticed by the FBI Agents He
inquired^and was told by the inanager of the hotels Fletcher
BruMlti that; all cards for June 3^ 1945^ had^been date stamped
for June 4 » 1945| through a JMchanlcal failure of the date
stamp machine* This is the complete explanation of the
differences in the dates and in no way i^ffects the card as
corroboration.

The authors have obtained information from various
hotel employees in Albuquerque and from the news editor of
one of the local newspapers that the FBI had been searching
the records of the Hilton Hotel for the registration card
presumably of Harry Gold*, (Page 383)

CoMient t This is a missiatemeni In fact4 Iii

Aprils 19ou« FBI Agents reviewed registration cards of all
hotels in Albuquerque in an attempt to identify the individual
who had been the courier for Klaus Fuchs* At that time i the
name of Harry Gold was not known4

The authors comment on the fact that th^ hotel
registration card for June does not have the same identifying
mark made by FBt Agents that the hotel registration cird fox^

September 19 ^ 1945

^

Comment } This is correct* The Initiiils oti th^
June card are tnose of th^ hotel manager* Thii card %as not
r4i{tained by the FBI but was returned to the hotels Th^
September card| however i was retained for potoible evidence
although it was nevex^ introduced and therefore ^ the nitrks
on the back were different ^

U The authors on pages 386 through 388 set forth the
results of the examination of the Photostat of the hotel
registration cards by their handwriting expert ^ Mrs* Elizabeth
McCarthy I who stated that she had real doubts that the
handwriting on both cards allegedly written by the same hotel



clerk are the samei She states that she irould like tOi make
a detailed Microscopic study of the original cards before
reaching: her final conclusion*

Conment? Mrs* McCarthy is the sane expert vho
testified in ttie Alger Hiss case and unsuccessfully attempted
to prove that the Government had created aj typewriter in
order to convict Hiss«

^

^

The authors conclude that EBI Agents spent so much
time searching the files of the' hotel in order that they might
make certain that the June card vas correct. They then point
out that it is quite possible that a forger vas confused by
Gold's story and made a mistake in forging the June 3
registratioii card* (Page 388)

Comment ;; If such a card iras being forged, the most
obvious .thing to do was to make certain that a blatant error
such^as t«o different d^tes on the same card would not be made.

Concerning the introduction of the photostat tof the
hotel registration card rather than the original card at the
trial, the authors point out that the Government did not introduce
this card until after Barry Gold had completed his testimony
and had left the courtroom -presumably in order to prevent Gold
from making any disclosures concerning the falsity of the card*
(Page 389)

C6^»ent: The authors are here carrying further
their accusations to include the fact that the prosecution
knowinglyUtrodUced a photostat of a fraudulent document as
well as the fact that the FBI forged the document* Jt is
interesting to note that when Mr* Irving Saypol, Government
Prosecutor^ introduced the photostat of the registration card
into evidence with the approval of the Defense Counsel, he
read both the front and the back of the card. This is a matter
of vecor^fiin the< official record of the trial* Therefore, all
the Defense Counsel/ «all members of the Jury and all witnesses

'

were aware of the fact that the dates on the front and back of
the photostat were different*

The authors state that it is ironical thiit this
card time stamp error was never noticed by the prosecution t

which seems to be a false statement since the prosecution in
open court reid both the front and back of the card*



Chapter XXX

In thltt chapter the authors da a financial
investigation of the Greenglaraes and show that they
deposited $2^300 in ten months in an Albuquerque bank
in the form of

f
$50' every seven to ten days; They point

out that David Creenglass was receiving a salary of
approximately $50 per months his wife was obtaining a
$50 allotment and she was also employed by the U« S«
Ck>vernmeni« (Page 394)

Comment { It is probable that the deposits were
Government cbecKs which both David and his wife were
receiving

«

With regard to the $400 deposit made on
June 4p 1945| the authors point out that this is a Joint
account and that the signature card was .dated June 4 and
the signature^tcard bore both the signature of David and
Huth Creenglass « The authors then conclude that Ruth
Oreenglass had picked up the bank deposit card before the*
weekend.of Jxme 2«»3» 1945^ which contradicts her testlMny
that they did not know that Gold would pay them for the
information they received on June 3^ 1945 « (Page 395}

Comment } The authors In their book answer their
own questiont T&ey point out that the ledger sheet in the
bank had on It only the name of Ruth Greengiass iribtlch would
indicate that she opened the account on June/4 andrwils given
a signature card which she bad^^her husbitnd' sign whta hb %as
In Albuquerque on the next weekend* Thus the fact that the
Signature card has both signatitr^s on it and is dated Junii 4p
is not proof \OS\b the authors claim *

Chapter XXXi

Thisi^chapter reviews the information ,%hich CSreenglitSis

furnished to^hls attorney in interviews and iinything which
varies fromrhis trial testimony is labeled false* Since Gold
did not mention in his origihal statement to, his attorney that
he had Stayed at the Hilton Hotel In June ^ 1^45 1. the iiuthors
now state that the probability that the June 3 registration
card is a forgery^ is raised to a **near certinlntyi** (Page 400)

Comment : The authors are making a gratuitous
assumption witn no basis in fact*



Chapter XXXI

1

This is the iMt chapter of the book and allegedly
l8 a stxmmation; The authors state that it is likely the
report irhich lfr« Hoover received in 8ept<esber» 1949, that the
atonic bosb had been stolen vas actually a report that the
Soviets successfully tested an atomic bonb which was probably
revealed by the President in late September, 1949, ^(Page 405)

OoMtent t This aBftumptlon is liicoirrectv The
information vnicn the Director received iras not that the
Soviets bad tested a bomb but that the secrete of the atomic
bomb had been acquired by a foreign power*

On page 407 the authors speculate concerning irhy
the TBI decided to interview Gold in 1950 and point out that
the way the VBI managed to find CSold has never been made public^

Comment : The authors completely Ignore the article
ifriiten by the Director in which he tells of the man hunt for
Harry Gold 4 This iarticle appeared in the ^'Reader^s Digest;**

The authors make the claim, that so much wasVknown
publicly about the personal history and career of Klaus Fuchs
that a hoaxer could have constructed a plausible story; They
claim that so little was known about the alleged meetings
between yuchs and his contact that a confession could have been
made without contradicting Fuchs; (Page 408)

Comment: Gold furnished details about his relationis
with Fuchs whicbi had not been nutde public and no one knew
about these details 4 For example he told about the places
where he had met Fuchs 1 the dates of the meetings and the
recognition signals all of which agreed with what Fuchs had
previously r^ecallede

The authors on pitges 408»410 claim that the FBI
should have- realikedHthat Gold iras completely unreliable
becaufie of the variations of his story. They also claim that
the fBX interrogation was done in- such a manner that irords
Vore put into Gold's mouthy th&t be fks pushed Into telling
a better story*

Comment ;1 The story iold by Gold ivas checked
and found to be corredt* He vas not furnished with any
information other than that amount vhich any reasonable man
can deduce from questions that are asked.
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On pages 413 imd 414 the authors daln there Is
nothing to tie Gold and fuchs to each other* They try to
explaln all of the ties betveen them such as the nap of
Santa 7e, the Identification of Gold by Fuchs as well as the
registration card for Septesber 19j 1945, at the Hotel Hilton
in Albuquerque. They suggest the possibility that Gold
had besn in Chicago on official business and had nade a
sightseeing trip on the spur of the nosent froM Chicago to

Mexico «

Ooisaent } This is strictly an attenpt by
.
the

authors to'explaln away the facts which connect^; these two

»en«

The authors feel that the interview ifhich the FBI
conducted with David Greenglass in New York in February, 1950

,

was part of the investigation to locate Fuchs. The authors
feel that when the FBI discovered that Greenglass had been
in the Tdung Comunist League and that his sister and
brother-in-law had teen associated with left-wi|ig politics
and that Greenglass had nade bank deposits in 1945, the FBI
then went back to Greenglass and forced hint to implicate
the Rosenbergs* (Page 415-416)

i Comment ; The interview of Greenglass in
February, 1950, was in connection with a case involving
the theft of uranium souvenirs from Los Alamos and had no
connection with this case*. The claims of this statement by
the authors show a strong resemblance to -statements made
by John Wexley in his book entitled *The Judgement of JUliug
and Bthel Rosenberg,** which was written in 1955* That book
also attacked' the Government's cass of the Rosenbergs tod:

claimed that the FBI Md Greenglass testify when it had been
discovered that he was a former mMibei* of the Young Coiuuniist

League*

The authorii refer to Gold and Qre^nglitss itii two
highly suggestible individuals and ihat bjr uiing both of
theii^ the Government waS' able to mak^ k ease itgainst the
Rosenbergs* (Fage 416}

Coiswni t It seems extremely unlikely that the
V* 8* QovernmenlTcould find two such individuals and make
» case which^ been nble to< withstand every legal challenge
for fifteen years*

The nuthors put forth their own reconstruction
of the case as follows:
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The FBI was out on a llnb srhen it arrested*

Julius Rosenberg strictly on the say so of the Greenglasses

,and It was necessary to find someone else to help make the

case. The first fperson found was Max Blltcher who tras

frightened and vulnerable but 1* vwas evident that he could

not sake the case. The JfBX then arrested Bthel Bosenberg*

kidnapped Morton Bobell, prl«ed.Harry Gold to tell his false

story and" then put David Oreenglass and Harry Gold In the

same prison In order that they ,iilght polish their story.

The authors/then accused the- prosecutlon.of using the

techniques of a playwright to construct a script for the

trial.

The authors conclude their story by stating that

they feel a time for reappraisal has arrived.
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and British agent during 1961-62 and was reportedly executed by the
Soviets in 1963*

The pxess has carried articles labeled "The Penkovsky
Papers" and a book v/ith the sane title has been published which
are reportedly based on the life and experiences of Penkovsky taken
!fron writings made by Penkovsky during the period he operated as an
agent for the T/est* Charges have been made by the Soviet Government
that the material reported therein is false and a product of CIA.

Referral /Consult

The Director has inquired as to our evaluation of "The
Penkovsky Papers*" Insofar as known to the Bureau ^ the materialli

The underlying theme of "The Penkovsky Papers" is to show
the magnitude of Soviet espionage in the world and the decadence of
the Soviet leadership and the Soviet system under Khruschev* "

One part of the book is devoted to a GRU training manual
captioned "Characteristics of Agent Communications and of Agent
Handling in the USA" prepared by Lieutenant Colonel Ivan Prikhodko,
a GRU officer who served in the United States during 1952-55.
Its purpose basically is to acquaint GRU officers with conditions
under which they may operate ; in the United States* It is of interest
to note that this manual characterizes the FBI's capabilities in a
very favcrablo light since it; points out "severe counterintelligence
regime encountered by GRU officers in the United States and the fact
that such officers are under' cbnstant/surveillance in this , country*"

l4S:.ri^%^^^'-^;H.'-r0l'-'.. ....
^

t.v i WOT' RE(tcliiDE]

DEC 9 l%5/--f^|-^y^j«»j^«^^

ACTION:
For your information

65-66374 iV'

APLxfiJho* (8)
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MAY ^96a CCrtTlON
^sA aEN> n€9 NO yt

UNITED JSTATES GOM^NMENT

Memoramumlai

TO Director, FBI (62-46855) date: 11/30/65

FROM ^|(y^l^^gat , London (62-430) 3^

subject; ^aO and THE CHINESE DEVOLUTION
BY JEROME^CH EN ^ ^- ^

Obook REVIEW^S ^ f
^

Re London let 9/22/65 advising efforts
continue to obtain the above captioned book. Checks
were made at the book store concerned on 10/22 and
11/19/65, and it was ascertained that the book has
not as yet coiae off the press.

In view of the foregoing this matter is
beimg placed In a pending inactive status, and tickler
will be set for 1/20/66 to again check the book store.

. - Bureau
^1 - Liaison (sent direct)

1 - London
JTM:cm
(5)



SAC, New Tork

Directory FBI (62-46855)

/TiPDRCHASE OF BOOKS
C/BOOK REVIEWS

f
1 - N.P.Callahan/M.F.Row
1 - W.C.SuUlvan.
I

-

R.n. Cotter/ December 10, 1965

A. J.Decker
1 - B. M.Suttler
1-R;W; Smith
1- R;S. Garner
1 - 1^ he

b7C

Yott shouM discreetly obtain one copy of each of the foUowing books and
forward them to the Bureau marked to the attention of the Central Research Unit,
Research-Satellite Section.

ly^^^^lonlalism; The;Last Stage.of Imperialism^by-
/ ^SSSaKTlniSniEeaio^^

price not known.
f2

a olC

2v^Wtiting of the Hundred Flowers by Mg Fu-Sheng. Praeger.
^ ^gST^^lOK ^ ^*

S^K^sant.^^^^
/ Johnson. Stanford., IggS. S5.75.

ĵ
^aJ^

NOTE: Books, not available In Bureau Library,, requested as follows:

#1 by SA A. JlDecker, NatlonalttiesJLntfilllefince Section (will be filed In

Bureau Library),, #2 & #3 bySA| [
Chinese Unit, Nationalities

Intelligence Section (will be retained In Unit after carding by Bureau Library).

AMB:cr C-^^

(10)



UNITED STATES G NMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROMlv.Nr SAC,

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)
CENTRAL RESEARCH UNIT-RESEARCH
SATELLITE SECTION)

NEW YORK (100-87235)

date: 12/6/65

subject:>^PURCHASE OF BOOKS CONCERNING CHINA vOfsO^Tf
^book_be5o:ews ^vK, "

ReBulet 11/4/65.

One copy each of the following books is submitted:

1.^^China," by HARRY '^CHWARTZ.

2. W' Communist: China's CrtiRadfti Mao's Road tcj Power and the
igftc^^^N.New Campaign for World Revolution" by

3. AVchinA^thfiL-Bi>ab." by MORTON H.XHALPERTN

id td Powe
iSUYgWINTT

Inquiry reveals that the Jbook ^/T'I^Saw Red China!* by
will not be published until February 1 1966.

The U.S.U China in World Affaibs Series: ( a) V'Policies ^Toward
QliZL*" by .A . M .4HAI iPERIH and ib) "The)Umerican_PeopleLand-.ChinaI« hv
^.T.j'STEELE will not be available untp.,I\ after January 24, 1966.

^ X^S^
' Bureau is requested to advise NYO whether it still desires to

obtain the 'last mentioned publications when they become available in
1966. " ' V V

65- Bureau (Enc-3)^ /A^Y^^t^^
1 - New York (100-87235) #41'^^'^^9^'**'^*^--::A— •

WHB:IM j(jy^. ^^,,^,JuP
^

^^^ 3 DEC 7 1965

Savings Bonds Regularly on we Payroll Savings PlanBuy US.



MAY IBWI.BpmON

UNITED STATES GUVERNi^NT

TO date:
12/21/»6S

'

Memorandum

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-4^55)
A y? (ATTENTION :(KRESEARCH UNIT
AC. RESEARCH SATELLITE SECTION)

"
SAC, NEW ORLEANS (62-3823)

subject: --.^^
THE^^OIITHERNER AND WORLD AFFAIRS -

Re Bureau letter to IJew Orleans, 11/24/65.

Being forwarded under separate cover Is one
copy of captioned book.

f ] ^Bureau /
^^^^

(1: package) ^?^>*^wt. .^r-2vi
IrNew Orleans —7-*^A V / s^t r

(4)
*^ ft^^K^0

i

i .
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I

\j .>'7 UNITED STATES G

\ Memorandum
Mr. DeLoach

V '

SUBJECT:,^^yi^HINGTpN^B^

1

/
TO

FROM

t ^ lyfoATE: 12-30-65 ^

BOOK BY JOHN CARPENTER

\ '
A copy of.captioned book, a paperback which appears on newsstands

and is published by the^on-San.CorRQration. Phoenix. Arizona, wasiurnished to the
Bureau for reviewV | HoHhe iairport police^at l^-iend-

Iship
Interigtional Airport. i tis on the Soecial Correspondents* -List Ald^

and has been very, cooperative with the Bureau in the past. He furnished this book for""
review as it contains some references to the FBI and the Director.

REVIEW OF BOOK:
' \ r '^ ^

This as a cheap, poorly written bQok whichlias only one purpose, the
presentation of sex within the framework of an e;q>ose-type publication, it has no
merit and would appeal only to persons looking for p^rnographjts sensationalisra.

There are a number of references to the FBI in this boc^k, but none are
unfavorable and, in fact, the FBI is about.the only Government organization which the

i writer does not smear in'some .manner. The - references to the jPBI are concerned
exclusively with investigative action allegedly taken by us in connection with certain
cases that have occurred in Washington over the years. For .example, in Chapter 1,
the writer discusses the operations of a prostitution ring during World-War H which
catered to important businessmen and Government officials. TMs set-up had as a front
.a massage service on Connecticut Avenue which was linown as Hopkins Institute.

The book states that in 1943 the Bureau initiated an intensive investi-
gation of this establishment. This resulted, in a raid in which seven women were
rrested on white slave conspiracy charges. It indicateiS that the FBI was concerned
ot only with the white slave violation but also with the,fact that these girls might elicit
onfidentialdnformation from their important clients. As a result.of our work, the

writer avers, the ring was smashed and the seven women were convicted: A photogr^aph
f the Director apj^ear^ on page 25 in this chapter with the caption, "J. Edgar Hoover
ook officialicognizancd of^massage* operations^:"' Tliis,photograph is one taken within
^(Cent years and apparently was obtained by the publishers from public source material.

Mri' b^olso'n • I L , . j . %r

Q

Mr» DeLoach

R:gms
ontinued?



f
Jones -to DeLoachMemo
RE: WASHINGTON;BABYLON

In Chapter 3, the FBI is mentioned as having investigated the activities

of Ellen Rometsch*, the German prostitute who figured prominately in the Bobby Baker

case. This is the only reference to the FBI in this chapter, which is concerned

'^'^riKiarily with discussing the sexual activities of Rometsch^and'others.

'

Chapter 5 deals with the Walter.Jenkins case. The writer speculates «
on Mr. Jenkins' arrest and seems to relish the accounting of his downfall; He ^
commentSiOh our investigation of this matter, on.orders of thepresident, and

states that the full details have not been released. He also states that "FBI Director

J. Edgar Hoover sent flowers to Jenkins—whether in atonement for the complete

job his men did, or merely out of sympathy, seems destined to. remain a.minor
enigma- of the. Jenkins case."

The book also'indicates t|^ when Mr. Jenkins was arrested in 1959

by the Washington police, {he FBI was/Mormed of the morals aspect of . the arrest,

but was furnished a report that Jenkins was arrested for investigation. The Secret '

Service is criticized for not checking out this arrest in 196! when it conducted a
check on Mr. Jenkins. A picture of the Director, on page 90 of this chapter, is

captioned, "J. Edgar Hoover sent flowers." This is a public source picture taken

at the time the Director received the Sword of Loyola Award.

The FBI is -mentioned briefly.and uncritically in other sections of

the book in connection with the investigation of various espionage and security cases

that'have occurred in Washington in recent years.

INFORMATION IN BUFILES: ^

Bufiles contain no information identifiable with the writer of this

hook, John Carpenter, or the Ron-San Corporation of Phoenix, Arizona. It was
noted th^i^sociat^ Profesjional^ervices,J&ic,., Glendale, .California, is listed,

in the;back oftKeTxjok asa'source for the purchase of "Washington Babylon."

Bufiles contain no reference to Associated Professional Services, Inc. ^

RECOMMENDATION:

For information. V

- 2 -



510
^January 11^ 1966

Referral/ Consult

I ^received your memorandum of December 30t

with enclosure, want to thank you for making a copy of

"Logos; But Maa Proud Man" available to us.

MAua)7, 1
"^--T^T-r^-.— Sincerely yours,

"Ml Xmm^\\% ^'.| J, Edgar Hoover
Referral/Consult1

NpTE:| I cannot be identified inBufiles. There
^

is no record ol ttxe Book "Logos; But Man Proud Man" nor of the ;i

Mosaic Press in Jftufiles and author Charles Jeremiah Moravec ,/|

cannot be identified on the basis of available information. A cursory '

. ;<

review reflects ncD reference to the FBI or Director. 0.
'

^

KLS:szy(3)

c.

ft

•n

n V 7;!



«|A OCM. RCO. **0.

UNITED STATES GC^RNMENT

Memorandum •

Mr. Wick

M. AS^On^s^

IMPERIAL AGENT
THE GOLENIEWSKI-ROMANOV CASE
BY GUY RICHARDS ^
BACKGROUND: 3« <»

DATU; 11-18-66

Referral/ Consult

The New York Office has forwarded a Xerox copy of
captioned book which deals with the activities of Michael Goleniewski

I the Polish defector. The book relates to Goleniewski. former
I Lieutenant Colonel in the Polish Sprnritv Sprvi^P I

^ |

rnis
activities in the United States since he entered in 1961 and GolenieOski's
claim to be Alexei Romanov, the son of Czar Nicholas n who was Isecuted J

by the communists in 1918.

INFORMATION IN BUFILES:

f We have known for some time that captioned book was
j
being prepared by .Guy Richards, a newspaper- reporter who has been

I
well known for his sensation^Usm^-unrfiliability and inability to report
khe facts. Earlier this year, Washington office, "The
Reader's Digest, " long-time contact and supporter of the Bureau, made
available a copy of the manuscript which at that time was captioned
"Our Strangest Guest, The Romanov-Goleniewski Affair. " Richards
was endeavoring to get "The Reader's Digest" to' carry a condensation

jvanted to discredit the book\as strongly as possibleof his book.

[
as he felt to publish it would be a disservice to th^xcouhtry. The manuscript

\ was reviewed and some of the basically erroneous statements by Goleniewski
With respect to his activities as a Polish agent were;broughLto Barron's
• attention with the approval of the Director. Z D ^ ^.^J ^ - -V—

I

RECORDED
subsequently advised us that as a 3iesjjJ,t^ (rfcpur

assistance "The Reader's Digest" has definitely decided not to condense

i - Mr.
1 - Mr.

Wick
Sullivan^CSV>0^^

3

[NXgSD - OVER



4
M. A. Jones to Wick Memo
RE: IMPERIAL AGENT

A coniparison of pertinent sections of 'Imperial Agent, *'

with the manuscript of Richards' book that we obtained earlier this year
reveals that it is the same book. As pointed out in previous memoranda,
Richards claims he contacted Mr. DeLoach an^ Mr. Wick about
Goleniewski's defection and was told it was "hot air. " As previously

pointedi out, this was not*true; Richards had contacted the Bureau and
inquired about two Soviet defectors . He was told we knew nothing about

two Soviet defectors. Pages four through twelve deal with Richards'

contact with Mr. DeLoach and Mr. Wick and their contents are identical

with the manuscript pages we previously reviewed.

RECOMMENDATION:
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